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PREFACE 

This document is a collection of technical reports on research conducted by the participants 

in the 1996 NASAIASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship Program at Kennedy Space Center 

(KSC). This was the twelfth year that a NASAIASEE program has been conducted at 

KSC. The 1996 program was administered by the University of Central Florida (UCF) in 

cooperation with KSC. The program was operated under the auspices of the American 

Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) and the Office of Educational Affairs, NASA 

Headquarters, Washington, D.C. The KSC program was one of nine such Aeronautics and 

Space Research Programs funded by NASA Headquarters in 1996. The basic common 

objectives of the NASAIASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship Program are: 

a. To further the professional knowledge of qualified engineering and science fac~llty 

members; 

b. To stimulate an exchange of ideas between participants and NASA; 

c. To enrich and refresh the research and teaching activities of participants' institu- 

tions; and, 

d. To contribute to the research objectives of the NASA centers. 

The KSC Faculty Fellows spent ten weeks (June 3 through August 9, 1996) working with 

NASA scientists and engineers on research of mutual interest to the University faculty 

member and the NASA colleague. The editors of this document were responsible for 

selecting appropriately qualified faculty to address some of the many problems of current 

interest to NASAIKSC. A separate document reports on the administrative aspects of the 

1996 program. The NASAIASEE program is intended to be a two-year program to allow 

in-depth research by the University faculty member. In many cases a faculty member has 

developed a close working relationship with a particular NASA group that has provided 

funding beyond the two-year limit. 
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ABSTRACT 

Optical fibers represent the back bone of the current communication networks. 'There gerlbmance in the 
field lacks long tern testing data k a u s e  of the continuous evolution of the mmufactuning of fibers and cables. An 
optical fiber cable that is installed in NASA's KSC have experienced a tic increase in attenuation after 
years of use. The aiienuadofi has increased &om 0.9 dB/km to 7 dBPm in some fibcrs. A thorough study is 
presented to assess the causes of such attenuation increase. Material and chemical decomposition testing showed 
that there are no changes in the composition of the fiber which might have caused the increase in attenuation. 
Microbending and heat cycling tests were per-formed on the cable and individual fibers. It is found that the increase 
in attenuation is due to microbending which is caused by excess stress exerted on the fibers. This was the result of 
manufacturing and installation irregularities. 



Phase IX Fiber Optic Cable Microbending and Temperature GycEng Tests 
Mustafa A.G. Abushagur 

1. mTRODUCTION 

Optical fiber networks are considered as an ideal medium for communications because of their extremely 
high data rates, light power throughput, security and immunity to interference. Fiber networks have made the current 
revolution in information possible. Optical fibers are very small in size vulnerable to environmental influences and 
need to be cabled to allow ease of handling and protection. The cabling and installation cause an increase in fiber 
attenuation. After installation and during the life of the cable, estimated to be well beyond 20 years, the fiber 
attenuation should not increase more than a fraction of a d B h .  Increase in attenuation after installation causes 
serious problems in system performance such as decrease in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and increase in bit-error- 
rates (BER). Cables after being installed are susceptible to the environmental changes. Penetration of hydrogen in 
the fiber either due to water infusion or a chemical reaction between the cable components is of a great concern [I- 
33. Mawbending and microbending are also major contributors to attenuation increase [4-S]. 

In this report we present a case study on an optical fiber cable that was installed in 1993 at NASA's 
Kennedy Space Center. This particular cable demonstrated dramatic increase in attenuation over a very short period 
of use. The cause of such increase is investigated and reported in this paper. In Section 2 we present the background 
of the problem. The methodology of testing is introduced in Section 3. Results of material testing is included in 
Section 4. Microbending test results are given in Section 5. Summary and conclusions are given in Section 6. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Kennedy Space Center is one of the pioneer users of fiber optic technology because of its need for high data 
rate networks. It has installed since the early 1970's more than 13,000 miles of fibers between its Space Shuttle 
facilities. In September 1993, PHASE IX network was installed between five nodes as shown in Figure 1. 

(Two 72-fiber cables 

cable) 

0.4 km 
(One 144-fiber cable) / 

Figure 1. Fiber optic network between the Space Shuttle facilities. 

This network is made out of 9 cables totaling 31.9 km. Most of the fibers are graded index multi-mode fibers and 
three of cabIes have few single-mode fibers. All the fibers were tested for their attenuation after installation and met 



the spification of iess than I d B h .  The Ewrs were tested again in 1994 and were withihr sp%caGon. In early 
1996, s deteriomdon of gerfonmce mcl an incheae in the BER was node&. Measurement of the atenuation of the 
f ikrs on April 26, 1996 showed that most of the fibers anenuation has increased dmstically. Attenuarions were 
measured and found lo bt: between 0.8 arid 7.8 dBhil  wit21 an average of 2.51 for a ga%cular cable @CC-PCG). 
These measurements were made at wavelengh of 1300 nm. Similar attenuation increase took place at 1550 nut. The 
single-mode fibers in cable (VARR-LCC) did not show my increase in attenuation. The LCC-KC cable was then 
removed from underground for further testing that can not be done while installed. The attenuation of the fibers were 
immediately measured on April 29, 1996. The attenuation of the fibers were dropped after removal to the range from 
0.7 to 3.1 d B k  with an average of 1.23 d B h  , see Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Test fiber attenuation while installed and after removal. 

The increase in attenuation can be due to several factors [4]. These are in general can be classified in two 
categories: material composition change and microbending. The material change is due to infusion or generation of 
mainly hydrogen especially in an 0 - H  chain. This is the result of water infusion in the core of the fiber or might be 
generated by a chemical reaction between the different components of the cable, especially the gel compound and 
fiber coating. Microbending can be caused by cable aging, which results in cable shrinkage, manufacturing and 
instzllation proble~ns, or deterioration of the fiber protective coating or the gel. 

The removed cable was tested to determine the cause of attenuation increase. The tests were designed to 
investigate both attenua~on sources and we= conducted on a set of test articles listed in Table 1. PHASE V cable is 
a cable that was installed prior to PHASE IX cable in similar environment but still within attenuation specifiaeion 
and is usxi for cornpabison p u p = $ .  Both cables were manufacturerli by the w e  compmy (Chromtic) using fibers 
from two different vendors S p c t ~ n  and Corning). The Swcm and Coming f i k r  test s p l s  are similar to those 
fibers in PHASE IX and Pj3ASE V cables, respectively, but ne,ver been cabled. 



Two separate sets of tests were conducted. The fust set focused on the possibilities of a chemical change in 
the fiber and cable componenls. The second set focused on microbending and what might have caused it from both 
fiber and ab le  elements. The following two section present the tests and results. 

TABLE 1 1 km PHASE IX test fibers 

4. MATERIAL AND CmMICAL TESTS 

Fibers used for communication are made from fused silica, Si02, and Ge02 is used to allow the index of 
refraction variations required. The existence of other impurities in the fiber are the major cause for absorption of the 
light energy. The lead factor in absorption in the wavelengths of interest is the OH. The tests carried in this 
investigation were based on determining the contents of the fiber and cable elements. A comparison between a 
number of test items listed in Table 1 were carried. The samples were analyzed by optical microscopy, inductively 
coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy, anion-ion chromatography, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with 
energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) and wavelength dispersive spectrometry (WDS). The test data showed that 
all fiber cores have Ge, Si and 0. Spectran fibers contain some P in the core. From all the tests there was no 
evidence of the presence of any hydrogen increase which might have caused the attenuation problem. The material 
content of the fiber coatings, the gel, and the cable sheeting were found to be the same for all test samples. There 
was a visible difference between the primary coating of the Sepctran and Coming fibers. The fust seems to have a 
coarse texture when examined under the microscope. The secondary coating of the Spectran fiber is found to be 
much softer than that of Coming fibers. In order for the fiber to be protected against outside stresses the primary 
coating need to be soft and the secondary coating to be hard. If the secondary is soft it fails to protect the fiber and 
causes an increase in microbending. 

White light test was also performed to investigate the material composition change in the fibers. This test 
provides the means to measure the attenuation of the fiber across the spectrum. The results of this test showed that 
the fibers in the cable and those on the test reels have similar attenuation spectrum. This concludes that there was no 
change in the fiber composition and there was no hydrogen infustion into the fiber. However the test showd that 
Spectran fibers have same attenuation at both 1300 and 1550 nm wavelengths, while Coming fibers have lower 
attenuation at 1550 nm. 

In summary all the chemical and material tests performed leads to the conclusion that the attenuation 
increase in PHASE IX cable was not caused by material composition change in the fibers but must be some other 
such microbending. 

5. MICROBENDING TESTS 

Microbending loss occurs when small, periodic perturbations are introduced in fiber [6-81. These 
perturbations in the optical fiber cause it to deviate from being a perfectly circular cylindrical waveguide. So any 
external stresses on the fiber will cause such loss. This can be the result of the cabling process of the fiber or after 
installation as a result of the cable shrinkage due to aging or environbmental factors. The fibers are made in such a 
way to resist microbending by coating them with a soft then a hard plastic coating [9], also by being placed in buffer 
tubes. These measures do improve the microbending resistance of fibers. Aging problems of the coating itself is 



need ts be studied. In this section we report the investigation that has been casried to deernine the microbending 
loss of the fiber cable understudy. By isolating the different factors that cause the microbending we should be able 
to determine the major soklrm of this loss. We have perfom& two separate tests one on the 1 km PHASE LX cable 
md the second test on the 50 m s m p k s  listed in Table 1. The fast of these tests is a ternpernure cycling which 
simubtes the effects of cable shrinkage. By decreasing the temperature of the cable it shrinks and induces stresses 
on the fibers. Increasing temperature higher than room lemperature causes the cable to expand and releases the fibers 
from the stress. The temperature cycling test started at 20 OC then lowered to -20 OC and then raised gradually to 60 
OC and then back to 20 OC. The second test is a microbending resistance test performed on short lengths of fibers. 

5.1 1 km Cable Test 

The 1 km cable was placed in a thermal chamber where both temperature and humidity were controlled and 
monitored, see Figure 3. The cable was on a spool. 

1 km Fiber 

I 
Thermal Chamber 

Figure 3. Experimental setup for temperature-attenuation measurement. 

The temperature was measured with two thermo-couples one on the surface of the spool and the other was buried 
will within the cable. The test started at room temperature then reduced to - 20 O C and then raised to 60 OC. The 
temperature in the chamber was left at each step overnight to allow the temperature to reach the inside of the cable. 
The attenuation of six fibers was measured at each of these temperatures. The attenuation measurements are plotted 
in Figure 4. 

The fiber attenuation is very high at -20 OC since the cable sheeting contracted and induced stress on the 
fibers. As the temperature increased the attenuation dropped very rapidly till about 0 OC and decreased with much 
slower rate onward. The attenuation of the tested fibers is different. The attenuation range of the fibers is about 3 
dB/km at -20 C and all converge to within 0.2 dB/km range at 60 OC. Fiber 242 tested within specification 
throughout the tests even when the cable was installed except for the range of temperatures lower than O°C. This 
f?ber shows the minimum attenuation and does not change much between 0 and 60 OC. While fiber 219 which 
demonstrated the highest attenuation while installed displays the highest attenuation throughout the temperature test 
shown in Figure 4. Fibers 219 and 227 are in the same buffer tube as well as 242 and 251 are in another buffer tube. 

The temperature test simulates a number of factors in the field. First, the temperature change throughout the 
year. Second, the aging effect which results in shrinkage of the cable. These results show the extent of the ability of 
the fiber to cope with such effects. The fibers are designed to resist such stress. The major function of the primary 
and secondary coating$ of the fiber is to protect the fiber from external stresses [lo]. The fibers in the cable show a 
continuous increase of attenuation with cable shrinkage (temperature decrease). The attenuation dropped as the 
stress on the fibers was released. The attenuation variations that are shown in Figure 4 might not be due to the cable 
shrinkage only. The fiber itself might experience attenuation change due to its coating. The second set of 
experiments attempts to isolate these different factors. 



1 km PHASE IX CABLE FM66 (LCC-PCC) 

TEMPERATURE [C] 

Figure 4. The attenuation of 6 fibers from PHASE IX cable is plotted as the temperature was increased from -20 OC 
to 60 OC. 

52 50 m Cable and Fiber Tests 

The second test conducted is on the 50 m fibers listed in Table 1. The attenuation measurements were 
made using the power meter instead of an OTDR since the fiber lengths are too short. The fibers and cables are 
placed in the same thermal chamber. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5. 

1 krn Fiber ~hermai  Chamber 

Figure 5 Experimental setup for the 50 m fibers and cables testing. 

The temperature was changed from +20 to -20 and then The ~ ~ n & ~ o m n w ~ Q ° C  i: 
measured after at least four hours from the time the chamber's temperature was changed. Two 1 km fibers were 
placed one between the light source and the test fiber and the second between the test fiber and the photodetector. 
The power meter uses as a reference the power output when the network in Figure 5 is connected excluding the test 
fibers. The attenuation reading of the test fibers includes the loss of one set of connectors, and one fusion splice. 
The readings for each fiber were taken several times to assure repeatability and accuracy. 



The attenuation of the single fibers, two of the &st spools and two are laken &om PHASE PE(: cable were 
measured over the en& temperame m g e  and the results are shown in Fig- 6. The anenuation of the (est spool 
fibers slay& dmost constant over the ternperatwe range &om -20 to 60 OC. The fibers (aken from the ab le  
demonsm the m e  behavior as those in the cable shown in Figure 5. Their attenuation increases -idly after the 
tempemlure drops below freezing. The only difference between the two sets of fibers is that the environment they 
have been in over the Last four years and the color coating, since the test spool fibers do not have any color coating. 
The fibers taken from the cable were cabled and installed in the field. Attenuation increase at low temperatures is 
either due to the color coating or a damage in the primary coating. The fiber glas itself do not exhibit such 
attenuation change with temperature. As temperature decreases the coatings of the fibers will shrink much more than 
the fiber itself. This intern causes an induced stress on the fibers leads to microbending losses. The coefficients of 
expansion of the fused silica is about 5x10-~ PC, while it is the range of 10-22~10-5PC for Polyethylene (PE) 
which is typically used for the primary and secondary coatings of the fiber. 

iL 

-20 0 2 0 40 60 
Temperature [C] 

Figure 6 

The next set of 50 m fibers tested are those removed from PHASE IX cable but left inside their loose buffer 
tubes which are filled with gel. These are four fibers with ID# 233, 239,253 and 263. The attenuation curves as a 
function of temperature are shown in Figure 7 All fibers show slight attenuation increase for temperatures lower 
than 0 OC. Fiber 253 demonstrates the best performance. The reason for this increase is similar to that mentioned for 
the previous set of fibers in Figure 6. Also it can be seen from the comparison between the losses at room 
temperature and higher for these fibers and those in Figure 6 that the buffer loose tube has no effect on the fiber 
losses. 

R 
50 rn Fibers in Tube 
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Figure 7. 

The third set of 50 m fibers tested are those in PHASE IX cable. The fibers test are those with 219, 
227,239,242,251, and 263. These are the same test fibers in the 1 km PltitASE EX cable. The altenuation shows 



similar behavior as those of the 1 km cable. A large increase in attenuation as the temperature drops below freezing. 
The attenuation is shown in Figure 8. Again here also fiber 242 shows the best performance. The high attenuation 
of fiber 239 may be due to a bad connector or this particular segment of the fiber has such an attenuation. 

The last group of 50 m fibers tested was those in PHASE V cable. The attenuation of these fibers are given 
in Figure 9. The four fibers test are identified by their colors and those of the loose tube. Two of the fibers did not 
show any change in attenuation as temperature changes while the other two showed slight increase in attenuation for 
temperatures below freezing. This leads to fact that either this cable does not shrink as that in PHASE IX or the 
fibers and in particular their primary coating are able to alleviate the effect of any induced stress. This cable 
continuously functions within attenuation specifications after five years of operation. 

-20 0 20 40 6 0 
Temperature [C] 

50 m PHASE IX Cable 

Figure 8 

m 
50 m PHASE V Cable 

m 
a 

-20 0 2 0 40 60 
Temperature [C] 

Figure 9 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The increase in the fiber attenuation in PHASE IX cable installed at NASA's KSC was investigated and 
analyzed. Material and microbending tests were performed on a set of fibers from the defective cable and others. 
The chemical composition of the fibers showed that there is no difference between the fibers in the defective cable 
and others which will cause such an increase in attenuation. There is clearly a difference in attenuation performance 
between the fibers in PHASE IX cable and others which can be attributed to microbending. The losses of the fibers 
in the cable decreased when they were taken outside of the cable and left in their loose buffer lube. The increasing 
rate in attenuation for temperatures below freezing is much higher for cabled fibers. The primary coating of the 



fibers in PNASE TX cabb h v e  wore granularity than the lest spool fibers which have a more hon~ogeneous p ' 
coating when it is examined under the scanning electron microscope. The reason behind this increase in 
micabending loss is the result of a nurnber of factors, namely: 

I. The slarihge of the outer jackets of Qie cable due to aging and temperafm change. 

2. The degradation of the primary coating of the fiber by either aging or chemical reaction which might have tiken 
piace between the gel and the coating. 

3. The shrinkage in the outer cable jackets after being stretched during installation. This might cause the cable core 
central member to be compressed and causes an outward pressure on the fibers. 

4. An excess of fiber in the cable during cable manufacturing. This causes the fibers to be forced against each 
others in the loose buffer tubes. 

The question which is still need to be answered is why the fiber attenuation was higher when it was 
installed? and what causes this increase to appear almost three years after installation? From the preceding tests and 
the different attenuation contributing factors this increase might be explained as follows. The cable when it was 
manufactured it has an inherent stress on the fibers caused by excess length in fiber and core strength member. This 
stress was within the tolerance range of the fiber coating so it did not show in the attenuation measurements. As the 
cable settled after installation and shrunk due to aging it induced an intolerable stress on the fiber which showed a 
sudden increase in attenuation. The increase of attenuation might be also a result of the deterioration of the fiber 
primary coating. This reasoning might justify the increase in attenuation after three years of use but it does not 
justify the decrease in attenuation resulted when the cable was removed from the duct. The reason which might 
justify this decrease is that when the fiber was installed it was stretched and by aging the shrinkage triggered the 
increase in attenuation. As soon as the fiber was removed from the duct the attenuation decreased because it was 
released from the tension it was under. In summary a number of the factors outlined earlier in this section 
contributed collectively to the attenuation increase. 
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Abstract 

The software, Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workstation (LabVIEW), is 
designed such that equipment and processes related to control system can be operationally 
linked and controlled by the use of a computer. Various processes within the Failure Analysis 
Laboratories of NASA Kennedy Space Center demonstrate the need for modernization, and in 
some cases automation, using LabVIEW. An examination of procedures and practices within the 
Failure Analysis Lab resulted in the conclusion that some device was necessary to elevate the 
potential users of LabVIEW to an operational level in minimal time. This paper outlines the 
process involved in creating a tutorial application to enable personnel to apply LabVIEW to their 
specific projects. Suggestions for furthering the extent to which LabVIEW is used are provided 
in the areas of data acquisition and process control. 



mmWAGmG L B V E V V  WITH ~ S ~ U ~ N T A T 1 8 N  
FOR ELECmONIC FAILURE ANALUSIS ti;N@ BEYOND 

Various processes within the Failure Analysis Laboratories of NASA Kennedy Space Center 
demonstrate the need for modernization, and in some cases automation. The commonalty which 
exists with all processes is the need for computer control, either in the form of improving 
existing hardware and software, or the creation of computer control where none has previously 
been used. Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW) software has 
been indicated by the Failure Analysis Laboratory to be a desirable solution to accomplish most 
of these tasks. In addition, LabVIEW is widely accepted in industry as a premier solution to 
facilitate or enhance computer control processes. Standardization utilizing this software would 
place the lab in a state-of-the-art continuum with leading technology in the field, allowing for 
quicwflexible control with the ability to easily adapt to changes and advances. 

Processes targeted for modernization included the Slack Vacuum Chamber, Electrostatic 
Discharge Chamber, High-Amperage DC Test Fixture, High-Voltage AC Test Fixture, 
Electronic Failure Analysis Test Fixture, and any custom configurations for units under test. 
During initial investigations into these processes, it became apparent that the gap between 
LabVIEW programming and implementation must be bridged before modernization initiatives 
could be seriously undertaken. 

2. BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

LabVEW is a powerful and flexible instrumentation and analysis software based on the 
programming language "G". The programming language "G" is in some ways similar to common 
languages, like C or BASIC, in that it is general purpose with extensive libraries of functions for 
any programming task including conventional program development tools. It is different 
however, in that it is graphical in nature. In addition, it includes extensive libraries of special 
functions, data acquisition, General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) and serial instrument control, 
data analysis, data presentation, and data storage. (ref. 1) It is one of the few languages that is 
platform independent, meaning that the same program can function in Windows on a PC, and the 
operating systems of UNIX, Macintosh, and Sun. Modular programming is also a feature which 
makes LabVEW so attractive, Programs may be created with segments, much like sub-routines 
in a traditional language, in any order, and compiled into a singular high level program which 
functions as one. A unique characteristic of LabVIEW is its dab-flow principle of processing 
inputs and outputs. Whereas typical languages use control-flow commands and a program 
counter to sequence though programming steps one at a time, LabVIEW processes input data as 
soon as all data is received at the proper input node. More than one data line may be processed at 
any given instant in t h e ,  as shown in Figure 1. 

One should note that LabVEW is not limited to General Purpose Interface Bus (GBB) type 
communication. B is designed to operate over VME Extensions for Hnstrumentation ( V X )  and 
serial mediums, as well as digital and analog data acquisition and process control systems. 
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Figure 1. LabVIEW Data-Flow Principle (ref. 2, p. 78) 

Many problems surround the implementation of a software such as LabVIEW. Learning curves 
for new software can be fairly flat, especially in the beginning. The time required to learn new 
software removes the engineer from the daily tasks at hand. Often, it is the case that the engineer 
will delay committing the time to learn the new software in lieu of work responsibilities. An 
examination of procedures and practices within the Failure Analysis Lab resulted in the 
conclusion that some device was necessary to elevate the potential users of LabVIEW to an 
operational level in minimal time. Thus became the scope of my fellowship. 

Search of available literature and documentation revealed that there exists a lack of available 
training in the areas of LabVIEW implementation. In only one instance was it found that an 
attempt had been made to initiate software manipulation for simplification of LabVIEW 
software/hardware utilization. However the scope of this project, which was performed by a 
private contractor, is limited as its results have not been made available for public consumption. 
(ref. 3) Opportunities exist for training in terms of LabVIEW programming directly from 
National Instruments, the maker of LabVIEW. Training for implementation of the software with 
physical instruments, however appears to be non-existent. Therefore, it was deemed necessary to 
devise a method by which all lab personnel would be able to acquire the tools necessary to create 
applications using LabVIEW in each of their own areas. Ultimately, a step-by-step instruction 
reference procedure, designated "Tutorial Guide for Interfacing LabVIEW with GPIB 
Addressable Instrumentation" (unpublished guide, see Author Notes) was created to achieve this 
result. In addition, a computer with GPIB and LabVIEW capability was established with 8 GPIB 
addressable instruments, in an arrangement conducive to training and instruction. 

3. APPARATUS 

For the training apparatus, instnunentation operation and control was facilitated via the GPIB 
standard, while coalesced with a computer station possessing an IEEE 488.2 interface board, and 
operated under a LabVIEW environment. The Electronic Failure Analysis (EFA) Test Fixture 
(see Figure 2) was chosen as the system for the training apparatus. This test fixture was deemed 
to possess the most instrumentation which was common to all areas of the lab, especially in the 
Electrical/Electronic Failure Analysis area. More importantly, however, it was deemed that the 
EFA would be the most user-friendly system from which to learn. 

The EFA Test Fixture was altered to support &abVEW and GPE3 communication. Equipment 
was coupled via GPIB parallel cables, from the EEE-488 card in the computer, and sequentially 
to each piece of equipment in the fixture, as indicated in Figure 2. 





Specific ordering of connections to the G P B  cables is not important, as long as all equipment is 
connected at some point to the GPIB "bus". 

LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI) programs which are designed to operate specific equipment 
were obtained from National Instruments and modified or re-configured for the test fixture 
instruments. (for instructions refer to unpublished guide, see Author Notes) Most VIs were to 
designed to consume most, if not all, of the visible area of the computer monitor display screen. 
Since the training apparatus included 8 different instruments, a method of incorporating all 
instrument VIs into a single screen VI was necessary. Therefore, several VLs incorporating all 8 
instruments were developed for the EFA fixture. Multiple VIs were made to suit users' various 
preferences. 

Finally, GPIB communication was established, and all instruments verified for GPIB operation 
via LabVIEW. Hardware and software issues were resolved as necessary, and procedures for 
solving issues not specific to this particular fixture, were included in the tutorial guide 
(unpublished guide, see Author Notes). 

4. TESTING 

Once each instrument VI was configured to operate within the existing system, they were 
individually executed to assure proper operation. Errors which occurred, if any, were responded 
to and appropriate actions taken to resolve the problem. All individual VIs within the EFA user 
VI were initially tested for proper operation by first physically connecting the output of each of 
the three power supplies to the input of one of the three multimeters. The oscilloscope was also 
connected to one of the power supplies to provide an input for measurement. A 1  VIs were 
concurrently ran after adjusting the power supplies for the desired voltage output. Upon program 
completion, the EFA user panel multimeter outputs were read to verify that their voltage 
measurements concurred with original power supply settings. 

It was then important to provide a set-up which lab personnel could relate to, as well as train 
with. To provide for training on the test fixture, EFA employees were consulted for suggested 
training environments. Per recommendations, a unit-under-test arrangement was constructed 
involving a Marotta Solenoid Valve. The test Fixture was designed to provide a means to 
analyze the functioning of the valve, as well as to study GPIB control. The solenoid was powered 
from a 0 V resting position to a 28V dc activated state. The response voltage waveform was 
observed by connecting the oscilloscope to a resistor network as shown in Figure 3. 

Specifications for the unit-under-test Marotta solenoid valve with a magnetic armature reference 
are as follows. The valve position is read by an onboard electronics module which provides a 28 
volt output for an activated valve. The electronics module uses a Hall Effects Device (HED) 
sensor to activate a transistor driven output stage, providing either a 0.6 volt (or less) output or a 
28 volt dc output according to the valve position. The two most important electronic valve 
parameters are the current waveform through the solenoid valve coil and the electronics module 
output waveform. From the current waveform the actual activation time of the valve can be 
determined, including the duration of armature movement. The output waveform from the 
electronics module, when captured at the same time as the current waveform, shows the delay 
time between armature movement and the electronics package response. It also shows whether 
the electronics package is providing a correct output per the valve armature's actual position. 
Operations and measurements were verified to be correct between LabVIEW and the actual 
instrument readings. 
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Figure 3. EFA Marotto Solenoid Valve Test Fixture 

With the test configuration in place, real training opportunities for EFA employees to utilize 
LabVIEW in needed control systems is available. To this end, the EFA LabVIEW and GPIB 
Instrumentation Training Configuration has been placed into operation, and the tutorial guide 
(unpublished guide, see Author Notes) has been submitted for use by the Failure Analysis and 
Physical Testing Branch. 

The tutorial guide provides background information into GPIB, including controller card 
requirements and system cable connection. Sources for VI acquisition are included, and most 
importantly, the LabVIEW File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Internet address for VI downloading is 
provided. Most of the step-by-step procedures outlined in the guide relate to creating customized 
application-oriented VIs. These procedures include instructions for creating both the user panel, 
which is visible to the openator via the computer screen, and the user diagram, or program, which 
actually enables the panel and the VI as a whole to function as desired. Illustrations of the 
relevant panels and diagrams are included to increase understanding and to provide a visual 
guide through the process. 

Many opportunities exist for personnel to use the tutorial guide in their specific areas, whether 
or not related to failure analysis. The guide may be copied and distributed to the appropriate 
parties outside the EFA. The steps outlined in the tutorial deal with creating a method by which 
to facilitate the kterfacing of LabVEW with G P B  btmmenb, not .\Nith f ~ l u r e  analysis itself. 
EsenLiaUy, the program unication rnethods are the same, regardless of the type 
of instrunnent which is being implemented. 



The tutorial guide has already been utilized by laboratory personnel, with positive results. A 
member of the Electronic Failure Analysis Lab was successful in following the tutorial 
instructions and creating an application Irt a matter of hours. The process included downloading 
VIs from the Internet, re-configuring to fit his application, and programming a user interface 
panel which incorporated all the desired instruments into one panel. This particular engineer had 
no formal training in the use of LabVEW previous to using the tutorial. 

Much can be said as to the advantages of having hardware to "see and touch, when attempting 
to enlighten oneself on methods of programming and implementation. A system such as the 
Electronic Failure Analysis LabVIEW and GPIB Instrumentation Training Configuration 
provides personnel with an opportunity to train with actual instrumentation before them. The 
Marotto Solenoid Valve Test Apparatus was devised to provide a set-up which Electronic Failure 
Analysis Laboratory personnel could relate to, as well as train with. Similar relative apparatus 
could be established in other areas to provide motivation and a method to conduct training 
specific to an area. This not only holds greater interest, but also provides instant visual feedback 
as a method of indicating whether certain operations would or would not be successful. 

6. DISCUSSION 

Establishing a dependable reference test station requires alleviation of all real and potential 
problems. Implementation of the Electronic Failure Analysis LabVlEW and GPIB 
Instrumentation Training Configuration required a test of all associated wiring. Power supply 
panels, which provide voltage to the test fixture via voltage buses, required re-wiring to attain a 
standardized polarity and ordering in the form of a predictable formation. All GPlB cables were 
installed or re-routed to achieve reasonable use from the various cable lengths involved. 
Eventually one GPIB cable was found to be defective and was consequentially replaced. As 
such, physical communication interfaces should be established before investing time in the 
programming side of implementation. 

Like any other operation which involves a computer programming, if all parameters are not met 
or are declared incorrectly, the system will not operate properly. Therefore, it is important to take 
time to learn of the details necessary to make the system work right the first time. It is fortunate, 
however, that LabVIEW tends to be much more forgiving than traditional programming 
languages, in the sense that many times it will help you locate the problem. Often it appears that 
it has foreseen the mistakes you may make and ultimately contains a built-in remedy. LabVIEW 
has a unique method of troubleshooting by which it steps though your program (even if it is not 
written sequentially) and visually indicates the numeric or string values of each node. This, as 
well as other features makes programming in LabVIEW enjoyable in comparison. 

Although G P B  is the target medium of communication for implementing LabVJEW in this case, 
it is not the only medium available. Specific procedures outlined in the tutorial guide correlate 
with GPIB instrumentation. Similar methods of implementation could, however, be utilized for 
other environments. In fact, this GPIB configuration could be used as a model for development 
of other systems with minimal difficulty. 

Limitations to the use of LabVIEW within a control system, such as for process control, would 
include the application to high-speed operations. Typically, internal timing functions should be 
limited to 0.1 second. (ref. 2, p. 31) This timing constraint varies between applications and 
depends upon the characteristics and type of platform (PC, Macintosh, etc.) which is being used. 
External "smart" controllers may be used to all but alleviate the timing issue. h such a system 
the controller assumes control responsibilities and h b V E W  provides the Man-Machine 



LabVEW provides a solid yet flexible foundation for codguring computer controlled 
instrumentation. Instrument control using LabVEW as covered is the fundamental tool 
necessary for various levels of testing and analysis. The tutorial guide developed for this purpose 
will enable laboratory personnel to create LabVEW applications in less time than previously 
possible, by providing step-by-step instructions for acquisition, augmentation, and 
implementation of virtual instrument programs. The EFA fixture will provide the hands-on 
experience necessary for staff training and development, by serving as a model for others to 
emulate. Although the tutorial and EFA test fixture were designed for the Electronic Failure 
Analysis area, their application and use should not be limited to such. Procedures dealt with 
relate to the implementation of LabVLEW with instrumentation, not with failure analysis itself. 

Beyond the realm of instrument control, many situations involve controlled and manipulated 
variables. LabVIEW-linked instrumentation, to the extent explored in this investigation, may be 
used to aid in the measurement and manipulation of some of these variables, but would fall short 
of providing full control. The inclusion of additional plug-in boards and/or the cooperative use of 
external controllers, would provide the ability to use LabVlEW to effect control over a particular 
process. Therefore, it is recommended that similar training in the areas of data acquisition and 
process control be developed. 
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Electrochemical hpedance Spectroscopy @IS) was used to investigate the corrosion protection 
perfomace of menl;y-nine prop~etary conductive polymer coatings for cold-rolled steel under 
immersion in 3.55% NaCl. Corrosion potential as well as Bode plots of the data were obtained 
for each coating after one hour immersion in 3.55% NaCl. All coatings, with the exception of 
one, have a corrosion potential that is higher in the positive direction than the corrosion potential 
of bare steel under the same conditions. The EIS spectra of the twenty-nine coatings were 
characterized by an impedance that is higher than the impedance of bare steel. The twenty-nine 
coatings were classified into two groups based on their EIS spectra. Group A consisted of 
twenty-one coatings with Bode plots indicative of the capacitive behavior characteristic of barrier 
coatings. An equivalent circuit consisting of a capacitor in series with a resistor simulated the 
experimental EIS data for these coatings very well. Group B consisted of eight coatings that 
exhibited EIS spectra showing an inflection point which indicates that two time constants are 
present. This may be caused by an electrochemical process taking place which could be indicative 
of coating failure. These coatings have a lower impedance than those in group A. 



Electrically conductive polyners have attracted a great deal of interest since their discovery about 
two decades ago. Soon after their discovery, it became clear that their unique properties could be 
used in several techolo@cal applications, such as the development of a new class of 
superconductors, light emitting plastics, polymer-based switching devices, and sensing devices. 
The sheer volume of hdamental and applied research in this field makes it inevitable that 
conductive polymers will h d  an increasing range of applications. ' 

e (PAN) has attracted much attention as a unique electrically conductive 
Many publications revealed that this material exhibits unusual electrical and optical properties. 
The reversibility of these properties combined with its good en~onmental  stability and its low 
cost of production makes this polymer suitable for the development of the dorementioned 
technological applications.3 Another possible appfication of PAN involves its use in protecting 
metals and semiconductors from corro~ion.~ '~ Investigations aimed at following the improvemerlt 
of this application are justified. 

In the mid 19807s, researchers at the Kennedy Space Center (MSC) in Florida became interested 
in PANS as protective coatings for metallic surfaces. Research has been ongoing for over 20 
years at KSC to find coathg materials to protect launch site structures and equipment from the 
extremely corrosive conditions present at the launch complexes. The ~ombhation of proximity to 
the Atlantic ocean and acidic combustion products from solid rocket boosters results in corrosive 
stresses unique to KSC. 

Extensive coatinag testing a"&KSC lead to the conclusion that inorganic zinc-rich primers (Zlaas) 
signidicmtly outpeefomed organic zinc-rich type prkers in the marine atmosphere of Florida. 
This was partially attributed to the increased conducti.hrity of the inorgsanic coating film. The 
materials ty~sically used to produce the organic zinc-fich films (e.g., epoxies, %rinlyls, etc.) 
produced an undesirable insulating effect on the zinc particles. This effect resulted in decreased 
galvanic activiq of the zinc for protection of the carbon steel substrate. On the other hmd, the 
organic zinc-r-ich primers had the advmtage of d o h g  for less than perfect surface preparation 
on steel to a c ~ e v e  perfbmmce. The orgaPlic polpers prsa6ided better adhesion to ma@rmdly 
prepxed substrates thm the korgaflic msttekafs. This result led rseihl-shers at MSC to the idea of 
using conductive o r g d c  mderids to fornulate: these .zinc coatings in order to develop a 
conductive orgaPlic zinc-kch prher. The idea being that the conductive organic vehicle would 
provide both the increued conducti~ty needed for superior galvanic protection of the steel 
mbstrate md the beaer adhesion to less than pePg-ectly prepared su~aces.  Hence the work on 



conductive o r g ~ c  polymers and the seach for materids that would allow the production of a 
new generation of protective coatings based on this technology begm. 

The main objective of this work was to use Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy PIS) to 
study recentIy developed proprietq comducti';re polymer coatings. These materials are either 
doped forms of PAN or short chain compounds based on PAN. The compounds were applied on 
cold-rolled steel panels as corrosion protective coatings. Corrosion potential versus time 
measurements were collected for an hour followed by EIS measurements. Both sets of 
measurements were obtained using 3.55% (wlw) sodium chloride (NaC1) solution as the 
electrolyte. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Test Samples 

Specimens were flat cold-rolled steel type S panels (Q Panel Corporation, Cleveland) 20.2 cm 
(7.8 in) x 10.1 cm (4.0 in) coated on one side with a conductive polymer formulation supplied by 
Dr. Ed Weil fiom Polytechnic University in New York, NY. The panels were photographed for 
documentation purposes prior to any testing or exposure. Coating thickness measurements were 
performed using a magnetic pull-off thickness gauge and found to be in the range between 1.2 and 
2.0 mils (.003 cm - ,005 cm). 

Corrosion Potential Measurements 

Corrosion potential measurements were perfbrmed using a system manufactured by EG&G 
Princeton Applied Research Corporation. The system used includes: (1) the Model 273 
Computer-Controlled PotentiostatlGalvanostat, (2) the Model 5210 Computer-Controlled Lock- 
In Amplifier, and (3) the Model 3521342 SoftCorr* 11 Corrosion Measurement Software. The 
electrochemical cell included a AgkgC1 (silver/silver chloride) electrode, a platinum counter 
electrode, the sample working electrode, and a bubblerlvent tube. The flat specimen holder in the 
electrochemical cell is designed such that the exposed surface area is 1 cm2. Corrosion potential 
values were gathered for one hour in aerated 3.55% NaCl. All solutions were prepared using 
deionized water. Aeration with dry air was maintained throughout the test. 

Electrochemical Impedance Measurements 

A Model 378 Electrochemical Impedance system manufactured by EG&G Princeton Applied 
Research Corporation was used for all EIS measurements. The system includes: (1) the Model 
273 Computer-Controlled Potentiosta~Galvmostat, (2) the Model 5210 Computer-Controlled 
Lock-In Amplifier, and (3) the Model W 8 8  Electrochemical Impedance Software including 
circuit modeling routines. Data were gathered in the frequency range fiom 100 M%z to 0.01 Hz. 
Three expepiments were p e ~ o m e d  in a sequence covering the specified frequency range, and the 
data were automaticdy merged and saved. The gequency rages for the three elhperametats were 



100 kgFz; to 5 IXz, 10 I-32 to 0.1 Hz, md 0. 1 & to 0.01 E3z. The AC mplihrde used for the 
eqePirnenzts w a  10 mV. Each smple wm sadied &er one hour rsion in aerated 3.55% 
MaC1. 

Bode rnslgnilude plots of the data (showing the log~thnrr of the modulus of the impedmce, 
log I Z I , as a hnction of the logarithm of fi.equency and phase angle, alpha in degrees, as a 
hnction of the logarithm of fiequency) were obtained for each coating after one hour of 
' 

ersion in 3.55% NaC1. The impedance data were analyzed using the Equivalent Circuit 
wmputer simulation program by B. A. ~ o u k a m p . ~  

3. WSULTS DISCUSSION 

Table 1 shows the thickness and color of the coatings as well as the corrosion potential and the 
type of EIS spectra &er one hour of immersion in 3.55% NaCl. All coatings, with the exception 
of eoathg 16, exhibit a corrosion potential after one hour of immersion in 3.55% NaCl that is 
higher in the positive direction than the corrosion potential of steel under the same conditions. 
Similar results have been reported for PAN coated metals like iron, steel, and stainless steel in salt 
water7. 

The EIS data for all 29 coated and 1 uncoated panels were plotted in the Bode format. A 
qualitative comparison of all plots revealed that the coated panels have a higher impedance than 
the uncoated panel. Figure 1 shows the Bode plot of one of the coatings in comparison with the 
Bode plot obtained for an uncoated panel. Fudhemore, the impedance spectra of all panels can 
be classified into two groups (labeled as A and B in Table 1): 21 coatings exhibit the characteristic 
Bode plot of a barrier coating (group A). Figure 2 shows Bode plots for several coatings in 
goup A These spectra were analyzed to find the corresponding equivalent circuit. The best fit 
was obtained for a circuit composed of a resistor in series with a capacitor Figure 3). Figure 4 
shows the experimental as well as the fitted data using the aforementioned equivalent circuit. The 
resistance has a value of 413.67 ohms and the capacitance was determined to be 0.103 nF. M e r  

ersion, the coatings in group A behaved as purely capacitive dielectrics. This 
behavior is similar to what has been found for epoxy or polyester coated steel panels in 3 3 %  
NaCl for up to 1000 hours of immer~ion.~ Bode plots for the remaining 8 coatings show an 
d e d i o n  point which hdicates that two time constants are present (group B). This may be 
caused by an electrochemical process taking place which could be indicative of coating failure. 
These coatings have a lower impedance than those in group k Figure 5 shows Bode plots for 
sdected coatings in group B (a group A coating was included in the figure for comparison). Due 
to complexity of the spectra and time constraints, the analysis of these plots will be performed at a 
Iater time. 
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Figure 3. Equivalent circuit for Group A conductive polymer coatings 
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Corrosion potentid mmurements of the men@-nine coatkgs &el- one hour of imersion in 
3.55% NaGa hd ia t e  that all but ane of the coatlags e~hjbit a corrosion goter?tld thzt is s ~ f i e d  in 
the diredion of noble melds. 

EIS measurements showed that the coated panels have a higher impedance than bare steel. 
Qualitative observation of the Bode plots, allowed the classification of the coatings into two 
groups: coatings in group A exhibit an EIS spectra indicative of capacitive behavior; coatings in 
group B exhibit an EIS spectra with an inflection indicative of an electrochenricd process. The 
experimental EIS data for coatings in group A can be simulated by using an equivalent circuit 
including a resistor in series with a capacitor. The EIS spectra of coatings in group B will be 
analyzed to find in equivalent circuit at a later date. Experiments using longer immersion times 
are currently underway. 
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ABSTRACT 

The CELSS resource recovery system, which is a waste processing system, uses aerobic 
and anaerobic bioreactors to recover plants nutrients and secondary foods from the inedible 
biomass. Studies have been carried out using aerobic and anaerobic bioreactors to recover plants 
nutrients and secondary foods from inedible crop residues. Crop residues contain significant 
amount of nitrate. There are actually two major problems concerning nitrate: 1) both CELSS 
biomass production and resource recovery consume large quantities of nitric acid, 2) nitrate 
causes a variety of problems in both aerobic and anaerobic bioreactors. Previous studies with 
aerobic biodegradation have experienced nitrogen losses through denitrification when low level 
of dissolved oxygen are reached due the rapid organic matter degradation. During the anaerobic 
biodegradation of inedible biomass, nitrate is converted to ammonia which reduces the system 
capacity to convert the organic matter to volatile fatty acids and needs further downstream 
processing steps to convert the ammonia back to nitrate. The nitrate anion causes several 
problems in the resource recovery system in such a way that, removal prior to the process is 
highly desirable. 

The technique proposed to remove the nitrate from potato inedible biomass leachate and 
to satisfy the nitric acid demand was a four compartment electrolytic cell. In order to establish 
the electrolytic cell performance variables, a series of experiments were carried out using potato 
crop residues aqueous leachate as the diluate solution. The variables studied were the potato 
biomass leachate composition and electrical properties, preparation of compartment solutions to 
be compatible with the electrolytic system, limiting current density, nutrients removal rates as a 
function of current density, fluid hydrodynamic conditions, applied voltage, and process 
operating time during batch-recirculation operation. 

Results indicated that the limiting current density (maximum operating current density) 
was directly proportional the solution electrical conductivity an a power function of the linear 
fluid velocity in the range between 0.083 to 0.403 mts. During the electrolytic cell once-through 
operation, the nitrate, potassium, and other nutrients removal rates were proportional to the 
current density and inversely proportional to fluid velocity. The removal of monovalent ions was 
found to be higher than divalent ones. Under batch-recirculation operation at constant applied 
voltage of 4.5 and 8.5 volts, it was found that the nutrient removal rates were independent of 
applied voltage, but proportional to the ions concentration and operating time. From material 
balances it was found that 2.2 moles of oxygen gas and 4.4 moles of hydrogen gas were produced 
at the electrodes surfaces per mole of nitrate transferred. 



SUMMARY 

The National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA) has been studying the 
viability of Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS) for long term space missions for 
several years. The purpose of this system is to provide all the basic human needs required for life 
support. The CELSS breadboard project is a large-scale integration system with two main 
components, a full-scale Biomass Production Chamber (BPC) and the Resource Recovery 
system. The BPC is a closed system where plants are grown under controlled hydroponic 
conditions. The plants in CEESS generate oxygen, purified water, and produce edible foods. 

The CELSS resource recovery system, which is a waste processing system, uses aerobic 
and anaerobic bioreactors to recover plants nutrients and secondary foods from the inedible 
biomass. Studies have been carried out using aerobic and anaerobic bioreactors to recover plants 
nutrients and secondary foods from inedible crop residues. Crop residues contain significant 
amount of nitrate. There are actually two major problems concerning nitrate: 1) both CELSS 
biomass production and resource recovery consume large quantities of nitric acid, 2) nitrate 
causes a variety of problems in both aerobic and anaerobic bioreactors. Previous studies with 
aerobic biodegradation have experienced nitrogen losses through denitrification when low level 
of dissolved oxygen are reached due the rapid organic matter degradation. During the anaerobic 
biodegradation of inedible biomass, nitrate is converted to ammonia which reduces the system 
capacity to convert the organic matter to volatile fatty acids and needs further downstream 
processing steps to convert the ammonia back to nitrate. The nitrate anion causes several 
problems in the resource recovery system in such a way that, removal prior to the process is 
highly desirable. 

The technique proposed to remove the nitrate from potato inedible biomass leachate and 
to satisfy the nitric acid demand was a four compartment electrolytic cell. In order to establish 
the electrolytic cell performance variables, a series of experiments were carried out using potato 
crop residues aqueous leachate as the diluate solution. The variables studied were the potato 
biomass leackate composition and electrical properties, preparation of compartment solutions to 
be compatible with the electrolytic system, limiting current density, nutrients removal rates as a 
function of current density, fluid hydrodynamic conditions, applied voltage, and process 
operating time during batch-recirculation operation. 

Results indicated that the limiting current density (maximum operating current density) 
was directly proportional the solution electrical conductivity an a power function of the linear 
fluid velocity in the range between 0.083 to 0.403 d s .  During the electrolytic cell once-through 
operation, the nitrate, potassium, and other nutrients removal rates were proportional to the 
current density and inversely proportional to fluid velocity. The removal of monovalent ions was 
found to be higher than divalent ones. Under batch-recirculation operation at constant applied 
voltage of 4.5 and 8.5 volts, it was found that the nutrient removal rates were independent of 
applied voltage, but proportional to the ions concentration and operating time. From material 
balances it was found that 2.2 moles of oxygen gas and 4.4 moles of hydrogen? gas were produced 
at the electrodes surfaces per mole of nitrate transfeerred. 
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I, INTRODUCTION 

The National Aeronautical a d  Space Administration (NASA) has been studying the 
viability of Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS) for iong term space missions for 
several years. The purpose of this system is to provide all the basic human needs required for life 
support. The CELSS breadboard project is a large-scale integration system with two main 
components, a full-scale Biomass Production Chamber (BPC) and the Resource Recovery 
system. The BPC is a closed system where plants are grown under controlled hydroponic 
conditions. The plants in CELSS generate oxygen, purified water, and produce edible hods. 

The CELSS resource recovery system, which is a waste processing system, uses aerobic 
and anaerobic bioreactors to recover plants nutrients and secondary foods from the inedible 
biomass. Studies have been carried out using aerobic and anaerobic bioreactors to recover plants 
nutrients and secondary foods from inedible crop residues. Crop residues contain significant 
amount of nitrate. There are actually two major problems concerning nitrate: 1) both CELSS 
biomass production and resource recovery consume large quantities of nitric acid, 2) nitrate 
causes a variety of problems in both aerobic and anaerobic bioreactors. Previous studies with 
aerobic biodegradation have experienced nitrogen losses through denitrification when low level 
of dissolved oxygen are reached due the rapid organic matter degradation. During the anaerobic 
biodegradation of inedible biomass, nitrate is converted to ammonia which reduces the system 
capacity to convert the organic matter to volatile fatty acids and needs further downstream 
processing steps to convert the ammonia back to nitrate. The nitrate anion causes several 
problems in the resource recovery system in such a way that, removal prior to the process is 
highly desirable. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Previous studies associated with the CELSS Breadboard project indicated that the water 
soluble extract of inedible biomass have been suitable for use as plant nutrient source in 
hydroponic systems ( 1 3 .  Water extraction or leaching, can be viewed as one step in an overall 
biological oxidation scheme (3), or as a pretreatment of biomass to remove nutrient prior to 
further treatment. Leaching was effective at removing the majority of nutrients from the inedible 
biomass (2). The aqueous leachate contains both inorganic and organic molecules. Biological 
pretreatment of leachate prior to its use in hydroponic systems have been recommended to both 
reduce phytotoxic effects and to convert soluble organic to edible products in regenerative 
systems (4). Based on the inorganic analyses of crop residues, leachate coneains higher levels of 
nitrate and potassium whell compxed to others nutrients (5).  Thee Intemediate-Scale Aerobic 
Bioreactors have been designed, fabricated and operated (6). They utilized mixed microbial 

nitiei to bio-degrade plant residues. It wa determined that the soluble organic 
compounds in the leachate were metabolized by rrPicroorganisms resident in the nutrient deliveliy 
system. It was found that this lead to increase total root respiration, the development sf 
rnicrsbial IPiofiIms on susfaces of roots and nutrient delivergr system components, and increased 
denitriGcation (conversion of nitrate to nitrogen) by the rhyzosghere ~Gcrobiat community. It 



was also observed that the aerobic decomposition of soluble organic compounds, the pH 
increased from 6.5 to 8.5. To control the pH during crop residues decomposition, a 1 N nitric 
acid solution was injected into the bioreactor. 

Anaerobic digestion of inedible biomass is a natural occurring biological process in 
which organic material is converted to reduce end products. The anaerobic decomposition of 
solid organic wastes proceeds in two consecutive steps, liquification and methanogenesis (7,8). 
The first phase of the anaerobic digestion is known as the acidigenic phase (volatile fatty acids 
formation). In the second phase a second group of organisms, the methanogens, complete the 
digestion process converting the volatile fatty acids to highly reduced CH, and CO,. The 
presence of highly levels of nitrate in solution during the anaerobic decomposition of organic 
matter conducts to the undesired formation of ammonia. The aerobic dinitrification process 
consumes part of the medium dissolved oxygen, which is highly required to solubilize the 
organic matter present. The undesired anaerobic decomposition of nitrate to ammonia needs 
further nitrification process to convert back the ammonia to nitrate to be use as plant's nutrient. 

Many researchers (9, 10, 11, 12) have described processes for producing weak acids from 
its salt via electrodialysis (ED), but do not address the process variables, e.g., the limiting current 
density, the membrane fouling effect, and hydrodynamic conditions on the solution-membrane 
mass transfer. Theoretical concepts and experimental research on the area of producing acids 
from its salts and desalination of saline water by electrodialysis gives better understanding of the 
process variables (9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17). In a typical desalination system, the channels through 
which saline water passes are made of alternating cation and anion permselective membranes. 
The passage of a direct current through the stack of channels results in the depletion and 
enrichment of the salt in the alternating compartments. The rate of ion transfer is proportional to 
the current density. However, the current density at which the system can be operated is to a 
large extent limited by the polarization which take place in the lialysate channels. Polarization is 
a current saturation condition associated with a high ohmic resistance of the fluid because of the 
decreased ionic concentration. Theoretically, the limiting current is reached when the ionic 
concentration, which is lowest at the membrane surface, approaches zero. In practice, this is not 
attained because water ions themselves enter the transfer process. It has been long understood 
(13) that increasing the turbulence level in the fluid streams generally increases the limiting 
current by means of decreasing the fluid boundary layer thickness. This results from the 
increased rate of diffusion of ions towads the membrane surface to replenish those which have 
been depleted. It is normal to operate practical systems under turbulent conditions, through not 
excessively high Reynolds numbers, because of the associated higher pumping costs and inter- 
spacers leaking. In, practice, the Reynolds number may be low enough to indicate that the flow 
would be laminar, but turbulent promoters used result in a strong eddying motion. 

Mass transfer through permselectives membranes consists of two steps: 
1) the reduction of ionic concentration in the solution by electrotransport of ions from the 
boundary layer near the membrane and 2) the diffusion of ions to the partially de-ionized 
boundary layer. The kinetics of the first step is given by the Nernst equation 



J,  = ( t ,  - f)l(i F )  

where J, is the flux of ions by electrotransport, I is the current density, F is the Faraday's number, 
t, is the ion transport number in solution, and t, is the ion transport number on membrane. The 
second step is given by the Fick's first law: 

J ,  = D(C-Co)/6 (2) 

where JD is the flux of ions by diffusion, D the diffusion coefficient, C the ion concentration of 
bulk solution, C,  the ion concentration at the boundary layer, and 6 the thickness of the bounda~y 
layer. The thickness of the boundary layer is a function of the fluid velocity and geometry of the 
spacers (18). From the equations (1) and (2), the following can be derived: 

Increasing the voltage of the stack raises the current density. The flux of ions by electrotransport 
is also increased until the concentration of the solution boundary layer approaches zero (C, = 0). 
Under these conditions the flux of ions by diffusion is maximal; therefore, the current density is 
the limiting one ( i = i,,,) 

A further increase in JD can be achieve only by raising the fluid velocity of the solution in the cell 
to a level at which the pressure drop across the cell will not cause internal leakage. A further 
increase in the stack voltage will raise the current density. Most of this additional current will 
cause dissociation of water rather than mass transfer from the diluate cell compartment. When 
the concentration of the solution in the boundary layer decreases, the electrical resistance of cell 
dilate solution increases. Therefore, it is important that the current density be prevented from 
approaching the limiting current-density value. A practical equation for limiting current density, 
derived from empirical results and suggested by several authors (19,20) is 

where U is the, fluid velocity, A is an empirical constant number, b in an empirical number, 
generdly between 0.5 to 0.9, and k is diluate solution average spwific elatricd conductivity. 

Materid balances over the membrane area across the diluate solution is flowing through, 



and in which a direct current is being passed, the following equaticln can be obtained for a 
electrolytic cell continuous mode of operation (9): 

From an empirically determined relationship between (I/N,) and the fluid velocity, values of 
(I/N,) and k, may be chosen. For batch recirculation electrolytic cell mode of operation, it is 
apparent that multiple passes through a single stack are equivalent as to passing the solution 
through several stacks in series. The performance equation for a batch recirculation process is as 
follow: 

If the process is carried out at constant average value of (I/N,),, and assuming an average current 
efficiency, e,, Eq. 7 can be simplified to: 

The value of (I/N,), may be simulated partially by operating at a constant voltage determined 
empirically from polarization studies. 

Permselectives membranes for electrodialysis (ED) contain either group of positive ions 
(anion-exchange membrane) or negative ions (cation-exchange membrane). In an applied 
electric field and in aqueous solution of ions, an anion-exchange membrane permits the passage 
of anions; a cation-exchange membrane permits the passage of cations only. The most important 
characteristics of permselectives membranes used for ED are: low electrical resistance, good 
permselective qualities for cations and anions, good mechanical stability, and high chemical 
stability. A nitrate-specific anion-exchange membrane was prepared from chloromethylated 
polysulfone by partially aminating it with a secondary arnine for completion (21). When the 
nitrate-chloride ratio in solution was equal, nitrate flux was larger than chloride by a factor of 1.6 
in alkaline medium and a factor of 2 in acid medium. 

1.2 PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY 

The technique proposed to remove the nitrate from potato inedible biomass leachate and 



to satisfy the nitric acid demand is a four compar%naent electrolytic cell (see Fig. 1). This cell 
contains two cation and one anion pemselectives membranes for defining the celi comparZments. 
The compartments are separate by means pf polypropylene tortous spacers which contains 
turbulent promoters to enhance the mass transfer from the bulk solution to the membrane surface, 
where the separation is carried out, thus permitting the cell to operate at a high current density. 
When an electrical potential is applied to the electrolytic cell by mean of a power supply, 
potassium ions and other cations move to the cathode while nitrate ions and other anions move to 
the anode. At the cathode compartment potassium ions are combined with hydroxide ions 
product of water electrolysis to produce potassium hydroxide. The electrolytic reduction of 
water also produces hydrogen gas which may be used as a potential fuel. The nitrate ions 
removed from the leachate compartment pass through the anion-exchange membrane to the nitric 
acid compartment and combine with the hydrogen ions that come from the anode compartment to 
enrich the nitric acid solution. At the anode compartment water oxidizes under acid conditions 
and produces oxygen gas and hydrogen ions. Oxygen gas may be use to satisfy any human being 
needs, as well as, to be combined with hydrogen gas for energy purposes. 

NITRATE 
0 2  

NITRIC ACID LEACHATE 
H,SO, (Product) (Residue) 

Fig. 1. Configuration of Electrolytic Cell 

The main objective of this summer project was to design, and test an electrolytic system 
to remove nitrate from crop residues, as well as, to satisfy biomass production chamber (BPC) 
and anaerobic and aerobic nitric acid demand. The potato crop residues was leachated and the 
resulta~t leachate eiec&odialyzed to remove nitrate. In the design of this process, variables such 
as cusrent density, applied voltage, fluid hydrodynarmic conditions and leachate ionic 
concentration were cornelated to o p t i ~ z e  nitrate removal. 



11. EXPERlimNTAL SCT-UP 

2.1 ELECTROLYTIC CELL 

The experimental system consists of a 0.23 x 0.25 m four compartments electrolytic cell 
(Fig. 2). The electrodes are a stainless steel cathode and a titanium substrate plated anode. The 
membranes selected were two heavy duty cation permselective membranes (Type 61-AZL-389, 
from IONICS, Inc., Watertown, MA) and one anion permse1ective.membrane (Type 103-QZL- 
386, from IONICS, Inc., Watertown, MA) . The separation between electrodes and cation 
membranes and between membranes were done with polypropylene tortous path spacers that 
contain the channeling and turbulent promoters. The thickness of electrodes spacers is 2 x m 
and the intermembrane spacer is 1 x m. The open flow area is 6 x loa m2 for intermembrane 
compartments and 1.2 x for electrodes compartments. The effective membrane area is 0.023 
m2. 

SKET 

Fig. 2. Four Compartments Electrolytic Cell Construction 

2.2 COMBARTMENTS SOLUTIONS AND HYDRODYNAMIC CONDITIONS 

The cathode compartment feed solution was a 0.2 N KOH. The solution feed to the 
compartment next to the cathode was a filtered potato leachate. The specific protocol for 
leaching potato inedible ground biomass is elsewhere (1). An overview of the relevant 
conditions were as follows: 1) loading rate of 50 g of biomass per liter of deionized water, 2) 
duration time of 2 hr, 3) aeration rate of 20 LPM, and 4) rising with an equal volume of 
deionized water in five separate washings. Then the leachate was filtered with a 200 &ma 
stainless-steel wire mesh to remove the suspended matter that may clog the electrolytic cell flow 
channel. The composition of the leachate obtained by the previously mentioned method is shown 



in Table 1. The nitric acid feed solution was a 0.1 N HNO, and the anode feed solution was a 2 
N H,SO,. The nitric acid md potmsium hydroxide solutions were prepared in such a way, to 
keep the ratio of the specific electrical conductivities of these solutions to the leachate solution 
below I0 to prevent back diffusion and thus to avoid short circuit tkiough the manifold 
(k,,,/k,,,,,, =3.4, k,,/k,h, = 4.2). The fluids velocities flowing through the tortous spacers 
were varied from 0.083 to 0.403 rnfs given Reynold's numbers (based on the equivalent 
hydraulic diameter of 1.7 14 x m) of 142 to 69 1. The flowrates through the electrodes 
compartments were doubled as compared to the leachate and nitric acid solutions which kept the 
same fluid velocity. 

Table 1. Potato Leachate Average Composition 

The detesmination of the limiting cunrent density (maxirnum operating current density) 
was cxried out by operating the system with the respective solutions under continuous operation 
mode. A pH electrode, a specific electrical conductivity flow cell, and thermocouples were 



lastalled at the o~ltlet of the potato leachate stream to monitor pH, specific eieclrrical eonductivnly, 
and temperature difference, respectively, as a function the applied cumnt density and 
hydrodyna.hlrlc corrditians. Also the applied voltage vs current density was monitored to 
determine the cell electrical resistance. 



111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 ELECTROLYTIC CELL PRESSURE DROP 

The electrolytic cell was tested for external leakage by pumping de-ionized water at room 
temperature through each compartment at the same fluid velocity. As can be observed in Fig. d., 
the pressure drop through the electrolytic cell increases rapidly with fluid linear velocity 
(flowrate). At fluid velocities higher than 0.35 d s  external leakage was observed between 
spacer-membrane junction. Thus, the maximum permissible flowrate is limited by high pressure 
drop and external leakage. At a fluid velocity of 0.35 m/s, in which the external leakage began 
the pressure drop, was approximately 66.2 kPa (9.6 psi). Therefore, it is also more economical to 
operate below the maximum allowable pressure of 66.2 kPa. 

Fig. 3. Electrolytic Cell Pressure Drop with Fluid Velocity 

Fluid Velocity, mls 

3.2 POLARIZATION (LIMITING CURRENT DENSITY) 

"Current density" in general is defined as the cunent per unit area of available membrane 
though which the cunent passes. The effective membrane area of the electrolytic cell is of 8.823 
rn2 (230 cm2). In solution electrical current is caried by ions, it is follow that more dilute the 
solution the Iower will be the current transmittal capacity of the solution. Application of too 



much voltage will result in ~ O F I  stw~ation at the membra~e-soI~tion interface with the recrrltant 
decomposition of solvent and/or other materials that may be present. This phenomenon is 
refenred to as polarization and manifest itself through pH disturbances in solution, Increase ir? 
electrical resistance, and loss of current efficiency. Consequently, the limiting current density is 
the first operating variable that should be established experimentally. 

Fig. 4. shows the applied voltage vs current relationship for the operation of the 
electrolytic cell under continuous mode of operation at different fluid velocities ranging from 
0.083 to 0.403 d s .  From the Ohm's law (E = IR), the slope of the voltage-current relationship 
at a given current is the cell electrical resistance. As can be observed in this figure the slope (cell 
electrical resistance) is small at low current, but as current is increased there is current where it 
suddenly changes from a finite value to almost infinity. The current at which this drastical 
change occur is known as the maximum permissible current or limiting current. The limiting 
current increases with increasing fluid velocity. As the fluid velocity is increased, the boundary 
layer thickness decreases, thus higher permissible current can be used. The effect of increased 
flow velocity included the enhancement of mass transfer, reduction of membrane fouling, and 
therefore minimization of polarization. The average cell electrical resistance is approximately 2 
ohms when the operation is carried out below limiting current conditions. When the cell 
electrical resistance increases drastically some of the energy required to transport ions, dissipates 
as heat due to the Joule heating effect (see Fig 5). Thus, this effect increases the fluid 
temperature as it passes through the cell. It is suggested to operate at low temperature as possible 
to avoid membrane overheating and thus, to maintain the chemical stability of the permselective 
membranes for long period of operation. Most of the commercial polymeric-basis membranes 
can be used for an extended period at a temperature up to 40°C, warmer operation entails a great 
reduction of useful life. As can be observed in Fig. 6, the operation at current density higher than 
the limiting one produce pH disturbances in the leachate stream, as well as, loss of current 
density (leachate specific electrical conductivity is independent of current density). Thus, the 
operation at current density higher than the limiting one will may result in decomposition of 
solvent and other materials presented in the leachate. As the fluid velocity increases the pH 
disturbances and loss of current efficiency are minimized by increasing the mass transfer of ions 
from the solution bulk to the membrane interface. Fig. 7, shows the limiting current density as a 
function of leachate fluid velocity. These data were correlated very well by the power function 
model: i,i, = 576.41 @667. The resulting correlation coefficient obtained is 0.995. This 
correlation agrees with the one suggested by several authors (19,20). Once the limiting current 
density is known at a given fluid velocity, selection of operating current density below the 
limiting one will warranty an optimum electrolytic cell performance. Due to the fluid velocities 
range used (laminar flow conditions), the tortous path flow channels through which the solution 
is passing appear to function as causing a degree of localized eddying rather than inducing 
turbulence flow. 



Fig. 4. Electrolytic Cell Applied Voltage vs Cur~ent 
at Different Fluid Velocities 

Fig. 5. Leachate Temperature Change Through the Electrolytic Cell 
as Function of Fluid Velocity and Applied Current 
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Fig. 6. Leachate Effluent Specific ELeck~cal Conductivity and pH vs 
Cunent Density duzlng Once-Though Continuous Operation 
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Fig. 7. Effect of Fluid Velocity on Electrolytic Cell 
Limiting Current Density 

3.3 ONCE-THROUGH CONTINUOUS OPERATION 

This operation was carried by pumping the solutions once through the electrolytic cell 
from feed tanks at a constant flowrate. As the diluting stream (leachate solution) passes through, 
the electrolytic cell becomes more demineralized. The concentrating stream (nitric acid solution) 
becomes more concentrated. In a continuous (once-through) operation the solution to be 
processed was passed through the electrolytic cell only once. This is convenient when one 
''pass" suffices to achieve the desired degree of demineralization. 

Fig. 8 shows the leachate demineralization as a function of current density at a fluid 
velocity of 0.083 d s .  As can be seen, the removal per pass of each nutrient contained in the 
potato leachate increased with current density. The removal of nitrate, potassium, and chloride 
ions are much higher than the other ions present. At low current density of 44 Nm2 is possible to 
remove up to 62.6% nitrate, 40.3% potassium, 26.5% chloride, 33.7% magnesium, 30.6% 
manganese, 38.2% zinc, 9.41% iron, and 19.8% phosphate, respectively. Although the removal 
of nutrients from potato Ieachate increase with current density, operation at current dellsity higher 



than 108.7 Mm2 ( l i ~ t i n g  culrent density) is not recormended due to excessive sc!utior, and 
membrane overheating. Operation at the limiting current density condition is possible to remove 
up to 92% fiitrate, 92.5% potassium, 22.1% phosphate, 39.8% calcium, 71.4%magnesium9 39.9% 
iron, 42.3% zinc, 56.7% manganese and 92.4% chloride. The removal of monovalent ions was 
found to be higher than divalent ions because monovalent ions have higher mobility (current 
transmittal capacity) than divalent ones. At current density higher than the limiting one the 
removal of ions is almost independent of current density. At these conditions a big portion of 
electrical energy is being spent to heat the solutions (joule heating effect). As the fluid velocity 
is increased, the fluid residence time in the electrolytic cell decreases; therefore, lower 
demineralization per pass is obtained (see Figure 9 and 10). Increasing the fluid velocity will 
permit the operation at higher current density with minimum polarization, fouling, and solution 
and membrane overheating. At a fluid a velocity of 0.25 m/s and operating at the lower current 
density of 43.8 A/m2 is possible to remove 12.4% nitrate, 6.2% potassium, 9.8% phosphate, 
23.5% calcium, 9% magnesium, 6.4% iron, 10.4% zinc, 6.9% manganese, and 15.7% chloride, 
respectively. While the operation at the limiting current density (239.13 Ahd) makes possible to 
remove up to 74.7% nitrate and 46% potassium; the operation at fluid velocity of 0.306 m/s and 
limiting current density (260.9 A/m2) makes possible to remove up to 43.6% nitrate and 40.1% 
potassium (see Fig 10). It is recommended to operate the electrolytic cell process at fluid 
velocities between 0.20 to 0.25 m/s and current densities from 200 to 225 A/m2. Operation at 
these conditions minimize solution and membrane overheating, as well as, polarization and 
membrane fouling effects. 

3.4. BATCH-RECIRCULATION OPERATION 

In batch-recirculation operation of the electrolytic cell system, the solutions to be 
processed were placed in their respective reservoir tanks. They were passed through the stack 
and then recycled back to the reservoirs. Thus, the leachate solution became increasingly 
depleted while the nitric acid solution became more concentrated. The electrolytic process was 
considered complete when the nitrate content drop to desired degree. 

Batch operation has the advantage that the process cycle can be geared toward the desired 
end product and is relatively independent of the feed, the concentration of which may vary from 
batch to batch. Even if the feed varies, batch recirculation is equivalent to operate a number of 
electrolytic cell stack in series, with each stack receiving an increasingly depleted nitrate solution 
and concentrated nitric acid solution feed. 

There are two ways to operated the electrolytic cell under batch-recirculation mode of 
operation, at constant-current and at constant-applied-voltage. The operation at constant-cunrent 
would seem attractive for assuring a constant rate of nitrate removal from potato leachate, but 
this will be true only if the feed composition remain constant. One alternative is to operate so 
that the cell current is constant and below the value of the initial lirniting cunrent. For part of the 
process duration, the operating cuprent lies below the lidting one, and this represents an under- 
utilization of the system capacity. When the operating current exceeds the limiting one, 



Fig. 8. Removal of Selected Nutrnents from Potato Leachate 
vs Gunrent Density at U c=: 0.083 d s  
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Fig. 9. Removal of Selected Nutrients from Potato Leachate 
vs Current Density at U = 0.25 rnls 
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secsndaiy reactions begin, resulting in pmver wastage. Therefore, constant cunent operation is 
impractical for use with batch-recircula~on systems, which would be operated over a wide ionic 
concentration range. This realizatior, leads to the concept of using high current levels durl~rg the 
initial part of the process and reduced levels when the ionic concentration of the leachate falls. 
One way of accomplishing this, is to switch to a constant applied voltage operation. The 
operation was carried out in two trials at constant applied voltages of 4.5 and 8.5 volts, 
respectively. The reservoir tanks were charged with 2 liters of each solution. The flowrate was 
adjusted to give a fluid velocity of 0.25 m/s for all the trials. 

Fig. 10. Removal of Selected Nutrients from Potato Leachate 
vs Current Density at U = 0.306 m/s 
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Fig. 11 shows the current density versus time relationship for the batch-recirculation 
operation at constant applied voltage conditions. At a constant applied voltage of 8.5 volts, the 
current density declines rapidly during first the 20 minutes, and then levels off with a diminishing 
rate for the remaining period of time. This occurred as consequence of a rapid de&neralization 
of the leachate at high current density. As the ionic concentration of the Ieachate diminishes, the 
solution electrical resistance increaes rapidly, thus to keep the same applied voltage, the current 
density is itself adjusted to lower values. The operation at constant applied voltage of 4.5 volts, 
required lower initial current density, thus the initial rate of degaLineralization was low enough to 



keep small variation of solution electrical resistance. After the period of 20 minutes of operation 
the patterns of current density variation vs time at both applied voltages were very similar. This 
means that the rate of demineralization is slow at low current density. As can be observed in Fig. 
12, the specific electrical conductivity versus time at both applied voltages have a similar pattern. 
The leachate solution electrical conductivity decreases with operating time as the leachate 
solution is depleted. Also, as being seen in Fig. 13, the leachate solution pH decreases slowly 
from 5.8 to 4.2 at E = 8.5 volts and from 5.7 to 4.53 at E = 4.5 volts. At a low applied voltage (E 
= 4.5 volts), pH is more stable than at high applied voltage (E = 8.5 volts), which means a low 
degree of water de-ionization or low polarization effect. 

Figures 14 and 15 show the dernineralization of potato leachate as function of time. The 
initial rate of dernineralization is high and then levels off. The initial rate of demineralization is 
higher for two reasons; initially the leachate solution contains a high concentration of ionic 
species and the initial current density is also high. As the leachate become more depleted, both 
current density and the rate of nutrient removal decrease. The average rate of nutrient removal 
was almost independent of applied voltages, but depends on operating time. During the 
operation of the electrolytic cell at constant applied voltage of 4.5 volts for 158 minutes, made 
possible to remove up to 92.1% nitrate, 26.5% phosphate, 79.2% potassium, 39.2% calcium, 
68.2% magnesium, 38.5% iron, 38.8% copper, 48.2% manganese, 44% zinc, 88.7% chloride, and 
22.7% TOG, respectively. Approximately the same overall removal was obtained when the 
system was operated at constant applied voltage of 8.5 volts, but for a period of 148 min. As the 
cations are transferred to the cathode compartment, the alkali concentration increases with time 
(see Fig. 16). The concentration of alkali solution was found to change from 0.209 to 0.266 N 
for the operation at 4.5 volts (27.3% conversion) and from 0.201 to 0.257 N at 8.5 volts (27.9% 
conversion). The alkali formation is the product of the electrochemical reaction at the cathode 
surface that produces hydroxide ions which are combined with the cations to form alkali 
compounds. Also, as the anions are transferred to the nitric acid compartment, the acid 
concentration was found to increase with time. The concentration of the acid solution in the 
nitric acid compartment was found to increase from 0.098 to 0.151 N for the operation at 4.5 
volts (54.1% conversion) and from 0.098 to 0.152 at 8.5 volts (55.1% conversion). From 
material balances was found that the average oxygen gas (0,) produced at the anode surface 
under acid condition was approximately 2.2 moles 0,Imole NO, transferred. The average 
production of hydrogen gas at the cathode surface was found to be approximately 4.4 moles 
H,/mole NO, transferred. 



Fig. 11. Current density vs Time during Batch-Recirculation Operation 
at Constant Applied Voltages and U = 0.253 mls 
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g. 12. Leachate Specific Electrical Conductivity vs Time during Batch- 
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Fig. 13. Lachate Solution pH during Batch-Recirculation Operation 
at Constant Applied Voltages and eT = 00.253 d s  
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Fig. 14. Nutrient Removal during Batch-Recirculation Operation 
at E =. 4.5 volts and U .= 0.253 d s  
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Fig. 15. Nutrient Removal during B atch-Recirculation Operation 
at E = 8.5 volts and U = 0.253 m/s 
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Fig. 16. Nitric Acid and Potassium Hydroxide Concentration vs Time 
during Batch-Recirculation Operation at Constant Applied 
Voltages and U == 0.253 ~ d s  
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IV, CONCLUSIONS 

The limiting current density (maximum operating current density) was found to be 
directly proportional the solution electrical conductivity an a power function of the linear fluid 
velocity in the range between 0.083 to 0.403 rnfs. The operation at current density higher than 
the limiting one, results in pH disturbances which may decomposes pH sensitive leackate 
components, excessive solution and membrane overheating, which may reduce membrane useful 
life , and loss of process current efficiency. 

During the electrolytic cell once-through operation, the nitrate, potassium, and other 
nutrients removal rates were proportional to current density and inversely proportional to fluid 
velocity. Although the removal of nutrients from potato leachate increase with current density, 
operation at current density higher than the limiting one is not recommended due to excessive 
solution and membrane overheating. The removal of monovalent ions was found to be higher 
than divalent ones, because monovalent ions have higher mobility in solution, as well as, are 
more membrane selective than divalent ones. The operation at high fluid velocities reduced the 
ion removal capacity per pass, but increases bulk solution-membrane interface mass transfer, 
which reduces membrane fouling to extent membrane useful life 

Under batch-recirculation operation at constant applied voltage of 4.5 and 8.5 volts, it 
was found that the nutrient removal rates were independent of applied voltage, but proportional 
to the ions concentration and operating time. The initial nutrients removal rates were found to be 
high because of the high initial solution ionic concentration and current density. This operation 
appeared to work as a current self-regulating process, because as the leachate becomes depleted 
the solution electrical resistance increases, therefore to maintain the constant applied voltage 
condition the current is self adjusted to lower values. From material balances it was found that 
2.2 moles of oxygen gas and 4.4 moles of hydrogen gas were produced at the electrodes surfaces 
per mole of nitrate transferred. 
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The 1996 S u m e r  Faculty Fellowship Program at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) served as the basis for the 
research effort into Statistical Process Control for KSC Processing. The effort entailed several tasks and goals. The 
first was to develop a customized Statistical Process Control (SPC) cotirse t~ be taught to the Safety aid Missioil 
Assurance Trends Analysis group. The actual teaching of this course took place over several weeks. In addition, a11 
Internet version of the same course complete with animation and video excerpts from the course when it was taught 
at KSC was developed.'The Application of SPC to Shuttle Processing took up the rest of the summer research 
project. This effort entailed the evaluation of SPC use at KSC, both present and potential, due to the change in 
roles for NASA and the Single Flight Operations Contract (SFOC). Individual consulting on SPC use was 
accomplished as well as evaluation of SPC software for KSC use in the future. A final accomplishment of 
orientation of the author to NASA changes, terminology, data format, and new NSA task definitions will allow 
future consultation when the needs arise. 



STATISTICAL PROCmS CONTROL FOR KSC PROCESSING 

ROGER 6. FORD, PKB.D., P.E. 

1, INTRODUCTION 

The use of Statistical Process Control (SPC) at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) was the focus of this research effort 
for the Summer of 1996. The research effort is broken down into several tasks that were accomplished over the 
course of the summer. Those tasks were: 

sl Development of a customized KSC Statistical Process Control course to be taught to Safety 
and Mission Assurance Trend Analysis Group and any others interested 

H Teaching the developed SPC course 
H Developing an Internet version of the SPC course for the benefit of Safety and Mission 

Assurance (S&MA) management 
H The evaluation of the application of SPC to Shuttle processing both present and future 
H Evaluation of SPC software for use by S&MA personnel 
H Establish a working relationship with the people involved with Shuttle processing analysis, 

the terminology and procedures involved in Shuttle processing, and become familiar with the 
type of data gathered in the course of Shuttle processing in order to be able to act as 
consultant to the analysis effort in the future 

NASA has been required, due to budget considerations, to change its role in Shuttle Operations. From an historic 
partnership and combined effort with contractors in the pursuit of space flight, now NASA is faced with assuming 
a caretaker or managerial "hands off' role for the future of the Shuttle program. This is a significant cultural 
change requiring the need to utilize all of the techniques from industry available to increase efficiencies, reduce 
rework, gain control and identify causes for excessive costs, reduction in inspections and surveillance routines, 
reductions in manpower, and reduce the throughput time necessary for each cycIe of the orbiters from blastoff to 
blastoff. Statistical Process Control is a significant tool to assist in the success of NASA's new managerial role 
because it can assist in determining the reasons for process variation leading to decreased costs. 

In order to use SPC within the KSC environment, pertinent personnel need training in the proper use of the 
technique. The training must extend from the top down, meaning upper management must be knowledgeable in 
SPC techniques as well as the analyst working with the data. Training has been and will be accomplished in two 
ways: first, a customized SPC course was developed and taught to the analysts who will be performing the majority 
of the analyses; and second, an Internet version of the same course will be finished soon for the use of anyone, 
especially top management, who desires or is required to utilize SPC techniques. The web-based course is full of 
animation, video from the course when it was taught at KSC, interactive tools for statistical calculation, and the 
charts, search capabilities, and "Frequently Asked Questions" (FAQ) needed to make the product useful at any 
time. 

The need to assess current use of SPC techniques as to appropriateness, correctness, completeness, and existence 
where needed was foremost in the task of application of SPC to Shuttle processing. Then came the consultation 
with various individuals as to the approach recommended to gain control of the various processes. The three 
approaches to SPC analysis discussed, in order of recommended application, are metrics (descriptive statistics), 
attribute charting technique for nonconformance data, and variable charting techniques for measurement data. This 
effort, in particular, is an on-going one covering, perhaps, the next three to five years. Management at the highest 
levels within NASA must understand what to expect in order to get processes under statistical control as well as 
understand what decisions to make and when to make them based on the SPC techniques. 



SPC software for KSC use was evaluated. The §A§ Institute's JMP statistical software package was in residence 
and demed to be the most powerful and speedy even lhough explanations were s a l t .  

2. Sbtis~cal  Process Control Course Development, Teaching, and Internet Version 

§PC can be a very easy to use technique and a very difficuit one as well. There is a definite sequence that is 
recommended to be followed when implementing SPC into any situation, especially one in which the knowledge 
level of SPC is relatively low or there are misconceptions. Unfortunately, these conditions exist virtually 
everywhere and certainly existed at NASA at the beginning of the Summer of 1996. 

Because of this need to know the proper sequence in which to implement SPC, and the possible difficulty that some 
have with understanding of the statistical theory involved with SPC, a course customized to KSC was developed 
this summer. The course was entitled "Quality Control NASA Style", and it was designed for six sessions of two 
hours each for a total of 12 hours. The last session was to be a computer lab class where SPC software could be 
demonstrated and practiced upon. 

The SPC course was divided into six days of Powerpoint presentations covering the following topics: 

I. Day One 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 

Concepts of Quality - Definitions of Quality 
Inspection versus Prevention 
Quality by Design 
Accuracy and Precision 
History of Quality Control 
Seven Basic Tools 
Statistical Inference 
Probability 
Descriptive Statistics 
Constructing a Frequency Distribution 

11. Day Two 
A. Advanced Statistics and Probability 
B . Measures of Central Tendency 
C. Measures of Dispersion 
D. Definitions of Probability 
E. Permutations 
F. Combinations 
G. Important Discrete Distributions 

111. Day Three 
A. Important Continuous Distributions 
B . The Central Limit Theorem 
C. Statistical Process Control 
D. SPC is an Attitude 
E. Variation 
F. Control Chart Basics 
G. Kinds of Co~ltrol Charts 
H. Operating Characteristic Curves 
I. Implementing SPC 
5. Traditional Applications of SPC 
K. Non-Traditional Applications of SPC 



L. Control Charts for Attributes 
M. Kinds of A t ~ b u t e  Charts 
N. Consmction of a p Chzrt 
0. p Chart Interpretation 

IV. Day Four 
A. Control Charts for Variables 
B. Construction of a Variables Control Chart 
C. Interpret Variables Control Chart 

V. Day Five 
A, Basic Questions on Variable Charts 
B. Process In Control 
C. Process Out of Control 
D. Process Capability 
E. Calculate Capability Index 
F. Interpretation of Capability Index 
G. Other SPC Techniques 
H. Other Control Charts 
I. Reliability 
J. Reliability Measurement 
K. Types of Failure 
L. Historic Bathtub Curve 
M. Cost of Reliability 
N. Taguchi Loss Function 

VI. Day Six - Computer Lab Instruction on SPC Software 

The course was presented to personnel twice per week for three weeks from the Safety and Mission Assurance 
Directorate and specifically 
the Safety group, Trend 
Analysis group, some summer 
interns, and members of the I- 
NET multimedia group who 
would be working on the 
Internet version of the course. 

The Internet version of the 
course is entitled "Introduction 
to Statistical Process Control". 
The opening page of the 
Internet course is depicted in 
Figure 1 .The course, at the 
time of this final research 
report, is approximately 75% 
complete and should be ready 
to go by September 1,1996. 
The NASA internal Internet 
address is http://kosh/spc/. The 
Internet version contains 

I Statistical Process Control O\ervle~v 
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Figure 1. Sample SPC Course Web Page 



essentially everything bhat the original course contained witkt the addition of mimated graphics, h~teractive 
shtislical cadculadon tools, exercises that need to be completed before progression into the course, a search! engine 
fully referenced to the en111.e course, ""FrequenlIy Asked Questions" FAQ) section, and links to the original 
Powerpoint presentations. If utilized by management, this on-line course will make the successful difference for 
SPG as a cost reducdon too at NASA KSC. 

3. Application of SPC to Shuttle Processing 

NASA in Transition 

There is a cultural change and a transitional process currently underway at NASA KSC. The best manner in 
which to describe what is going on is to examine a time line. There was the way NASA conducted Shuttle 
Operations in the past, there is the transition or how things are happening at the present time, and what will be 
when the transition is over and NASA's role has changed. 

Was 

The cultural change now underway relates back to the way things used to be done at KSC. Ever since the 
beginnings of NASA itself and manned space flight in the late 1950's and early 1960's, NASA has worked 
alongside contractors who provided the hardware for the missions. NASA did "hands on" work on a day-to-day 
basis, was involved in the on-site inspection and testing of the components, and had a partner relationship with the 
contractors over the years. This compatible relationship was successful in a mission sense. Goals like putting man 
into space, orbiting the earth, going to the moon, putting a man on the moon, the Space Shuttle program, etc., were 
all accomplished with only a few problems along the way. 

The culture that saw this sympathetic and compatible relationship between NASA and its contractors also had few 
concerns concerning money. The programs were goal oriented, not cost conscious. If something was a problem, 
they just kept working on it until it was fixed and operational. 

Transition 

The current situation at NASA KSC can be identified as one in a state of transition. The United States government 
over the last ten to fifteen years has amassed an enormous national debt for a number of reasons. The annual deficit 
has continually added to the national debt year after year. Therefore, there is tremendous pressure on the 
politicians to decrease the annual deficit and thereby not adding to the national debt. Budget cutting of 
governmental agencies is one manner in which reductions in the U.S. government budget decreases deficit 
spending. NASA's budget has fallen victim to these budget cuts necessitating the need for NASA to change its role 
in the manner in which it conducts Shuttle Operations. 

NASA is changing into a caretaker or oversight role from the contractorJpartner relationship it enjoyed for so many 
years and over so many programs. There is a transition period when NASA must first realize that there is a change 
needed due to the different budgetary consuaints, and secondarily figure out just how that change effects daily 
operations as well as the realization that the contractors will be doing all of the "hands on" work while NASA only 
verifies the results. 

During the current transition period, which will probably last only a short time, the NASA efforts should be 
concentrateof in the collection of pertinent data to be analyzed as comparisons to "'before the transition9' and "after 
tile transition". The pertinent data to be collected is one of the decisions to be made. What metric mhnique for the 
chosen process= is another decision lo be made. 11 should be poinM out that the recornanended squmce for 
metric choice is simple before complex. Most processes can be evduaeed with si~nple metsics and simple malysis 



in order for management decisions lo be made and verification of data to be made. It is easier lo increase the 
complexity of analysis from art elementary level than it is to s a t  with complexity and lose crdibility. 

Another important outcome of tlie Wansition period is a defined role for the analysis group after the transition. It is 
a reality that no one really knows what tile post-transition environment will be like. Therefore, the data that is 
collected a id  analyzed, by what aiialytical methods, and how ofteir will detlne the role of the analysis fiinction to a 
great degree during the transition period. Goal determination for the analysis function should also be defined 
during the transition because of the timing of the contracts that take control of Shuttle Operations by contractors. If 
goals for analysis by NASA are not part of the contracts, it will be very hard to implement analysis after contract 
award and contract start. 

Management is the key to success of any statistical analysis effort. If management either does not understand the 
statistics involved or how to interpret the results of the analysis in order to improve the conditions of the processes, 
then, essentially, the analysis effort is wasted. The true payback of the SPC technique actually b e ~ i n s  with the 
charting of the process. Management at the highest levels (Center Director, Director, on down) must be able to 
assess the statistical control status of the selected processes in order to make decisions about reducing variation 
leading to reduced costs and reduced pressures. The transition period is a prime time for management to become 
trained (through the web-based course) in SPC and the associated interpretation of the analyses. Continuous 
improvement is lhe goal of SPC. Continuous improvement means lower costs. Proper use of SPC means processes 
under control. Processes under control mean higher quality at reduced costs. 

Will Be 

The new oversight role that NASA KSC is transitionuig into is analogous to management in private industry. 
Industry management must always seek to produce at higher quality, reduced costs, and faster delivery because of 
competition. NASA KSC has all three of these components influencing their very survival in the next twenty years 
unlike what they experienced in prior years. Verification of contractor data now becomes the primary function of 
Mission Assurance. But just checking for validity in contractor reporting of data is not enough to determine if 
contractors are performing up to contract expectations. NASA must maintain the ability to perform selective data 
evaluation from contractor provided data independent of the contractor's reporting. In this way, the contractor can 
be held accountable for virtually anything that they do aid not just on what they report. 

A most important point can be made here also. That is that NASA KSC now can benchmark their operation to 
those of industry. Because of the competition factor, the cost sensitivity factor, and the continuing need for high 
quality, concepts such as Total Quality Management (TQM), Statistical Process Control (SPC), Just-In-Time (JIT) 
techniques, IS0 9000 requirements and certification standards, the criteria of the Malcolm Baldrige National 
Quality Award, and individual benchmarking measures such as wage levels, overhead rates, quality levels, safety 
performance, maintenance rates, etc., all now apply to Shuttle Operations at NASA KSC. In fact, these concepts 
and comparisons should contribute greatly to the overall goal of NASA KSC of a successful Shuttle program run 
efficiently and on budget. 

Statistical Process Control 

The use of Statistical Process Control is varied, versatile, and structured. Many users assume that the more 
complexity of the technique, the more help is received. This may be true in some cases. However, more than 75% 
of all data analysis can be done successfully and completely with just simple metrics such as bar charts, Pareto 
analysis, flow charts, etc. Why jump into a variable control chart analysis with all of the associated knowledge 
needed about statistics and how to interpret tlie chart correctly when Pareto analysis might give the order of the 
most significant problems to address. 



The recornended sequence for ttie implementation of SPC techniques is: first, melrics; second, a l ~ b u t e  contfc?! 
ch;uting; and, third, variable control charting. 

SPG techniques such as bar charts, Pareto analysis, check sheets, flow charting, causeleffect diagrams, frequency 
distributions, and scatter diagrams can be classified as easy to learn but very revealing for data analysis. More than 
75% of all data analysis can be completely accomplished through the use of these "seven tools". Therefore, they 
should always be the starting point of any problem areas in need of analysis. They are easy to use, easy to teach, 
easy to understand, easy to interpret, easy to implement, and highly effective. Management can make decisions 
concerning cost reductions, efficiencies, and scheduling of manpower based on them. Risk analysis can be based on 
them. The use of simple meMcs to define problems in processes by simple analysis should always be the first tool 
pulled from the SPC toolbox. 

Statistical Analysis - Anribute Charting 

When the data that needs to 
be analyzed falls under the IfistTinle Case Fkeqlencg per 200,000 Hours Worked 
category of attribute data, 
or go-no go, conforming/ 
nonconforming, goodhad, 
etc., and statistical analysis 
is needed to determine if 
the data is operating in 
statistical control or not, 
then attribute charting is 
required. The data is target 
oriented meaning that there 
should be some chosen 
desired value for a process 
target. The data has a 
mean, but the mean may or may Figure 2. Sample Attribute Chart 
not be at the desired target. When 
the process control limits are calculated, the attribute data target is used to see if the process is even close 
to the desired value of the target. Therefore, the first management decision may well be to reset the desired target 
value to the process mean or to find out why the process mean is so far from the target value. An example of 
NASA KSC lost time cases rate for every 200,000 hours worked is shown in Figure 2. 

When the process mean is used as the target and the control limits are calculated, outliers can be found which are 
points outside of the control limits. These points warrant investigation as to the reasons for the assignable causes 
relating to the points out of control. Then limits are recalculated without the outlier data, and the new chart with its 
recalculated control limits is evaluated again. This is done repeatedly until there are no points out of control. The 
process is then said to be "in control" which simply means that only random error is causing variation in the 
process. In this manner, 99.73% of all data should fall within the control limits. If any point falls outside of the 
limits, then an assignable cause is associated with the occurrence, the cause can be fixed, and management can 
continue to be confident in the output of the process williout adjustment. There are also many other interpreblion 
skills necessary to utilize control charts efficiently. These are discussed in the Internet version of the SPC course. 

Shtistical Analysis - Variable Chartirg 

Whenever descriptive statistics, rnetrics, or attribute c h d n g  has highlighted at area &at is in need of fudier or a 



greater degree of scrutiny, &en, perhaps, variable SPC 
charting is wmarlled (see Figure 3). The d a b  must be 
in the form of corftil~u~us measurement data unlike 
attfibute data which is, essentially, binary in nature. 
The difficulty with the understanding of the level of 
statistics involved with variable charihg makes it the 
last resor-t which gives the greatest amount of 
information of all of the SPC techniques. For these 
reasons, variable charting should be used cautiously 
and only when necessary. In the author's experience, 
this technique is the most frequently misused, 
misapplied, and misinterpreted. 

4. Expertise Shared as hternal Summer Consultation 

As with attribute charting, variable charting gives the 
state of control of the process, assesses the variability 
of the process, and provides management basis for 

There were several opportunities to do Statistical Process Control and statistics consulting with the people from 
RM. Some of the significant ones were: 

Ir Jerrace Mack - RM + Inspection data correlation with structured surveillance data; first time quality 
data analysis 

E Lisa Pantano - Safety + Monthly Mishap Severity Rate chart consultation from p chart to u chart 
because of Poisson distribution of rates 

E Jim Lichtenthal - QE group + candidates for MIP reduction SPC.analysis 

1 
Density 

5. §PC Software E;aluation 

decisions concerning the quality of the processes. The 
actual manipulation of the data is different from Figure 3. Sample Variable Chart - BTA Material 
attribute charting. However, the interpretation of the 
chart is essentially the same. It is very important that the pertinent people involved in the process be the ones to 
investigate the outliers because of the need to involve everyone in the gaining of control of the process in question. 
The process drives continuous improvement and continuous improvement is, or should be, the goal of any process. 

If SPC is to be utilized to its maximum efficiency at NASA KSC, software has to be utilized that is capable, 
accurate, easy to use, and fast. After looking at several packages provided by KSC and one brought by the author, 
the SAS Institute's JMP Statistical Discovery Software was found to be the most powerful. It also had the 
advantage of already being on-site and in limited use. 

When data analysis is being performed on large data bases, this software almost immediately can formulate data 
into any number of needed methods of analysis from histograms to Pareto analysis to frequency distributions to 
control charts of both attribute and variable data. In short, this software is impressive. The only drawback is the 
lack of explanation for the novice. This again accentuates the worth of the on-line SPC course to provide the 
tutorials necessary for efficient use of the software. 

6. Orientation for Future Consulbtion 

One of the original goals of this summer's activities was to provide the author with sufficient orientation to NASA 
KSC's teminology, data gathering, organizational structure, and facilities so that an on-going relationship could 
be maintained for SPC consullatiot~. In tale immediate and disrant frreure when questions arise conerrzing the 



srar is~cal  anldysis of corl&actor data by NASA, the need for consultation m y  become necessary. Now that 
orientation provided by this s er's research fellowship is completed, phone communication, fax 
communication, etc., can be utilized to provide direct and timely consultation. 

7. Conciusions and Recomnendationzs 

As a result of the Summer Faculty Fellowship time spent and the analyses done, the following conclusions and 
recommendations are offered: 

Assess current attribute charts concerning visibility of 3 3  sigma standard deviations from the process mean 
Assess current attribute charts for showing process average as the process target 
Recalculate control limits quarterly to determine if change has occurred - narrowing of limits indicates 
decreased variation and a tighter degree of control and a widening set of limits indicates increased variatiori 
and less control 
List all processes in the VAB, OPFs, launch pads, etc., where attribute data or measured data is collected as 
candidates for analysis by SPC techniques 
Do SPC analysis using JMP software on all candidate processes for determination of status of statistical control 
Based on SPC analysis, if in control, then basis for continued control is established 
Based on SPC analysis, if out of control, then begin determination of causes for out of control points, 
elimination of assignable cause data from database, recalculation of control limits, determination of causes of 
out of control points, etc., until stabile in control limits are found 
Management decisions can be made during this process of gaining control and after control is established to 
accomplish the following: - optimize the use of resources 

3 reduce amount of inspections 
* eliminate, correct, or reduce inspections (material qualification, test specimen preparation, 

correlation with weather data, consistent employee procedures, etc.) 
3 Reduction in manpower requirements 
a Risk assessment 
* Correlation of charting with Problem Resolution (PR) rates and PR severity data (number ot 

pages per PR) 
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There is currently a need to deveiop a distributed computing ingastmcture at NASA 
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) to support current and kture activities involving both 
national and international partners and customers. The deployment of such an 
infrastructure represents a foundation for a secure distributed computing base. Future 
services will be integrated into the environment eficiently and effectively. This 
infrastructure also provides the framework for developing distributed applications in a 
coherent manner. The objective of this research is to develop a commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) based open distributed computing environment @CE) for application at KSC. 
The main benefit of an open system is availability of low-cost application software. 

1.1 Current Distributed Computing Environment at KSC 

In the case of network protocols, KSC currently has a myriad suite including AppleTalk, 
SNA, IPX(Novell), DECnet (Phase IV), and TCP/IP. Current applications include e-mail 
(SMTP MIME, Microsoft, ccmail, POP, X.400 and Quickmail), real time packetized 
telemetry (via PC GOAL), and data warehousing. 

1.2 Future Distributed Computing Needs at KSC 

From the management and policy direction point of view NASA is moving in two main 
directions. First, there is the performance based contracting shift whtch will allow NASA 
to divorce itself from the day-to-day oversight of contractors. Second, future operations 
of NASA will involve the international space station. All the major industrialized nations 
are involved with building parts of the international space station although the United 
States to a large extent and Russia to a lesser extent will share most of the burden. 

Technically, the hture of distributed computing within NASA is as follows. From the 
network protocol point of view, NASA is moving towards TCP/IP suite of protocols. 
From the point of view of e-mail/messaging systems, NASA is embracing two key 
technologies, including the Microsoft Exchange Mail and standard POP mail clients. As 
far as user interface is concerned, NASA is Looking to using World Wide Web technology 
extensively. In the future, general applications will involve client-server 
computingldatabases. In the light of this a standard naming convention is desired such that 
one could look at the database and retrieve any information automatically. Other fbture 
applications involve transaction processing for on-line procurement such as handling 
purchase orders, travel vouchers, time cards, etc. on line. 

As pointed out earlier, the hture operations of NASA involve the International Space 
Station. For that reason there will be need for co nication with international partners, 
contractors, and Space itself (space slation and other space components). The 
international paeners also use diReren~ protocols. The foregoing calls for open standards, 
ones suppo~ed on multiple vendor platforms. In addition, the current view is to move 



away from the maidrame environment (a central point of failure) towards distributed 
clientlsenrver enviroment (a decientralizsd system with no single point of failure). 

Therefore, a coqrehensive, integrated, open, secure, and mitivendor distributed 
computing enviroment (DCE) is needed that is transparent to applications. The only DGE 
we know of that satisfies these requirements is OSF (Open Software Foundation) DCE. 
OSF is a consortium of all the major computing firms including BM,  HP, DEC, etc. 
Visibly absent from OSF are Mcrosoft, AT&T and Sun Microsystems. Although 
Microsoft makes DCE-like products, it does not currently have a comprehensive 
integrated DCE. AT&T and Sun have a different DCE called ONC (Open Network 
Computing). Major components of ONC DCE are the popular Sun RPC and NFS. Both 
Sun RPC and NFS are published standards. Unfortunately, ONC DCE is not 
comprehensive. 

The rest of this report is organized according to the major components of a generic DCE. 
Section 2 discusses Remote Procedure Call (WC). Section 3 elaborates on Distributed 
Time Service @TS). In section 4, Distributed Security Service is extensively discussed 

acronym. Section 5 discussed Distributed Directory Service (DDS), 
section 6 discusses Distributed File Service (DFS) , and section 7 covers Distributed 
Transaction Service (DTRS). Finally, section 8 concludes this paper. In each section we 
will look at each of these components from the point of view of why OSF DCE satisfies 
its requirements at NASA KSC. In addition, where necessary, we will state rnodificatioizs 
that should be made to satisfy KSC requirements. 

2.0 mMOTE PROCEDURE: CALLS (RPC) 

RPC is the foundation of any complex distributed computing environment. All 
communication that takes place in a DCE uses the RPC. RPC is based on the clientherver 
model. Its objective is to simplify distributed programming so that the distributed 
programmer is productive. 

2.1 We-based Design Issues 

The first step in designing an RPC-based distributed application is to identify all the 
operations and specify them formally using an interface description language (DL). 
Subsequently, an D L  compiler can be used to produse the necessary client stub code and 
server stub code automatically. A client program (written by the programler) and the 
client stubs are linked into one object code. The semer stub and server progrm (written 

er) also are link& into one object eode. Note however, that the client   ode 
mns on the client and the server code runs on the sewer. The interface specifi-ica~on is the 
key to the WC. To check a design of a distfibuted application one has to look at the 
inte&aw description. If the intedwe descI-dption is clear, wncise, and complete, the 
analyst does not have to look too much into the other parts of the code (Le. stubs, client 
program, sewer program etc.) to figure out what is going on. 



2.2 Recommendation 

OSF DGE W C  is based on the IMPlApollo W C .  Eks inteffslce definition language is clear, 
concise, and complete. For example, each interface is uniquely identified globally with a 
UUID (universal unique identifier). In addition although at-most-once is the default 
semantics, the interface specification allows the designer to speciQ other appropriate 
semantics (e.g. maybe, idempotent). Finally7 if an operation (which is essentially a 
procedure) has parameters they are qualified with as input ([in],), output ([out]), or both 
as the case might be. On the other hand Sun RPC is at-least-once by default but has no 
way of specifjling alternate semantics at the interface. 

UTED TIME SERVIeE @TS) 

A time service is needed for coordinating activities in a DCE. The time service keeps a 
single, global, monotonically increasing virtual clock which is used to synchronize machine 
(both client and server) clocks across the network. There are many situations in a DCE 
where synchronized physical clocks are needed. They include although not exhaustively: 
security, distributed file service, replicated systems, and concurrency control. 

3.1 DTS Design Issues 

Time service is obtained by arranging for some time servers to be connected to some 
authoritative time sources such as Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). Accurate UTC 
sources exist around the world. Machines acting as clients obtain synchronized time from 
these time servers. The challenge is to filter the variable network delays experienced by the 
time packets, and to make sure that time always goes forward and never backwards (this 
can be caused by inevitable clock drifts). The time service must be distributed so that there 
is no single point of failure. This is done by using multiple time servers. If the time service 
is to scale to a large number of machines, a hierarchical (multi-level) scheme is necessary 
for organizing the time servers. The most accurate servers are connected to the most 
accurate UTC receivers. These servers will be the highest level sewers. Lower level 
servers receive their time from these higher level servers. Fault-tolerance is achieved by 
obtaining time information fi-om at least three servers at the same time and rejecting ones 
which are totally out of line. The best estimate is selected from the midpoint of the 
accepted time intervals. 

3.2 Recommendation 

A DTS which satisfies all of these requirements is the OSF DCE DTS. The way the time 
service is organized is follows. Assuming that MSC has one DCE cell, at least three DTS 
sewers will be required. Each NASA center will similarly have as least three DTS servers. 
At least one of the DTS sewers will be designated as global DTS server. It will 
synchronize itself to other NASA centers' global DTS servers and to other KSC local 
servers.1f there is the need to synchronize to machines in other countries, a similar 



arrangement can be made for a higher level (say country) BTS servers to sfmr;hrot-ifze to 
other counQ DTS sehvers, and so on. A fleibility ofthe OSF BTS also allows 
coexistence with other time senices such as the Internet NTP We~work Time Protowi). 

SERVICE 

Security should be one of the primary goals of a distributed system for an organization 
such as NASA KSG which is involved in a mission-critical enterprise. We believe a good, 
comprehensive, distributed security service should have the characteristics of a S T 
(will not allow anything to go wrong). We use SAAINT as an acronym for Secrecy (which 
means the same as Privacy or Confidentiality in security circles), Authentication, 
Authorization (Access Control), Integrity, Non-repudiation, and Trust. Let us look at the 
technical aspects of the components of a distributed security service and show how they 
can be applied to a DCE for NASA in general, and KSC in particular. 

4.1 Bistributd Security Design Issues 

There are two major ways of ensuring secrecy: secret key and public key. In the secret key 
case the same key, KA-B used to encrypt and decypt. KA-B is a secret known only by A and 
B. In the public key case, A has two keys: &TubA and KPrivA. KPzrbA is a public key used 
to encrypt and whereas KPrivA (a private key that A keeps secret) is used to decrypt. 
Examples of secret key system are DES, IDEA, RC2, RC4, and RCS. Examples of public 
key systems include Diffie-Hellman key exchange, RSA, and DSS. 

Authentication is the most difficult problem to solve in a DCE because of the openness of 
the network. In such an open network, someone (an intruder) can impersonate, replay, or 
modify a message. The best known authentication protocol is Kerberos. In Kerberos, a 
principal has to prove itself to another principal by obtaining a ticket from a key 
distribution server (KDS). The KDS has secret key it shares with each principal based on 
the principal's password. Kerberos allows mutual authentication and also allows A and B 
to perform secret communication after the authentication, using a random secret session 
key generated by the KDS. 

Authorization is implemented by using an access control list (ACL). It is usefbl to think of 
ACL as a matrix. An element of the matrix, ACLiJ , is the set of operations that an 
authenticated principal (person, application progrm), i, can perform on an object (file, 
printer), j. Because keeping a long list for all principals might not scale well in a large 
orga~zation such as NASA it usehl to use a hierar6:bcd orga?slzation based on groups. A 
possible organization for humm principals is as follows. Every employee at KSC belongs 
to the group called KSC-Empl. KSC-Empl group in turn belongs to mother group called 
NASA-Eq1. With this scheme the management of the ACL is dishbuted bmause 
someone at each site keeps track of employes ondy at that site. However, the 
authorization decision wiil take a. longer time. Note that the kerarchy can be extended to 
cover the entire world, such as Interfiational space agency. 



Integrity protecfion is usehl in documents that have been digitally signed. It is a$so usedirh 
in situations where we have an unsigned message such as e-mail which we want the 
computer to arstomaticalIy detect if it has "Pen changed by someone. Integfity- is typically- 
implemented using a message digest (MD). A message digest is a one-way function 
which takes a variable length message, m, and produces a fixed iength bit string MD(u9, 
usually 128 bits.). Suppose Ann wants to send a message, nz, to Bryan. Ann computes 
MD(m, KA-B) and sends it along with the message, m, to Bryan. MD(m, is called 
message integrity check (MIG) or message authentication code (IMAIC). Another way 
of producing the A4IC is to compute KA-BflD(m),). Examples of message digests include 
MD2, MD4, MD5, and SEA. SHA seems to be the most secure because it produces a 
160-bit hash. 

Non-repudiation is used in the context of digihl signatures. This is essential for 
unclassified memos, some e-mail, and electronic commerce (in the Internet for 
exarnple).The digital signature scheme should be such that if A delivers a message to B, 1) 
B can verifjl, the identity of A; 2) A cannot later repudiate the contents of the message; 3) 
it is not possible for B to concoct the message A sent; and 4) the signature cannot be used 
for another document. Secret key signatures do not provide strong non-repudiation 
because the KDS (who knows everybody's secret) is involved in both signing and 
verification. Public key non-repudiation is sttong. All real-world digital signature 
standards use the public key scheme. RSA is versatile, and has been around for a relatively 
long time. It is by far the defacto world standard. DSS, developed by NIST, is newer but 
not popular. In particular, RSA can be used to provide both secrecy and signatures, 
whereas DSS is designed only for signatures. 

For the security service to be trusted, key management is essential. As usual let us look 
at how this is handled in both secret key and public key systems. In the case of secret key 
systems we have seen that the KDS keeps a shared secret for each principal. In a large 
system there could be multiple KDS's each responsible for users in its own domain (or 
realm as used in Kerberos). For example, in the case of NASA there will be a domain 
KDS serving the domain for each center. There will be one for KSC. Then for cross- 
domain authentication, every domain has to establish trust relationships with every other 
domain. In reality this means that each KDS has to be registered as a principal in the KDS 
of every domain it trusts. In a large systern (such as 
internationaVintercorporatdinteragency internetwork) this chain of trust relationships is 
not scaleable. A more scaleable arrangement is to allow a principal in domain A, to 
communicate with a principal in domain C, through domain B, without being registered in 
domain C.  What we mean by registered is that they share a secret key. In this case there 
are two questions to answer. First, how does a principal in A find the domain path to 
principal in C? Second, how do we decide whether the domain path was acceptable? The 
first question is answered by making sure that the path followed is embedded in the 
nawLing convention. Since X.500 or DNS both use a kerarchical nanning scheme this 
problem is solved. For example in the case sf NASA the domain relationships will be in 
the from of the tree shown in figure I ,  In figure I ,  MSC is a master domain at Kennedy 
Space Center. 



Figure 1 Hierarchical Trust Relationships in Multi-Domain Secret Key Systems 

Suppose Bryan (or workstation on his behalf) wants to perform secure communication 
with Ann, Bryan will have Ann's X500 name which is of the form 
/c-usa/o=nasa/ou=jsdou=edl/cn=h Because the name follows the path in the 
hierarchy, Bryan can ask for a ticket to talk to Ann from EDL, who will ask for a ticket 
from KSC, and so on, until finally, Bryan can receive a ticket to talk to Ann. This is 
exactly how Kerberos V5 works. Kerberos V5 is used in OSF DCE. The answer to the 
second question (how do we know if the path transited is acceptable?) is lee to the 
application by Kerberos V5. There is a SIT field which lists all the domains 
transited in order to obtain the ticket. Ann will look at this list to determine if it should 
authenticate Bryan. Note that we do not have to follow the default hierarchy. We can use 
shortcub. For example, in figure I, if KSC's MDS trusts JSC's KDS (have registered 
shared keys) then we do not have to go through NASA. 

Key management in public key systems is newssitated by the fact that we want to make 
sure that somebody's public key is authentic, s thmise,  we could have impersonation. 
Authentic public key is ensured by using a mS called Ce~iGcatic~n AuthoriQ (%:A). 
The CA keeps the public keys of all principals. h y o m  neding sommne's public key asks 
the CA who returns a sign& public key. A scalable CA is organized similar to the 
hierarchy in f ipre  I .  Thus each IU)S in a domain is a CA. Instead of shared keys a 



domain CA issues certificates for its bldrern and it obbins certificates from its parent. 
This ~erarchy is sometimes called certification lirieraschy, 

The author recommends using Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) for secure e-mail and OSF 
DCE Security Service for everything else. The reasons are as follows. PGP is in the public 
domain, has received the test of time, and is more efficient than PEM. For example, PGP 
does compression. PEM does not. The only advantage PEM seemingly has over PGP is its 
specification of how an authentic public key is discovered. When an X.500-like 
certification hierarchy becomes available this argument will be moot. OSF DCE uses 
Kerberos V5 security system which has a better trust (key management) system than 
anything else available in its class such as Microsoft's Windows NT security. 

5.0 DISTRZBUTED D CTORU SERVICE: (DDS) 

A distributed directory service (DDS) is a general purpose service which provides 
information to clients about services available in a distributed system. The distributed 
directory service is a hndamental building block of any distributed system because it is 
essential for network transparency and in many cases provides convenience for running 
applications automatically. For example a DDS can store a mapping of host names to IP 
addresses of servers so that clients can find them. Similarly, it can provide information 
about location, type, status of printers, e-mail address, phone number, and addresses of 
employees, to name only a few. 

5.1 DDS Design Issues 

Because a DDS deals with a large number of objects, the naming mechanism will affect its 
scalability. As noted earlier in this document, a hierarchical arrangement is the best way to 
design any scaleable system. Both DNS and X.500 provide hierarchical name space. Their 
naming formats reflect the hierarchical arrangement. Details can be found in chapter 5. 
X.500 is more flexible. On the other hand DNS has the larger installed base. Because a 
DDS is queried frequently for information (almost every operation requires access to it), 
its performance (availability and response time) is enhanced with replication and caching. 
Because the information in a DDS does not change often primarylsecondary update 
protocol is used. 

5.2 Recommendation 

We strongly recommend X.500 for NASA in general, and MSC in gmicular. Because 
many current and almost all fbture applications will involve client-server computing a 
sfmhrdnaming coiavenlion is desired such that one could look up and ~ t n ' e v e  any 
Snformaliorz automlll'cally. For example a print queue can be placed in a directory service 
such as X.500 so that diEerent printers can be automati~ally sefected for printing. In 
general, the fbture calls for a X.500-based directory service database that is a central 



repositoy of all irmEormation. Note that the database wili conbin information about 
resourws and not the resources themselves. $u& a directoy service will provide the 
follewing senices md mere for KSC. 
* It will reduce network traffic as opposed to some current protocols that use 

broadcasting to  find informztion about who has the service. 
(9, It can answer a query such as 'Where is the closest fax machine, printer, etc.?' 

It's database could be updated as needed. For e.g. printer status updated once a day. 
The X.500 directory service can be used as the basis for certificate management and 
distributed security service. This infrastructure is needed for verifying signatures, 
doing privatefsecret communication (e.g. e-mail) via encryption, etc. in the public key 
environment. 
The X.500 DDS can also be used as the basis for hierarchical trust relationships in 
secret key system such as Kerberos V5 used in OSF DCE. The current Microsoft 
Windows NT domain trust architecture being promulgated for NASA [ ] has the 
drawback of not being scaleable. 

Currently, no technology exists that provides X.500-based DDS that is a central 
repository ofmost information. We do not know the exact reason for this. However, we 
suspect that it is because of its complexity. All is not lost because it is possible to custom- 
design such a system to fit the needs of an organization such as KSC. 

We recommend using OSF DCE's DDS as a starting point for KSC. There are a number 
of reasons for this. First, its naming mechanism closely resembles X.500 although not 
exactly the same. Later, we will suggest recommendations to fit KSC needs. Second, it 
can be integrated with DCE security service. For example, a CDS server will not allow a 
user to access the database unless that user has been authenticated. Similarly, its 
authorization mechnism can be used to ensure that only the appropriate operation is 
performed. Third, because it is X.500-like the key management within secret key or public 
key case can be integrated relatively easily into its hierarchy. 

How is DCE DDS organized? Basically, the system is organized into cells. Thus the 
service is called cell directory service (CDS). The client interface to CDS is called clerk 
and the directory database is called a clearinghouse. The clearing house is replicated and 
the clerk caches a successhl information lookup to improve performance. Strictly 
speaking, CDS is not a central repository of all infomation in OSF DCE. OSF DCE 
actually has about four directory services. The first one is CDS which itself is basically a 
name sewice. It provides a mapping of host or RPC interface names to IP addresses. The 
second directory service is the en&oint map used for WCs. The endpoint map is a 
mapping oEWG interfa% names and port numbers. When an W C  cdl is made, the client 
stub uses the interface name to fetch IP address from CDS. Then, the IP &dress plus 
inkdace name is used to fetch the port n u d e r  from the endpoint map. The endpoint map 
is accessed &om a well-hown po& number. The %laird directory semiee is hke@le .system 's 
direct~d~y senice. This semice is used to create, delek, etc. file directo~es as well as 
name, remove, etc., of files. Note that one of the major h n c ~ o n s  o f a  file directoq sewice 
is to provide a mapping of file names to file IDS. The designers of DCE made the decision 



to place the file directory service at the same location as the file senvice. To show that files 
are bmdled diaerently, evergr file name in B=L)S has fs (file system) as its prefix. The fourth 
dirmtory sewiw in OSF DCE is the seeurr'@ dir.eciuv service. This directov -3kJch is 
next to the security server is called Registry dabbase. It provides a mapping of principal 
names to principal attributes and privileges. Another d i re~to~y which is closely related to 
it, access control list (used for authorization) is placed at the application sewer and 
accessed there. Once again, to show that principals are handled differently, the designers 
of DCE decided to prefix principal names with sec (security). 

In order to design a directory service that is a central repository of all information such as 
in OSF DCE just described, we can pose the question. Is it possible to  integrate these four 
(or five) directory services into a single one? To answer the question, let us look at how 
we could organize such a system. Basically we want a directory service that provides a 
mapping of names (file, RPC interface, persons, e-mail address, etc.) into IP adresses, port 
number, privilege attributes, etc. The key to doing this is to place in the DDS, for each 
unique name entry, not only the corresponding IP address but also all other relevant 
information such as port#, fileID, privilege attribute, ACL, etc. For example, in the case 
of RPC interface names, both P address and port number will be in the DDS database. 
This way, there will be no need for an endpoint map at the sewer. If security is important 
for this interface, the privilege attributes will be entries as well. We could make similar 
suggestions for files or any other objects. We have answered the question. 

However, we see a two disadvantages to such an integrated directory service. The first is 
security. It may not be a good idea to place security information in a system which is 
accessed by everyone unless we address all security issues associated with it and be sure it 
will work. The second issue is performance. We could potentially have more data crossing 
the network. To guard against that, it is better to place the data where it is needed. For 
example, in the case of RPC, having port information in the directory service means that 
we will transport it twice across the network, once during its retrieval from the DDS 
server database and then during the time the application server is accessed. On the other 
hand this scheme requires two accesses. So the tradeoff is between network transit time 
and database access time. With high speed network such as fiber the access time could be 
the more dominant. A research study has to be done here. 

6 DIS UTE=D F E E  SERVICE (DFS) 

The distributed file service (DFS) should be a major component in any usehl distributed 
system. In pmicular, all application programs will be developed using the distributed file 
system. In addition, a distributed file service simplifies the way remote files are handled. 

6.1 DFS Design Issues 

Issues involved with the design of a DFS include: file directory service, file sewice 
intedaw, replication, and cachrrg. The file directofy semi% provides a mapping of 
symbolic names to universal file identifier (WED). The file directory service is the user's 



iplte~aw to the file system. Eiistorically, files have always been named with a hierxchical 
orga~zation. It is conve&nt if dl macbnes have a uniform view ofthe DFS. Having the 
file dire~toq sewi~e on a. separate machine from the file semice provides flexibility but 
performance is enhanmd if they mexist on the same server. The file semis% interface 
issues involve whether the entire file is cached from the server or whether most xcesses 
go to the server. The former scheme provides simplicity, scalabiiity, and performance. 
Caching can be used to enhance both response time and availability and can be applied to 
the client or the server. Most DFSys apply it to both. Client caching poses the bigger 
problem - cache coherence. Replication can be used to enhance response time, availability, 
throughput via parallelism, and reliability. Note that replication is not used only for files. Et 
can be used for directory services, key management services, time services, etc. to provide 
all the above requirements. Because replication produces consistency problems we must 
find ways of dealing with it. Methods range from primary/slave (the simplest) to quorum 
consensus (the most complex). 

6.2 Recommendation 

We highly reco end a DFS for NASA in general, and KSC in particular. A DFS 
simplifies the way remote files are handled. With NASA and its partners spread across five 
to seven continents in 15 time zones, with potential in the future of large volumes of data 
flowing between countries involved with the international space station, a DFS will make 
file transfer more eEcient. For example, most data transfer today is done by e-mail or by 
FTP. Consider using FTP for a large file which you might decide to make changes to 
before sending it back to the remote location. A convenient way of handling such large 
files is to use a DFS. Instead of FTPing you can use a copy command. You can create a 
file remotely without too many problems. You can also update remote files easily. In three 
to five years ease of availability of data might be important because the international space 
station will be in place. A distributed file service will certainly help. The biggest problem 
NASA might have to face with distributed file service is security. 

We recommend using OSF DCEys DFS. This DFS is similar to Andrew File System 
(AFS), developed at CMU and currently marketed by Transarc. The nice thing about OSF 
BFS is that it can be integrated within DCE. That is, DCE security can be used to provide 
authentication and autho~zation. This DFS also is scdedle (designed to support 
thousands of workstation) in an international scale. It uses X.500-like naming scheme, 
provides a uniform view of all files for all clients, provides replication, caching, and can be 
fully integrated into other components of OSF DCE such as the distributed time service. 

UTED TUNSACTION SERVICE (DTRS) 

A distributed tramaction senice (DTRS) is a semi= that supporls atomic transactions 
involving multiple semers. In this semi% a client spwifies the sequence s f  operations that 
are to comprise the transaction. The semi= guarantws to preserue the atomidty of the 
whole sequenm. Typical examples of this include efwtronic hnsds trmsfee, on-line 
databases, distributed diaries, distributed editors, ete. Note that transactions are no"lon1y 



neded for conventional bank-orient4 databases but also for designing certain reliable 
distributed systems. 

7.6 DTRS Design Issues 

A transaction has the so called ACD characteristics ofAtomicity (all or nothing), 
Consistency (stable states), IsoIation (no interference), and Durabilily (permanence of 
commitment). The main issue that needs to be resolved with transactions is transaction 
management. There are two parts to it. The first is recovery which means that in the facs 
of server or client crashes, the atomicity commitment will still be met. The second is 
concurrency conpol which deals with making sure that interleaved transactions produce 
the correct result even though they may be concurrently accessing common data. 
Recovery is handled by using the distributed two phase commit protocol. Concurrency 

, control is handled by using locking, optimistic schemes, and timestamps. Details of each of 
these issues are covered in chapter 7. 

7.2 Recommendation 

Although transaction processing can be used for on-line applications such as handling 
POs, travel vouchers, time cards, etc., they are not required for these applications unless 
these applications involve multiple concurrent readhpdate. We do not see this in these 
applications. Where they will most Likely be used is client server database type 
applications. We have not done enough studies to figure out where these applications are 
but we suspect that there are numerous applications where they could be used. In general, 
any application where multiple servers are solving a problem which is of atomic nature 
(reliable distributed system) will involve use of a transaction manager. If such a need arises 
we recommend using Transarc's Encina. Encina is an On Line Transaction Processing 
(OLTP) middleware designed to run top of OSF DCE. That is its major advantage. For 
example, it uses DCE directory and security services. It provides locking and two phase 
commit protocols for transaction management. Encina is marketed by most of the major 
OSF companies such as IBM, HB, etc. 

8 CONCLUSIONS 

This report developed a COTS-based DCE for NASA in general, and KSC in particular. 
We found out that based on current and future needs of KSC, OSF DCE holds the best 
promise of satisfiing NASA application requirements. Given that NASA is interested in a 
commercial-off-the-shelf, comprehensive, open, secure, integrated, and multi-vendor 
distributed computing enviroment, OSF DCE is the only product we know of that comes 
close to meeting those requiremenb. Where necessary, we suggested modifications to 
DCE to satis@ NASA needs. This was done in the area of directory and security services. 

Oficially, NASA has not committed itsetf to any spmific vendor's products. However, 
unofictally, there is a defacto commitment to Microsoft due to the fact that I\piicrosoR 



systems are pervasive. This was not nwssarily done intentionally. For example, around 
4 994 or so a NASA-wide poll showed that about 80% of systems were RrIicrosoR. 
It I s  dme that &&crose& prodnr.ts a,-re cheapc=r thm TNX-based systems. For exa_mp!e it 
costs less to manage an NT sewer that a X server. In addition, it is understood that 
h%cr~seR is ~ n e  @P the few vefidors x.xlhch &as so ttsd itself to providing cross- 
platform systems for applications such as spreadsheets. On the other hand, Microsoft 
products are not necessarily open, scaleable, or secure. We have provided OSF DCE as an 
alternative. Indeed, in reading Microsoft white pages about fbture trend of their products, 
we see Microsoft providing OSF DCE-like solutions. For example, although Windows HT 
is supposed to have a time service, there is no mention of the time service protocol 
although we suspect that something similar to Berkeley algorithm (implemented as timed 
in 4.3BSD) is being used. The security system is different from Kerberos and it uses an 
unscalable key management scheme. The directory service is similar to DNS. Yet, the 
claim in their white pages seems to indicate that hture systems will have X.500 and 
Kerberos. NASA does not have to wait for the future Microsoft release. OSF DCE is 
already here. 
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ABSTRACTS 

The following report consists of two separate draft manuscripts, each prepared for submittal to a peer- 
reviewed journal after KSC colleague editorial review and final revisions. Manuscripts were prepared in 
journal-specific format. References for the 2 papers have been combined for this report. The abstracts of 
the two manuscripts are as follows: 

1. Experimental invasion of aquatic rhizosphere habitat and invertebrate communities. Jenkins, D.G. and 
J.L. Garland. To be submitted to Oecologia. 

Invasion of communities or ecosystems may be considered a disturbance, by which the stability of a 
community may be judged and the mechanisms regulating community composition inferred. We 
experimentally invaded aquatic rhizospheres of hydroponically-grown plants with three sets of epiphytic 
communities (invaders). Invaded rhizospheres were either sterile or pre-inoculated with organisms that 
normally inhabit the rhizospheres (residents). About 112 of invaders were successful with or without 
residents present. Few invader species were clearly excluded by the presence of residents, and invasion 
did not displace residents. Environmental conditions partially excluded invaders and biotic interactions 
were far less important in determining community composition after invasion. 

2. Lysozyme analysis (Gonzalez et al. 1993 and Vrba et al. 1993) is neither protistan- or bacterivore- 
specific. Jenkins, D.G., C. Atkinson and J.L. Garland. To be submitted to Microbial Ecology. 

Enzymatic assays of protistan bacterivory have been proposed recently (Gonzalez et al 1993 and 
Vrba et al. 1993). Both methods rely on lysozyme hydrolysis of the P(1-4) glycosidic bond between N- 
acetylglucosamine and the fluorogenic compound 4-methylumbelliferyl. We evaluated the specificity of 
the Gonzalez et al. method (acid lysozyme) to protistan bacterivory, and found that 5 of 6 protists and 20 
of 21 (95%) metazoan genera tested had acid lysozyme. Therefore, the methods of Gonzalez et al. 
(1993), and by inference Vrba et al. (1993)' are not protistan-specific. Lysozymes (e.g., acid lysozyme, P- 
N-acetylglucosaminidase) hydrolyze both peptidoglycan and chitin, meaning that bacterivory cannot be 
distinguished from chitin digestion by lysozyme analysis. Therefore, the methods of Gonzalez et al. 
(1 993), and by inference Vrba et al. (1993), are not bactenvore-specific. Consequently, lysozyme-based 
analyses of bacterivory can not be applied reliably to samples more complex than isolated protistans that 
have been demonstrated to not also digest chitin, as some predatory protistans may. 



EXPERIMENTAL IN\IASION OF AQUATIC RHIZOSPHERE HABITAT 
AND INVERTEBRATE COMMUNITIES 

"Invasion" and "colonization" may be used synonymously, but studies of invasion usually focus on the 
success of introduced, sometimes exotic species, the effects of those species on resident communities, 
or the traits of a community that make it invasible (Lodge 1993, Robinson and Dickerson 1984, Crawley 
1989). Colonization studies tend to focus on timing of arrival, distances from source populations, species 
richness, and extinction, usually related to MacArthur and Wilson's island biogeography theory 
(MacArthur and Wilson 1967). Robinson and Dickerson (1 984) characterized invasion theories in two 
ways: (1) invasibility is independent of community composition and implies nothing about community 
stability (e.g., MacArthur and Wilson 1967); or (2) invasibility depends on community composition, 
because composition affects stability, niche availability and niche overlap (e.g., Elton 1958, May 1974). 
The link between complexity and stability is largely intuitive and has long been the subject of an 
unresolved debate (May 1973), but invasibility has been used as a test of community niche availability, 
complexity, and stability (Crawley 1987, Robinson and Dickerson 1984, Lodge 1983). 

In the long run, community composition is the net result of regional-scale processes (dispersal) and 
local-scale processes, such as competition and predation (Ricklefs 1987), and communities will always 
change as a result of the interplay between these ongoing processes. In the short run, we desire certain 
communities to be stable and predictable: organisms inhabiting the rhizosphere of hydroponically-grown 
plants at Kennedy Space Center, FL (KSC) is one of these communities. Various crops (e.g., wheat, 
potato) are grown hydroponically under carefully-regulated conditions during development and testing of a 
Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS) for long-term space missions (Wheeler et al. 1996). 
Long-term dependence on life support functions (gas and water processing, food) in space requires that 
systems be stable. Microbial communities in hydroponic rhizosphere are considered stable (Strayer 
1994), and invertebrate community composition has been limited and repeatable (Jenkins 1995, 
unpublished results). However, stability is best measured by a system's response to change. 

We experimentally introduced three sets of epiphytic communities from natural submerged aquatic 
vegetation into the rhizosphere of hydroponic plants. If simultaneous invasion by multiple species can be 
considered a disturbance to the resident community, then this experiment was a test of that resident 
community's stability in response to that disturbance. We inferred the effects of residents on the invasion 
process by comparing invasion in habitat with and without residents. 

Three possible mechanisms may limit resident community composition: 1) Environmental conditions. 
Hydroponic plants are grown in a nutrient medium intended to promote plant grow-th, but that may inhibit 
growth of some aquatic invertebrates. In addition, rhizospheres are kept dark to inhibit algal growth: 
should aquatic invertebrates require algae for food and not be be able to subsist on bacteria, they may be 
excluded. 2) Biotic interactions. Invertebrates that exist in the rhizospheres may exclude subsequent 
species via competition and predation. 3) Dispersal. Hydroponic rhizospheres are in environmental 
chambers or the Biomass Production Chamber (BPC; Wheeler et al. 1996), all of which are housed 
indoors. Little opportunity likely exists for aquatic invertebrates to arrive. 

Specific questions addressed in this study were: (1) Can "invaders" successfully colonize hydroponic 
systems that lack resident organisms? If so, then the environment is not exclusive, and dispersal would 
be indicated as limiting community composition. If not, environmental conditions would be indicated as 
limiting community composition. (2) Can invaders successfully colonize hydroponic systems that contain 
residents? If so, biotic interactions would not be indicated as excluding invaders. If not, and if invaders 
can succeed in sterile hydroponic systems, then biotic interactions would be indicated as limiting 
community composition. 



1.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The experiment consisted of Wo treatments (resident organism presencelabsence and invader 
inoculum source), organized in randomized blocks. Each block contained one replicate of each treatment 
combination. Blocks were used to account for a potential effect of position relative to the mist source, 
which was anticipated to affect plant growth and could serve as a micro-invertebrate contamination 
source. Therefore, experimental units were arranged in four blocks, from right to left, with one replicate of 
each treatment combination in each block. 

Wheat plants (Trificum aestivum L., cv. Yecoro rojo) were grown hydroponically in jugs within an 
environmental control chamber, which permitted regulation of light and humidity. Wheat is commonly 
used in CELSS experiments; it grows quickly in hydroponic medium and provides abundant rhizosphere 
for aquatic organisms within several weeks. Humidity was provided as deionized water mist, blown from 
the right end of the chamber (Figure 1). Relative humidity cycled between 56% (mist off) and 90% (mist 
on), and light intensity ranged from 125 pE at 25 cm elevation (jug top) to 363 pE at 80 cm elevation 
(approximate plant height at experiment end). 

All seeds and materials were sterilized and handled aseptically to minimize contamination by non- 
experimental organisms. Each of the 24 2.2-L Nalgene wide-mouth jugs contained one wheat plant, 
growing hydroponically in filter-sterilized (0.2 pm) %-strength Hoagland's solution (Morales 1995). 
Seedlings were 5 days old at experiment start-up, and were inserted in a split polyurethane foam plug 
between two strips of 83-um mesh Nitex mesh (to act as a wick for hydroponic medium until roots grew 
longer). The plant and foam plug were then inserted in a hole at the center of the jug lid, and the lid was 
placed on the jug. Each jug was wrapped in black polypropylene to inhibit algal growth. 

Each lid had two other holes, stoppered with rubber septa: one served as an aeration port, the other 
as a sampling port. Facility air was passed through a liquid trap and then a 0.2-pm filter to a syringe 
needle, which was inserted through an aeration septum. A Pasteur pipette fitted into the bottom of the 
septum passed air to the bottom of the container. Hydroponic medium samples were collected through 
the sampling port. The septum was removed and a sterile 10 mL serological pipette was inserted to the 
bottom of the container. As suction was applied, the pipette was lifted up in a spiral motion to sample the 
medium throughout the container. 

Resident organisms came from hydroponic wheat rhizosphere of an ongoing EGC experiment at 
Advanced Life Sciences Support, Hangar L, Kennedy Space Center. A section of root mat was cut with 
scissors and interstitial medium was squeezed by hand into a beaker: this extract was the resident 
inoculum. Ten mL of mixed resident inoculum was inoculated into appropriate experimental containers 
immediately before seedling placement, on 4 June 1996 (Day -7 of the experiment). Organisms in 
remaining resident inoculum were identified and scored on a 1-5 relative abundance scale @=rare, 5= 
very abundant). Plants and resident organisms were then left undisturbed for one week before invader 
inoculation. Hydroponic medium samples were collected on 11 June 1996 (Day 0), prior to invader 
inoculation, and examined as above. 

lnvader inoculum sources were 3 ponds in the Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge, adjacent to 
KSC: ponds were selected to encompass a salinity range, and were designated as fresh (<1 ppt), brackish 
(7 ppt), and salt (16ppt). We expected that fresh, brackish and saltwater inocula would provide a range of 
invasion intensity, given that organisms adapted to saline conditions would not readily adapt to the 
hydroponic medium (< 1 ppt). 

lnvader inocula were collected on 10 June 1996 by simply filling a wide-mouth 1 L jar with submerged 
aquatic vegetation and pond water. Samples were placed on ice until return to the laboratory, where they 
were held at room temperature overnight. The next morning (Day 0), samples were shaken vigorously 
and sieved on 0.5 mm mesh to separate plants and macroorganisms from inocula. This procedure was 
repeated with approximately 50 mL of the sieved water to further extract organisms from plants. Extract 
was then mixed and 10 mL were pipetted into appropriate jugs. Organisms in invader inoculum were 
identified and scored for relative abundance as above. 



Combination of the above treatments resulted in the following treatment combinations: freshwater 
invaders, non-resident (FNW); freshwater invaders, resident (FR); brackish invaders, non-resident (BNR); 
brackish invaders, resident (BR); saltwater invaders, non-resident (SNR); saltwater invaders, resident 
(SF?). 

Further samples were collected from hydroponic medium and examined microscopically (as above), 
using 10 mL pipettes (as described above), on the following dates: 14 June (Day 3), 25 June (Day 14), 
and 8 July (Day 27). The experiment ended 9 July (Day 28), when plants were removed after 28 days of 
hydroponic growth. Plant roots were cut with scissors and placed in a sterile, 50-mL centrifuge tube 
containing 30 mL sterile saline solution (0.85% NaCI). Sterile glass beads were added and samples were 
inverted 10 times to extract invertebrates from rhizosphere. A 10-mL subsample was taken for 
microscopic examination, as above. Plant roots and shoots were dried at JO°C for 48 hrs and weighed. 

Data were analyzed by both univariate and multivariate techniques. lnvertebrate species number and 
plant dry weights were analyzed by ANOVA and Tukey's HSD (SAS 1990). lnvertebrate relative densities 
(Day 27 media and rhizosphere samples) were analyzed by detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) 
and cluster analysis (using centroid distances) was run for rhizosphere results. 

1.3 RESULTS 

Wheat plants grew to approximately 2 g total dry weight. Some plants that received resident inocula 
had brown roots and lesser root mass, probably related fungal infection, but root, shoot, and total dry 
weights were not significantly different among treatments or blocks. 

Organisms present in resident, freshwater, brackish and saltwater inocula are listed in Table 1. Note 
that all resident organisms had been observed in previous samples from CELSS rhizospheres. In 
addition, two other rotifers, Lecane inermis and Lecane hamata, have been observed in previous CELSS 
rhizosphere samples and were observed in subsequent samples from jugs inoculated with residents: it is 
likely that they were present as resting eggs or were very rare in initial inoculum. 

Composition in hydroponic media (and presumably rhizosphere) underwent successional change. For 
example, Actinophrys sol was numerous in initial resident inoculum, but faded away during the 
experiment, likely related to static conditions in the experimental jugs compared to flow-through conditions 
in EGC and BPC experiments. 

Species number in hydroponic media decreased after inoculation in all experimental treatments 
(Figure 1). Resident inoculum contained 8 species at Day -7, but media inoculated with residents had an 
average of 3 species at Day 0, immediately prior to addition of invaders. Fresh and saltwater species 
numbers dropped most sharply after inoculation (Figure 1). Jugs that were not inoculated with resident 
organisms at Bay -7 were uncontaminated at Day 0. 

Species numbers generally increased slightly following Day 0: all jugs had received invaders, and ?h of 
the jugs had also received residents one week earlier. As expected, saltwater and brackish invaders 
contributed little to species number (Figure 1). The greatest increase occurred in FNR media, reaching an 
average of 15 species at Day 14. However, FR and FNR treatments had similar species numbers by Day 
27 (Figure 1) .  

lnvader source had a significant effect on species number in hydroponic medium (ANOVA; p=0.0001), 
and jugs receiving freshwater invaders had significantly more species than jugs receiving brackish or 
saltwater invaders (p=0.05, Tukey's HSD). The presencelabsence of resident organisms prior to invasion 
had no significant effect on species number. Blocks were also not significantly different, and no significant 
interaction existed between the two main treatments. 

Rhizosphere samples were analyzed separately from media samples. lnvader source, resident 
presencelabsence, and source-resident interaction significantly affected species number (ANOVA; 
p=0.0081,0.005, 8.014, respectively). Gsmmunities invaded by freshwater organisms had more species 
than those invaded by saltwater and brackish organisms, and communities with resident organisms had 
more species than those without residents Fukey's WSD, pz8.05). Also, rhizosphere communities were 
significantly more diverse in FR jugs than other jugs (Figure 1). 



Multivariate analyses also indicated differences among treatments. Detrended correspondence 
analysis (DCA) of rhizosphere data yielded three groupings along the first axis: BNR and SNR 
commrrniiies, BR and SR communities, and FR and FNR communities (Figure 2). The DCA results were 
consistent with cluster analysis of rhizosphere data (Figure 3). Finally, the same general pattern among 
treatments was shown by DCA of Day 27 media + rhizosphere data, although media and rhizosphere 
patterns were separated, especially for freshwater treatments (Figure 4). This analysis indicated that 
treatment effects were consistent in different micro-habitats, and that media samples yielded different 
composition than rhizosphere samples, as was expected. 

Inspection of FR and FNR rhizosphere community composition revealed that FR and FNR treatments 
shared 12 of the 24 species observed in both treatments (Table 1). Of those 12 species, 6 were in 
resident inoculum or have been observed in resident communities previously (Table 1). This overlap in 
invader and resident composition is consistent with previous chance colonization of BPC and EGC 
rhizospheres from regional freshwater sources. Nine other species occurred in FR rhizospheres only 
(although infrequently), and 3 of those 9 species (Cephalodella gracilis, Cyclidium, and Stylonichia) were 
in the initial resident inoculum. The other six species have never been observed in samples of CELSS 
rhizosphere and probably entered as freshwater invaders. Three genera were exclusively observed in 
FNR rhizospheres: Litonotus, Hartmanella, and Onychodromus, indicating that they originated from 
invader inocula. 

Fresh, brackish, and saltwater invaders were used because we anticipated a gradient in invasion 
strength due to varying tolerance of low-salinity culture medium. invader sources did vary in invasion 
strength, but not due to osmotic stress. The fractions of fresh, brackish, and saltwater species that 
survived to Days 27 or 28 were comparable (52%, 58%, and 56%, respectively). Freshwater invader 
inoculum was more diverse than brackish or saltwater inocula, thus providing greater invasion pressure, 
regardless of osmotic tolerance among species from different habitats. 

Species were individually judged for their ability to colonize the experimental systems. The 
compatibility of the environment and the effect of biotic interactions were inferred from data for 
rhizosphere samples (Day 28) or media samples at Day 27 (Table 2). We considered presencelabsence 
at 27 or 28 days post-invasion to be a reasonable test of success for communities composed of protists 
and microscopic metazoans. We judged taxon presence in 3 or 4 replicate jugs of a treatment to indicate 
success: presence in 1 or 2 replicates was considered unclear evidence of success or exclusion. 

One-half (51%) of the invader species clearly survived 28 days: more invader species were present at 
Days 27 and 28 than residents (Table 2). We considered this evidence of successful colonization for 
those species. In addition, consider the number of species present in FNR treatments (Figure 1): clearly, 
invaded jugs accrued invading species. However, about one-third (39%) of all invader species did not 
successfully invade the hydroponic habitat (by our criterion of presence at Days 27 or 28). Environmental 
conditions apparently excluded those species, assuming that biotic interactions among members of the 
inoculated community did not alter their survivorship. 

About two-thirds of the invaders (68%) successfully colonized with no apparent effects by residents, 
and 3 species (Blepharisma, Colurella, and Encentrum: 8%) were more successful in the presence of 
residents. Only 5 (13%) were clearly excluded from habitats containing residents, and four other species 
(1 1%) may have been excluded: mechanisms of exclusion are not known. Most invaders (76%) could 
successfully colonize systems with residents, and the number of species excluded by resident presence 
were outnumbered by those excluded by environmental conditions. 

1.4 DISCUSSION 

Can invaders successfully colonize hydroponic systems that lack resident organisms? The majority of 
species successfully colonized non-resident rhizospheres, although about 113 of the species did not. 
Environmental conditions apparently excluded some species, assuming that biotic interactions among 
members of the inoculated community did not alter their survivorship. Therefore, environmental 
conditions partially limited inverlebrate community composition, and this effect was not limited to species 



from brackish or saltwater habitats: 9 of 24 excluded species were in initial freshwater inoculum. 
Given the partial overlap in invader and resident taxonomic composition, it is likely that regional 

habitats sewed as source pools for some species when they first colonized the facility and became current 
rhizosphere residents. It is also likely that similar coionization events will continrte, albeit at a tow rate due 
to isolation of hydroponic habitats within the facility. This process is suggested by the observation of 
Floscularia and Stentor in initial resident inoculum: neither genus had been observed previously in CELSS 
hydroponic systems and are probably recent colonists. Other organisms were successful upon 
experimental invasion but have not been observed in resident communities, probably because they 
disperse less readily. 

Can invaders successfully colonize hydroponic systems that contain residents? About 314 of the 
invaders did, and environmental conditions excluded more species than biotic interactions. Lodge (1993) 
pointed out that reliable statistics on invasion success rates are rare for a variety of reasons, including 
difficulties in recording unsuccessful invaders, biases to easily-observed species, paucity of data on many 
taxa, and a focus on potentially-successful species in planned invasions for biological control. 
Nevertheless, Lodge (1 993) cited values of 10% (Williamson 1989) and 1 -24%, ranging up to 46% for one 
taxon (Vermeij 1991). The much higher invasion rate (76%) attained in our experiment supports our 
conclusion that rhizosphere communities were invasible. 

Resident communities were relatively simple, potentially containing up to 12 species. Simple 
communities should be more invasible than speciose communities, related to cumulative effects of 
resident predators and competitors on invaders (Lodge 1993). This logic most clearly applies to single 
invaders entering speciose resident communities. In the case of a speciose invasion of a simple resident 
community, cumulative effects of invader predators and competitors might be expected to exert strong 
pressure on residents. However, resident species were not excluded and did not clearly have reduced 
densities upon invasion. We find it difficult to attribute the invasibility of the communities to biotic 
interactions by diverse invaders. 

The greater diversity of FR treatments (versus FNR), and the similarity of FR and FNR in multivariate 
analyses and species lists all indicate that invasion did not simply displace resident communities. 
Likewise, resident communities did not seem to exclude more than a few invader species (e.g., Litonotus 
and Hartmanella). Therefore, it seems unlikely that biotic interactions were strong enough to yield 
detectable changes in communily composition. If anything, invaders supplemented the resident 
community, and may have reinforced resident populations in cases of taxonomic overlap (e.g., L. hamata, 
L. inermis, R. rotaria). Lodge (1 993) stated that "many, if not most, colonists have little impact on invaded 
communities," and Vermeij (1991) showed from paleobiological evidence that invasion often simply 
increases species richness. Of course, strong direct and indirect interactions have been documented, 
with predation and habitat change most often invoked as mechanisms of interaction between invaders and 
residents; competition is more difficult to demonstrate and rarely invoked (Lodge 1993). Predators and 
potential competitors existed in both invader and resident communities, but neither interaction strongly 
affected community composition. It is unlikely that invertebrates would have significantly changed 
rhizosphere habitat. 

Crawley (1987) stated that "a community is invasible when an introduced species is able to increase 
when rare," and that "it is impossible to to recognize the existence of a vacant niche without the empirical 
attempt to establish a given species in a given environment." By these criteria, our results show that 
rhizosphere communities were invasible many times over, because multiple open niches exist. 
Hydroponic rhizospheres appear to contain vacant niches, in that invader organisms successfully 
colonized without displacing resident organisms. An invasible community is often considered to have an 
open niche for the invader, although it is usually difficult to establish that open niches exist. Crawley (1987) 
listed three problems with the concept of open niche: (1) investigators measure niche differently (i.e., 
niche is in the eye of the beholder); (2) invasion alone does not indicate an open niche, because invaders 
may displace residents, rather than fill an open niche; and (3) apparently unexploited resources (perceived 
open niches) may not be exploilable for hidden reasons (e.g., low resource quality, etc.). We avoided 
these three pigalls by making no assumptions about niche dimensions, tracking both resident and invader 



papulatisns, and by evaluating invader success rather than perceived resources, 
An alternative to multiple open niches may explain the invasibility of the rhizosphere communities: 

abundant resources. Bacterial densities in the CELSS rhizospheres are commonly about 10tO cells / cm2 
root surface area (Strayer 1994). Some residents may occupy niches that largely overlap or coincide with 
some invader niches, but competitive exclusion would not take effect until resources became limiting; an 
unlikely event at such high bacterial density. Limiting resources would not occur until either bacterivory 
became intense (very high invertebrate density), or microbial production was reduced (low nutrient levels, 
etc.). Experiments with more diverse and dense resident communities and varying resource availability 
may be needed to detect competitive exclusion. 

Invaded communities attained different end states. Our experimental design focused on the 
invasibility of rhizospheres with and without the presence of resident organisms: we can not compare 
invaded end states to uninvaded end states to statistically evaluate differences. Likewise, we cannot 
evaluate temporal patterns as a measure of stability, because media and rhizosphere communities 
differed and rhizospheres were sampled only at the end. However, the rhizosphere environment (without 
residents) was invasible by about one-half of the tested organisms, and invasion of those environments by 
organisms from different sources led to different outcomes. This result is not unexpected, given different 
assemblages in original inoculum. 

More importantly, invasion by different communities led to different outcomes despite the presence of 
residents. Differences among invader source treatments were lessened by the common denominator of 
residents, but remained. The similarity of freshwater-invader communities in multivariate analyses 
indicates that invaders were important in characterizing both treatments: this pattern would not exist if 
residents had resisted invasion. Brackish and saltwater treatments with residents were more clearly 
separated from those without residents: residents played a greater role in defining those communities, due 
to the lesser numbers of invader species in brackish and saltwater inocula. 

1.5 LIST OF FIGURES 

Figure 1. Invertebrate species richness over time. Resident inoculum (+) was introduced at Day -7, 
freshwater (0), brackish (Cl), and saltwater (V) invaders were introduced on Day 0. Medium was 
sampled on Day 0 immediately before invasion. Open symbols = no residents, filled symbols = 
residents. Rhizosphere was sampled on Day 28. 

Figure 2. Detrended correspondence analysis of rhizosphere invertebrate community composition. 

Figure 3. Cluster analysis (centroid distances) of rhizosphere invertebrate community composition. 
Labels are as described intext, numbers (1 -4) identify replicates of each treatment. 

Figure 4. Detrended correspondence analysis of rhizosphere (R- ) and media (M- ) invertebrate 
community composition. 
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Table 1. Invertebrate laxa observed in initial resident inoculum, freshwater, brackish, and saltwater invader inocula, 
and rhizosohere samolea alter 28 davs. An X Lndicatos ptesence; muIIIple X's (or rhlzosphores indicate \he number 
replicate j;as in which taxa was observed (maximum = 4). - 

RHIZOSPHERE (DAY 28) 
TAXA RESIDENT$ FRESH BRACKISH SA& FA FNR BR BNR SR SNR 
Aclinophrys X X 
Arcella XXXX XXX 
Aspidisca X 
Blepharisma X XXX XX XX 
Bodo salfans X XX X XX XX XX XXXX 
Bodo sp. X 
Bryophyra X 
Cephalodella X X XX XX XXX X 
Cheetonotus X X 
Cinelochilum XX X 

' Coleps X X 
Colurella X X xxxx X X ~ X  XX 
Cyclidium X XX XXXX X XXX XX 
Dileplus anser X 
Encentrum X XXX XX X 
Eosphora X 
Euchlanis dilalalB X 
Euglena X 
Euploles X XX X 
Floscularia X X 
Gonoston~um X X XX 
Harimanella XXX 
large ciliate X 
Lecane asthena XX XX 
Lecane comuta X 
Lecane hamata XXXX XXX X X 
Lecane inermis X X XXXX X XXX XXXX X 
Lecane oblusa X XXX 
Lecane #yriIormis XXXX XXX 
Lecane lethis XXX 
Lepadella XX X XX 
Limnfas X 
Lilonolus X XXXX X 
Msyorella X XXX XXX XX X 
Microdalyiella X k 
nematode X k XXA X X 
Nolomatfa X XX 
Onychodromus X 
oslracod X X 
Peranema XXX XXX 
Pleuronems X 
Rolaria rotaria X XXXX XX XXXX XXXX 
small ciliate X X XX X XX XXX x , 
snail X 
Squalophyra X 
Stenoslomum k 
Slenlor X X 
Sfylonichia X 
Tracl?eYopl~yllum X 
Tricl~ocerca X 

,. I\ 

~ o i i c e ~ ~ a  X x xxx xxx xx x 
1: FR = freshwater Invaders, resldants present: FNA = freshwater invaders, no residents present; BR = brackish wa 

Invaders, residents presenl: BNR = brackish water Invaders, no residents present; SR = saltwater invaders, residr 
present; SNR = saltwater invaders, no residentspresent. 

2: In add~tion to taxa listed above, others were observed in media samples a1 Days 3, 14, or 27, including. 
Actinosphaerium, Chrlodonella, Colpidium, Cyphoderia, Difflugia, Dissofrocha, Gasfrosfyla, Grom~a fiuviaks, 
Halleria, Heleromonas, Mesodinrum, Metopus, naidid oligochaei~ Nuclearis, Oxnerella marilima. Pan7pltagus. 
Salp~ngoeca, Teirahymena, Thecamoeba, Urocenlrum turbo, Uroleplis. 



Table 2. Summary of invasion patterns for the rhizosphere environment 
and biotic lnteractions between invaders and resident communities. The 
rhizosphere environment was judged to be compatible for invaders if they 
survived in non-resident treatments after 27 or 28 days. Biotic interactions 
were judged for those invaders that survived in non-resident treatments. 

Environmental Compatibility for lnvaders 

Survived: 
Not Survived: 
Unclear (rare): 
Total lnvaders: 

Percent of 
Number lnvaders 

3 1 51% 
22 36% 
3 13% 
6 1 100% 

Residents and Inferred Residents: 12 

Biotic lnteractions for lnvaders that Survived Environmental Conditions 
Percent of 

Number jnvaders 
Excluded by Residents: 5 16% 
Possibly Excluded by Residents: 4 13% 
Promoted by Residents: 3 10% 
Unclear (mixed or rare): J9 EUQ 
Total: 31 100% 



LYSOZYME ANALYSES (GONmLEZ et al. 1993, VRBA et at. 1993) ARE NEITHER 
PROTISTAN- OR BACPERt'iQRE-SPEC!FIG-. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Microbial food webs have been acknowledged for some time as being important in aquatic ecosystem 
energetics and materials cycling (Azam et al. 1983, Cole et al. 1988, Pomeroy and Wiebe 1988). 
Protozoans are most often considered the major grazers of bacteria in aquatic systems, but metazoans 
also feed on bacteria and can indirectly regulate bacterial composition and produetivity via predation on 
protozoans (Porter et al. 1985, Berninger et al. 1991, Jurgens et al. 1994). Bacterivory by protozoans and 
metazoans has most often been estimated by quantifying fluorescently- or radio-labelled bacteria, or by 
inference from changes in bacterial density (e.g., Sherr et al. 1987, Nygaard and Hessen 1990, Jurgens et 
al. 1994). Various problems exist with these techniques, and alternative methods that are based on 
analysis of lysozymes have been described (Gonzalez et al. 1993, Vrba et al. 1993). We use the term 
"lysozymes" here to include all forms of the eniyme that hydrolyzes peptidoglycan, regardless of specific 
nomenclature (Stryer 1981, Cabezas 1989). 

Gonzalez et al. (1 993) developed the acid lysozyme (LAC,,) assay to mea3ure lysozyme activity in 
protistan cell lysates at acid pH, which has been demonstrated to occur in protistan food vacuoles (Sleigh 
1989). Gonzalez et al. (1 993) demonstrated maximal LACID activity at pH 4.5, and a strong relationship 
between bacterivoty rates (fluorescently-labelled bacteria intake) and acid lysozyme activity in a variety of 
marine water samples and protistan cultures. 

While clearly a valuable tool for measuring bacterivoty by some protistan isolates, the LAC,, assay 
must pass another test for it to be considered protistan-specific: metazoan bacterivores must not produce 
LAC,, as well. Gonzalez et al. (1 993) argued that the LAC,, assay is protistan specific because marine 
bacterial exoenzymes are inactive at pH < 5 and function maximally at seawater pH. Water samples often 
contain a variety of metazoan taxa, especially samples from inland, estuarine, or benthic marine waters. 
Some metazoan invertebrates (e.g., rotifers) are compar6ble in size to some protists, and may not be 
easily separated from protists in samples prior to LACID analyses. If metazoan bacterivores contribute to 
measured "protistan" LACID activity, protistan bacterivory would be overestimated and metazoan importance 
underestimated. 

In addition, protistan LAC,, must be shown to differ from protistan and mgtazoan lysozymes that can 
act at acid pH but that may be present for reasons other than bacterivory. Lysozymes hydrolyze the P(1-4) 
glycosidic bond between N-acetylmuramic acid (NAM) and N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) in peptidoglycan, 
but also hydrolyze chitin, which is composed of only NAG molecules joined by P(1-4) glycosidic bonds 
(Stryer 1981). Therefore, protistan and metazoan predators of chitin-bearing prey (e.g., rotifers, 
nematodes) and chitin-bearing metazoans that molt should have lysozymes that hydrolyze the analog 
substrate, 4-methylumbelliferyl 0-D-N,N',N"-triacetylchitotriose (MUF-CHT), used by Gonzalez et al. 
(1 993). Ghitotriose is a trimer of NAG molecules and an intermediate breakdown product of chitin 
digestion (Vrba et at. 1993, Gooday 1990). If organisms have lysozymes that are not involved in 
bacterivory but that react with MUF-CHT, the method of Gonzaiez et al. (1993) would overestimate 
protistan bacterivory. 

Overlap in metazoan and protistan sizes and the presence of chitinolytic lysozymes should also affect 
the method of Vrba et al. (1 993), which uses 4-methylumbelliferyl P-N-acetylglucosaminide (MUF-NAG) 
hydrolysis as a measure of protozoan bacterivory. The substrates used by Gonzalez et al. (1993) and 
Vrba et al. (1 993) differ only in the presence of two additional NAG monomers: otherwise the MUF-CHT 
and MUF-NAG substrates are identical (Sigma Chemical Co. Product Structure Data Sheets M5639 and 
PA21 33). The enzyme assayed by Vrba et al. (1 993), P-N-acetylglucosaminidase, is a lysozyme by 
definition (Stryer 1981). We did not specifically test the method of Vrba et al. (1993), but the fact that both 
methods assay lysozymal cleavage of the same bond suggests that our findings for the method of 
Gonzalez et a/. (1993) apply to the method of V h a  et al. (1993) as well. 



We began this study with the intent oi testing the protistan-specificity of L,,,, analysis. We wished to 
know if the method would discriminate protistan from metazoan bacterivory in complex communities. 
Alternatively, we thought that a general measure of community bacterivory might still prove useful. In the 
process of explaining our results, we more closely examined the chemistry underlying the Gonzalez et ai. 
(1 993) and Vrba et al. (1 993) methods. 

2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Organisms were obtained from three small ponds on the Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge, 
Florida and from Carolina Biological Supply Co. The ponds varied in salinity ( 4 ,  7, and 16 ppt). A pond , 
sample was collected by scooping or pushing submerged aquatic vegetation into a 1 L plastic bottle. The 
bottle was filled with pond water and placed on ice until return to the laboratory for processing. A second 
bottle was also filled with pond water and chilled to ensure sufficient water for maintaining animals in the 
lab. 

We expected a priori that several genera would not have LA,,,, based on basic information about 
feeding: Stentor is predacious on other protists (Pratt and Cairns 1985); Chilomonas (a cryptomonad) is 
not phagotrophic (Lee et al. 1985); tardigrades have stylet mouthparts and feed by piercing plants or small 
metazoans (Pennak 1989); and cyclopoid copepods are raptorial feeders (Pennak 1989). 

Samples were held at room temperature during processing. Each field sample jar was vigorously 
shaken to dislodge organisms attached to plants. Aliquots of field-collected and cultured samples were 
then examined in a Petri dish with a dissecting scope. Animals were individually isolated by micropipetting 
them in a series of filter-sterilized (0.2 pm) pond or culture water. Three to four sequential transfers were 
used to obtain an isolate for acid-lysozyme analysis. 

Isolated organisms were sonicated and analyzed according to Gonzalez et al. (1 993). We measured 
fluorescence at 360 nm with a Perkin-Elmer LS 50 B luminescence spectrometer (excitation at 330-400 
nm, emission filter = 470 nm. Readings from boiled controls (1 per extract) were subtracted from results 
to correct for background fluorescence. Results were expressed as pM MUF / mL extract. Expression as 
bacteria mL" h-' would require calibration with ingested fluorescently-labelled bacteria (Gonzalez et al. 
1993); an unnecessary step in a simple test of the presence of acid lysozyme among taxa. In addition, we 
did not standardize extracted biomass among taxa, which would be expected to affect magnitude of 
results. We focused at this point on the presence or absence of the enzyme in diverse taxa, not the 
magnitude of results. 

2.3 RESULTS 

Results are listed in Table 1: taxonomy is per Pennak (1 989). Values with confidence intervals 
overlapping a value of 0 (no activity) were considered to indicate a negative result. Genera listed twice 
were analyzed on separate occasions. 

Of the 6 protistan genera tested, only Stentor unequivocally lacked LA,, (Table 1): a response we 
predicted because Stentor is a predator of other protists. Results for Actinosphaerium were low, and in 
one case variable enough to be considered a negative result by our criterion. The latter is probably a 
result of low density of isolated organisms (26 individuals isolated in 6 mL) in the analyzed extract. Two 
values are listed for Paramecium the first for organisms isolated in original culture solution, and the 
second from organisms isolated in an optically-clear culture solution. Because we expected Paramecium 
to have LACID, we were surprised to have a negative result for organisms in the original culture solution. 
Analysis of organisms in clear solution indicated that Paramecium do in fact have LAC,,, and that dissolved 
organic compounds (e.g., humic and tannic acids) apparently interfered with fluorescence detection at 360 
nm. 

We analyzed 10 micrometazoan taxa (Plalyhelminthes, Rotifera, Nematoda, and Tardigrada). Nine 
had LAC,,, including organisms we thought would not have LAC,, (tardigrades and cyclopoid copepods). 
Brachionus was marginally positive, probably due to low density of exlvacted individuals. Another ro-stifer, 



bepadella, had a greater mean value than Brachionus, but subsamples varied in activity enough to be 
considered negative. Stenssfomurn was also low in density, which may explain the mixed results among 
exlracts. One unidentified nematode extract was marginal, while the other sample was clearly positive, 
again probably related to density effects on detection limit. 

Ail 12 of the macrornetaaoari genera (Annelids and Crcrsiacea) were clearly positive (Table 1). 
Greater biomass for some of these genera was probably reponsible for greater mean values. 
Surprisingly, eyclopoid copepods clearly had LAC,,. 

In summary, 5 of 6 protistan genera tested had LAC,,: the one lacking LAC,, (Stentor) was predicted. 
However, one other protistan genus, Chilomonas, was predicted to lack LAC,, but had it. Of the 21 
metazoan taxa tested, 20 (95%) had LAC,,. The one genus (Lepadella) with activities not significantly 
different from 0 may actually have LAC,,, but biomass may have been too low to get a clear reading. 

Acid lysozyrne analysis is not protistati-specific. This conclusion stands even if we discount the 
genera that had marginal or low activities. All five of the metazoan phyla tested were positive for LAC,,. 
Clearly, LAC,, analysis of field samples can overestimate protistan bacterivory if metazoans are in the 
extracted sample, especially if whole water samples (e.g., Gonzalez et al. 1993) or large-mesh plankton 
netting are used. Likens and Gilbert (1970) found that 35 pm mesh is needed to quantitatively sample 
rotifers (i.e., remove rotifers from filtrate). Use of mesh > 35 pm to exclude metazoans (e.g., Vrba et al. 
1996) will permit small metaz6ans to pass into samples, potentially leading to overestimates of protistan 
bacterivory. Although it may exclude some large protists, use of 20-pm (e.g., Sherr et al. 1992) or 35-pm 
mesh will more clearly isolate bacterivorous protists from metazoans. 

Acid lysozyme analysis is not bacterivore-specific. Gonzalez et al. (1 993) correctly stated that 
peptidoglycan only occurs in eubacteria cell walls, but lysozymes hydrolyze P(1-4) glycosidic bonds of both 
peptidoglycan and chitin (Stryer 1981). Any samptes that contain organisms with chitinolytic activity will 
overestimate "protistan" bacterivory when analyzed for LACID by the method of Gonzalem et al. (1993). In 
addition, it is possible that some protistan predators use lysozymes to degrade chitin of captured prey 
(e.g., rotifers, nematodes, gastrotrichs, etc.) and peptidoglycan of bacterial cell walls. Thus, LAC,, cannot 
be expected to discern between protistan and metazoan bacterivory, let alone bacterivory and chitinolysis 
in general. 

Although we did not test the method of Vrba et al. (1 993), we must infer the same conclusion for their 
method. The methods of Gonzalez et al. (1 993) and Vrba et al. (1 993) both analyze enzymatic hydrolysis 
of the P(1-4) glycosidic bond attaching MUF to NAG: Gonzalez e l  al. (1993) uses NAG trimers 
(chitotriose), while Vrba et al. (1993) uses NAG monomers. The methods differ (e.g., sonication of cells 
versus whole-cell analysis for extracellular enzyme activity), but the basic lysozyme-glycosidicbond 
reaction is central to both methods. Vrba et al. (1993) considered interference by bacterial chitinolytic 
enzymes (iysozyme), but did not rule out invertebrates as sources of chitinolytic lysozyme. Given that 
chitin-bearing invertebrates that molt may release lysozyme into the water, the method of Vrba et al. 
(5993) may be subject to the dual problems of non-specificity for Protista and bacterivory. In addition, it is 
possible that some protistan predators use lysozymes to digest chitin-bearing prey, which would further 
overestimate prolistan bacterivory by lysozyme analysis. 

The fact that "acid lysozyme" has maximal activity at pH 4.5 is not by itself indicative of a prstistan- 
specific assay. Multiple metazoan phyla exhibited lysozyme activity at that pH ih our analysis. Gonzalez 
et al. (1 993) did not compare protistan and invertebrate metazoan lysozyme pH optima, but only 
compared protistan and bacterial lysozyme pH ranges. 

Our results indicate two additional problems with the Gonzalez et al. (1 993) method. First, the color 
interference with Paramecium culture solution indicates that natural waters colored by dissolved organic 
matter may be difficult ro analyze by this method. Secondly, Chilomonas had LA,,,, although Chiiomonas 
is a cryptomonad that does not feed phagotrophicaily (bee et al. 1985). This result is consistent with 



s~racellulai release of lysozyme, as measured by Vha et al. (1993). Is it possible that intracellular h,,, 
and extracellular P-N-ace~lglucosaminidase are two versions sf the same lysozyme, operating at different 
pH optima? VPsa et al. (1996) obsewed both high- and activity enzyme kinetics, and offered extracellular 
release of vacuolar enzymes as a possible explanation for low-activity enzymes. 

Enzymatic assays of bacterivory offer the potential to mitigate errors introduced by other methods 
(Gonzalez et al. 1993), but only if enzymatic assays themselves are less likely to introduce greater error. 
Our results indicate that protistan bacterivoy could be grossly overestimated by lysozyme analyses (e.g., 
Gonzalez et al. 1993, Vrba et al. 1993) of samples more complex than grotistan isolates. In addition, 
potential chitinolysis by predatory protistans may introduce error in protistan isolates. At this point, the 
tradeoffs involved in deciding on a method to analyze bacterivory in aquatic habitats do not point to 
abandonment of other approaches in favor of lysozyme analyses. 



Table 1. Acid lysozyme analysis results among invertebrate taxa. Results include organisms isolated from both 
field and cultured samples, Each mean represents !wo analyzed extracts from one sample, with 95Oh confidence 
intervals (Cl). See text for further descriptions. 

uM MUF / mL 
Mean 95%CI - 

Phvlum Sarcomastioo~hora 
Subphylum Sarcodina, Class Actinopoda 

Actinosphaerium 0.063 0.080 
Actinosphaerium 0.051 0.005 

Subphylum Sarcodina, Class Rhizopoda 
Amoeba proteus 0.313 0.007 
Amoeba proteus 0.262 0.148 

Subphylum Mastigophora, Class Phytomastigophorea 
Peranema 0.493 0.002 
Chilomonas 1.974 0.227 

Phvlurn Cilioohora 
Paramecium (brown soln) 
Patamecium (clear soln) 
Sfentor 
Stentor 

Phflum Platvhelminthes. Class Turbellaria 
Microdalyiella 
Stenostomum 
Stenostomum 

Phvlum Rotifera 
Brachionus 
Lecane 
Lepadella 
Philodina 
Rotaria 

Phvlum Nematoda 
Cephalobus 
Unidentified nematode 
Unidentified nematode 

Unidentified tardigrade 
Phvlum Annelids, Class Oligochaeta 

Stylaria 
Tubifex 
Unidentified Naidid 

Phvlum Arthro~oda, Class Cmstacea 
Subclass Branchiopoda 

Artemia 
Daphnia 
Scaphofeberis 

Subclass Bstracoda 
Unidentified Ostracod 
Unidentified Ostracod 

Subclass Copepoda 
Cyclopold Copepod 
Harpacticoid Copepod 

Subclass Wlalacostraca 
Asellus 
Gammatus 
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Software Reliability issues Concerning 

Large and Safety Critical Softwzre Systems 

Khaled Kame1 and Lawrence Lowe, University of Louisville 

ABSTRACT 

This research was undertaken to provide the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) with a survey 

of state-of-the-art techniques being used in industry and academia to provide safe, reliable, and maintainable 

software to drive large systems. Such systems need match the complexity and strict safety requirements of NASA's 

shuttle system. In particular, the Launch Processing System (LPS) is being considered for replacement. The LPS is 

responsible for monitoring and commanding the shuttle during test, repair, and launch phases. NASA built this 

system in the 1970's using mostly hardware techniques to provide for increased reliability, but it did so often using 

custom-built equipment, which has not been able to keep up with current day technologies. This report surveys the 

major techniques used in industry and academia to ensure reliability in large and critical computer systems. 

1. Introduction 

After many years of expensive and highly customized maintenance of the Shuttle's Launch Processing System, 

NASA has decided that the time to redevelop the LPS has come. A few factions exist within the NASA hierarchy, 

each with slightly different but complementary ideas on how to approach such a giant step. All the involved persons, 

however, share a mutual goal: to implement the new Launch Processing System taking advantage of today's well- 

established standards and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment. Standards and commercial equipment are 

necessary to keep operation and development costs minimized. Without them, the customized path becomes 

increasingly more expensive with time, and obsolescence is quick to come. An added advantage is that most 

commercial vendors implement the latest technology in their components to provide high speed and high reliability 

during operation with backwards-compatible upgrades. Since commercial equipment has become widely used in a 

number of environments, our confidence in its ability to perform correctly is strengthened. 

Regardless of how safe and reliable hardware is, it is usually software that drives it, and software is expected to play 

an wen larger role at NASA will1 upcoming efforts such as Space Scatiori and future vehicles. It is well known that 

the potential for software to fail is significantly higher than that of hardware. Many wilt attribute this software 



characteristic to the high number of states and transitions that a software system can reach. Thocoughly testing all 

such states and paths is often not a feasible task (Kim 95). The task is complicated even further with the possibility 

of unforeseen states. As a result, software practices have focused on detecting, tolerating, and recovering from 

failures related to software rather than preventing them. The key mechanism for tolerating faults is redundancy, and 

it is the primary focus of those techniques presented within this paper. Since the fault handling of both hardware and 

software within a system are closely related, the architectures and methods presented here often address these 

reliability concerns from both sides. 

2. Terminology of Reliability 

Software controls an increasingly large number of systems in operation throughout the world today. Many of these 

systems either directly or indirectly affect people, and that is why there can be no practical allowance of error. 

Ideally, software would be designed and implemented without any inherent flaws, but Pham suggests that "we cannot 

reasonably expect a large system to be error free" (Pham 92). Any person having experience in the development of a 

large software system knows that exhaustive testing is a difficult undertaking. Despite any amount of effort, there is 

a point at which further testing produces minimal improvement with exponential increases in time and cost. Thus, 

the "final release" of any software system is expected to require future maintenance and the uncovering of flaws 

missed in the development stage. 

Since software cannot practically be completely error-free, there is a factor of reliability associated with a system. 

Gersting defines reliability as "the capability of a system to perform over a period of time in adherence to its 

specifications" This definition places a strong connection between reliability and requirements. Later sections of 

this paper show that imperfect requirements, and not software faults, are the cause of many system failures. 

Any conceptual error in the way that a unit of software handles a state or set of inputs is referred to as a fault. If the 

state or set of inputs occurs for which the software unit is faulty, the fault will result in an error. This error is an 

internal state that does not relate to the set of allowable states. An error, then, has a potential to cause a system 

failure. The failure is an observable deviation from the specifications. This terminology is important in that 

software can possess faults that never manifest themselves as errors, and errors that do not trigger failures. 

Furthermore, we can have software that possesses a number of faults, but is still considered reliable since the faults 

may not result in failures. 



Gersting suggests that howledge of the operational profile of the software unit in question can be used to help 

estimate the unit's reliability (Gersting 92). The operational profile gives an indication of how often different sub- 

components within a unit are executed. If a sub-component sees a large amount of traffic, then any faults in that sub- 

component are more likely to generate failures. It follows then that a fault in a low-traffic sub-component has a 

lesser impact on the reliability of the unit. 

Software faults can be further classified according to Independence and Persistence (Laprie 92). Under the 

Independence class, a fault is either related or independent. Related faults often result from a general 

misunderstanding of the specifications or from a specification fault. When one fault is encountered, its related faults 

have a high chance of creating similar errors. This set of similar errors can lead to common-mode failures, the set of 

failures attributable to the same fault. Faults that are independent, however, have no relation and usually do not 

produce failures under common conditions. 

The Persistence class separates faults as either being solid or soft. A soft fault is a fault synonymous with an 

intermittent error when discussing hardware faults. That is, once having occurred, it is not likely that the fault 

conditions will be reproduced. Furthermore, a fault is soft only if it is recoverable. A solid fault is just the 

complement of the soft fault. It either continues to occur under normal operations or is unrecoverable. This 

classification of independence and persistence will play a large role when discussing fault-tolerant architectures later 

in this paper. 

3. Redundancy Techniques 

Assuming that all software will contain faults, the developer is left with the task of finding a way for software to 

operate reliably in the presence of such faults. Pham suggests that, "to achieve ultrareliability in computing, it is 

necessary to adopt the strategy of defensive programming based on redundancy" (Pham 92). Redundancy suggests 

that a collection of programs, referred to as versions, performing the same function be used in place of a single 

program. In theory, any faults will be masked by the collection of programs (i.e., the collection will often succeed as 

a whole where a single program might fail). This technique, allowing faults to exist while still operating reliably, is 

referred to as fault-tolerance. Indeed, fault-tolerance has become the key focus in industry and academia in 

providing for reiiable software systems. The two techniques discussed below are the foremost in implementation and 

are the main focuc of this paper. There are issues, however, that foil the theory. Thc theory of fault-tolerance 



depends on faults being independent so that the majority of the collection's versions agree on the correct output. If 

faults are related, a common-mode failure might cause the majority of the collection to rule in favor of an incorrect 

output or produce no majority at all. Experiments have shown that, even in the presence of related faults, these 

redundant systems still give some improvement over their nonredundant counterparts. The results that they give 

make it clear that redundancy is worth further exploration. 

3.1. Recovery Block Method 

Using the recovery block approach, as well as other methods, the designer wishes for a system to perform a task or 

calculation with a high degree of confidence in its results. Under the recovery block method, a system is comprised 

of three components: (1) a primary module responsible for executing critical software functions and the desired task 

or calculation, (2) an acceptance test by which the primary module's output can be verified, and (3) a set of alternate 

modules, each capable of performing the same function as the primary module (Pham 92). According to Stark and 

Dugan, when the recovery block is entered, a checkpoint is created so that the system's state can be restored. The 

primary module is then executed to perform the desired task, and the results are verified by the acceptance test. If' 

the acceptance test detects erroneous output, the system is rolled back to the checkpoint, and an alternate module is 

used to perform the operation. Alternates will continue to be tried by the recovery block until either a nnodule passes 

the acceptance test or all alternates have been tried. A system failure occurs only in the latter case. 

The recovery block concept is very similar to the hardware redundancy technique known as stmldby spuring. T1-~e 

Recovery Block Method 

Ensure T 
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Else by Ma 
Else by M3 
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Where T denotes the acceptance test, MI denotes the primary module, and Mk, 2 5 k 2 n, denotes the alternates. 



gain in reliability with software redundancy, however, is not as large as with redundant hardware (Stark 94). In 

addition to the problems of comelaad faults already discussed, the redundancy management itself introduces 

opportunities for further modes of failure. 

Gersting notes that a key advantage to the recovery block strategy is that, if the primary module is determined to be 

successful, no additional resources or time are required to process the alternate modules (Gersting 92). In a sense, 

the system has performed its function with a near-minimal amount of work. A well designed and implemented 

system should produce correct results far more often than incorrect ones, so it follows that a recovery block should 

not seriously degrade average system performance. 

A disadvantage to the recovery block method is also observed by Gersting. He states that the overhead in execution 

time required to perform a system rollback after a failed version can adversely affect system performance in the 

event of a failure . This is especially true in real-time environments. 

The acceptance test is of spxial concern if the recovery block method is to provide reliable output. As stated earlier, 

a module will be considered successful and be used to provide the system's output if the module's output passes the 

acceptance test. This places a heavy responsibility on the acceptance test to accurately decide when an output is or is 

not a reasonable output. Because knowledge of the exact result expected does not exist, the acceptance test is 

restricted to items such as limit-checking and past knowledge when making its decisions. If the acceptance test is not 

well designed, it may pass results that are erroneous. Although this is not flagged as a failure by the system, it is 

clearly a deviation from the desired mode of operation. At the other extreme, a faulty acceptance test might reject a 

valid output. 

It can be concluded then that a few things are necessary for the recovery block method to be a viable improvement 

on a system. First, it is desirable that the primary and alternate modules contain as few faults as possible. At a 

minimum, we would like the existing faults to be independent among versions. Second, the acceptance test must 

accurately decide the correctness of a module's output. If we are to tolerate faults, we must first detect them 

correctly. Regardless of the difficulty in meeting these requirements in practice, this technique has been 

demonstrated to give some improvemerlt in reliability. 



3.2 N- Version Programming Methad 

Under N-version programming, N independent programs are executed in parallel on identical input. The system 

determines results by voting on the outputs provided by the set of programs (Pham 92). With basic N-version 

programming, this vote is often just the majority agreement. 

It is necessary that the N versions involved be as independent as possible. By independent it is meant that the faults 

contained within one version be independent of those contained within another. One cannot purposely select the 

faults that will exist within a version, so it is suggested that independence might be attained through diverse 

development environments. Each version should be implemented using different algorithms, programming 

languages, staff, and tools . The less in common between versions, the higher the chance of independence. It is 

important, however, that all versions use the exact same set of requirements and that the requirements be as clear and 

complete as possibIe. 

The N-version programming method is very similar to the hardware redundancy technique known as N-modular 

redundancy. As with recovery blocks, the redundant software technique does not provide as significant of a gain in 

reliability as achieved with hardware. This is true mostly because the N versions often cannot be as thoroughly 

tested as hardware units. Hardware provides a fixed mapping from a set of inputs to a set of outputs, while softwue 

tends to take unanticipated turns during execution. This is not a flaw in software, but in the human's inability to 

foresee all possibilities. 

A strong advantage of N-version programming is that when a version fails, no additional time is required to rollback 

N-Version Programming Method 
Input 

Where Mk, 1 I k I n, denotes the set of versions to be executed in parallel. The voter may use any voting logic. 



the system and reperform the computation as with recovery blocks . The results will be made available as soon as 

the outpuls from all of the versions have been voted on. This means that the same mount of time is required to 

"reliably" perform a calculation whether a version fails or not. 

A disadvantage is that "resources and overhead are required to execute, synchronize, and vote upon muliiplz 

versions for every computation" (Gersting 92). This means that even when all version successfully perform the 

desired computation, the overhead required to execute and decide each version is required. This makes basic N- 

version programming a poor choice for systems that are either resource-limited or time-critical. 

Another disadvantage is that straight-forward compariso'n of version outputs is often not possible when voting . This 

is true in cases when outputs are floating-point types, where correct answers are expected to fall within a tolerance 

range. This complicates the voting logic. In fact, some studies have shown that more reliable results may be 

achieved by voting strategies other than a direct majority rule. 

3.2.1. Voting Techniques 

An important situation arises when basic N-version programming provides a set of outputs on which no correct 

majority exists (e.g., either N different outputs occur or the majority of the versions output an identical incorrect 

result). Under basic N-version programming, the system has no choice but to produce a system failure. A study 

done by Gersting compares different voting strategies by which the probability of success in such a situation is 

improved. 

The computation performed in Gersting's study outputs a one-dimensional vector. Three redundant versions of the 

software were used, each being numbered according to decreasing confidence in reliability (i.e., the most reliable 

version is labeled I ,  the next most reliable is labeled 2, and so on). Each of these versions produces an output vector 

for each iteration. The elements in a vector are fields of data that have some meaning to the recipient of the vector. 

The need for a composite result such as this may not always be the case. Some of the voting algorithms presented 

here may not apply in those cases. 

3.2.2. C~r~posireNersion 

With this algorithm, a counter is maintained for each of the versions. Each field in the vector is compared among the 

three versions. The majority answer for a field is taken as the correct answer for that field. Those versions whose 

vectors agree tvlth the chosen field result have their counters incremented. In the case where no majority exists for a 



field, no version is allowed to increment its counter. The overall result vector is the vector belonging to the versioii 

with the highest counter value after all fields have been voted on. In other words, a "correct" value for each field is 

decided using the majority for that field. The winner is the vector that most often agrees with the correct field 

values. Note that the result vector is always taken exactly from one of the version outputs. Had the result vector 

been built from each field majority, inconsistencies between fields may have been introduced. 

3.2.3. Weighted CompositeNector 

This algorithm is identical to the CompositeNersion algorithm except that a version's counter is not always 

incremented by one when a field within its output vector agrees with the majority. Instead, weights are assigned to 

different fields based on importance. The weight is the value added to a version's counter on successful field 

comparisons. Gersting investigated assigning weights based on how often a field changes. If a field's value does not 

change often, it received a lower weight since a version probably had a higher chance of getting it right. The end 

result was that a version was chosen that most often got the critical fields correct. Of course, this requires that 

knowledge of the application be known in order to assign meaningful weights. 

3.2.4. Composite 

The Composite algorithm does not require a counter for each version. Instead, the majority of each field is take1 a> 

the correct result for that field in the result vector. When a field has no majority, that field in the result vector will be 

filled by the field value from Version 1. This means that the result vector may very likely not match any of the 

version outputs. This method increases the chance of internal inconsistencies that the first two algorithms were 

trying to avoid. 

3.2.5. History 

For this algorithm, the voter maintains a count for each version that represents the number of times that a version 

agreed with the majority during past computations. For a computation, the algorithm selects the result vector from 

the version that both agrees with the majority and has the highest count. If no majority exists, the agreeing version 

with the highest confidence is chosen. 

3.2.6. Acceptance Test 

This algorithm first attempts to produce a result vector by taking a majority vote. If such a vote fails to produce a 

majority, the algorithm then submits each version's output vector to an acceptance test in order of decreasing 



reliability. The result in such a case is the first vector to pass the acceptance test. As with the Weighted 

CompositeNector algorithm, this algorithm requires knowledge of the application in order to define the acceptance 

test criterion. 

Gersting made a few iloteworthy conclusions about his experiment. First, he found each algorithm to reduce ii?s 

failure rate by roughly 50%. There was little difference in the actual improvement between versions. He also found 

that success was a bit higher when only allowing the result vectors to be one of the versions' outputs (i.e., do not 

create a composite vector in a piecewise manner from the field majorities). However, there were times when such a 

technique provided correct resuIts in the presence of three failed versions. The History algorithm proved to be least 

successful of all. The most successful algorithm was the Acceptance Test. Gersting ends with a useful rule of 

thumb: "if an output must be forced in the no-majority case, do almost anything reasonable - preferably simple - and 

you'll often be right" . 

Conclusion 

Large and safety critical computer systems similar to NASA LPS are required to have reliable 

hardware. Software that derive the hardware is continuing to grow and play major role in the 

system operation. This report detailed the most commonly used techniques in implementing 

reliability and safety requirements in software systems. The replacement of the LPS should 

carefully consider the overall system reliability including hardware and software during all 

phases of system operation, system analysis, system evaluation, final implementation, and 

throughout the system life cycle. 
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U S T U C T  
The contribution of this paper is a description of a project management framework and associated models 
for organizational transiLions. The framework contains an integrated set of steps an orgatllzation can take 
to lead an organizational transition such as downsiing and change in mission or role. The framework is 
designed to help an organization do the right work the right way with the right people at the right time. The 
underlying rationale for the steps in the framework is based a set of findings which include: defining a 
transition as containing both near-term and long-term actions, designing actions which respond to drivers 
and achieve desired results, aligning the organization with the external environment, and aligning the 
internal components of the organization. The framework was developed based on best practices found in 
the literature, lessons learned from heads of organizations who have completed large-scale organizational 
changes, and concerns from employees at the Kennedy Space Cater O(SC). The framework is described 
using KSC. 

Managers can use this framework to help design their transitional activities. Change leaders can use the 
methodology and framework to develop a framework specific to their organization. Researchers can use 
this framework to further research the effect of different change activities on transition and organizational 
performance. 



PIPOrnC'k 
Tim Kotnour, Ph.D. 

1. ~ROIDBTBJTFION-TlTaE NAT 
The Kennedy Space Center (KSC) as part of the National Aeronautics and Space Association's (NASA) 
efforts to perform "better, faster, cheaper" have begun a large-scale organizational change effort. Their 
effort is similar to the other private, public, and government organizations who have attempted efforts such 
as downsizing to meet performance requirements. The drivers for KSC's transition include: the reduction 
in NASA's budget, the development a single flight operations contractor (SFOC) for shuttle processing, 
and a definition of KSC's roles based on NASA's plans (e.g., strategtc, HEDS, and enterprise). These 
drivers have led to the change in role of and possible reduction of the civil servants at KSC. The change in 
the civil servants' roles has been described as moving from oversight to insight. These circumstances lead 
KSC to undergo a large-scale orgaruzational change. 

Best practices can help guide an orgamzation to complete successful large-scale change. Other studies 
have been completed which summarize the set of "best practices" for organizational change and downsizing 
[5 ,6 ,  11,23,28, 34, 351. However, the translation of the findings into an all encompassing working plan 
needs to be completed. Some authors [I, 201 do offer a set of explicit steps. A project management 
approach is adopted to integrate the disparate set of research findings and case studies into a useful tool for 
managers to consider when leading a large-scale organizational change. The project management approach 
emphasizes the need to explicitly define a set of steps and the linkage among those steps with goals (e.g., 
cost, schedule, performance). The purpose of this research is to help mangers understand, discuss, and take 
action on their organizational change and transition. To accomplish h s  purpose we seek to assimilate the 
best practices and the theory behind the practices into a framework. We use four related models to describe 
a set of implications to consider in conducting an organizational transition. The four models are: 

1. Doing the right work the right way with the right people at the right time. 
2. An organizational transition is an "All-term" transition. 
3. Transition drivers lead to actions which lead to results. 
4. An organization must be aligned both externally and internally. 

From these four models and associated implications, a set of steps are defined to lead an organization 
through its transition and are represented as a work breakdown structure. In h s  paper, I explain the 
models, provide the rationale for them, and highlight a set of steps to implement the implications of the 
models. The objective of the research was to develop a "Transition Framework" including a plan whch 
KSC management can use to answer: What is the integrated and sequenced set of activities we need to 
perform over the next four-plus years to ensure a "successful" transition to a new KSC state? 

We propose a model for organizational change, shown in Figure 1, which describes the fundamental 
problem that KSC is experiencing when managing a large-scale transition or change: 

Doing the right work the right way with the right people at the right time. 

We use this model to connect the other three models together. Addressing the problem of the right work is a 
process of flowing requiretllents down from the missionlvision set forth by NASA HQ and senior 
management of KSC. The requirements are based on the current, transition, and Mure states of the 
organization. The right work is a function of items such as mission, agency requirements, meaningful 
work, and products and services the customer desires. The right way includes the processes, structures, 



and tools by whch the work is csmpletd and managed. The right people is derivd from mderslandhg 
how people are organtzed to complde the work and the tools they use. The ri&t people encsmpasses 
Issues such as skill needs from a g r o w s  and structure persp&ive, nurnber slime$ with budget, and 
training. The right time is the proper timing of doing the work to meet near-tern work rquirema~ts, near- 
term transition actions to ensure long-term success, and long-term work requirements. The box in the 
middle of the "triangle" shows a basic approach to addressing the "right" set of issues and is the foundat~on 
for the framework. An orgmtzation must decide on the approach to align these components (i.e., work, 
processes, structures, tools and people) [13]. In summary the implications of Figure 1 include: 
* KSC is transitioning from it's current to Euture state to ensure the right work is completed; 
e the requirements for KSC flow down from NASA's definition of KSC's mission; 
* the right work (i.e., products and services) are defined from the mission; 
e the right way includes the processes, structures, and tools to produce the products and services; 

the right people (i.e., skill mix) is derived from the above three implications; and 
* theri ure state 

-Complete mission safely 
*Oversight to insight 

KSC Mission, Vision 

Figure 1. Doing the right work the right way with the right people at the right time. 

2. mTHODBLOGY 
The methodology was designed to ensure a theoretically sound, valid framework was developed whch 
reflected KSC's unique environment, goais, objectives, and concerns because there isn't a universal change 
model [12, 2 11. The meihodology was also designed to address validity issues associated with conducting 
change studies in the field aimed at meeting a specific organizational need [7, 91. A goal of the project was 
to understand the unique KSC environment and to ensure the models reflected the concerns of KSC. The 
boxes represent the steps and the ellipses represent the major outputs from the steps. Three types of studies 
were executed: literature reviews, internal studies, and external field studies. A theoretical, literature basis 
was used to develop conceptual models, interpret data from interviews, and elicit best practices. KSC 
internal interviews and focus groups provided insight into the concerns ofthe KSG civil servants. The 
"ht~lre-state" focus p u p s  reviewed and discussed the results of the senior managemetat interviews. The 
"transition" focus groups reviaved and d~scussed an initial draft of the transition framework. The focus 
groups consisted of selected members from KSC's middle management. Past studies of KSC's 
orgatllzation were also revlewd [14, 271. External interviews with heads of organizations who have 
completed largesale transitions provided lessons learned. 



3. mSn'B'S: A WrBPgm;( FOR QPWG 
The resu!ts of the study are best displayed in a framework consisting of four models and a project 
management work breakdown structure. The first model was gven as the problem statement in Figure 1 
Th~s model was developed after the contractor interviews and before the "transition" focus groups were 
completed. The implications of the problem statement model were discussed in the introduction. 

3.1. "Mi-Term" Transition 
The second model, gtven in Figure 2, represents KSC's transition as an "all-term" trans~tion. Thls model 
was developed based on Beckhard and Harris [2], personal communication, and the "future state" transition 
focus groups. Beckhard and Harris [2] portray an organizational transition as containing a present and 
future state. When we started, we were talking about two circles (i.e., year 1996 for the present state and 
year 2000 for the future state). However, after the senior management interviews and the "future-state" 
focus groups we added the third circle to reflect the later time period. The focus groups emphasized the 
need for KSC to define their future state beyond the near-term time frame. They felt the year 2000 mid- 
term state was transitory and wanted to define and take action for the long-term state. The word "all-term" 
was developed by a senior executive at Westinghouse who described his management style as "all-term" to 
reflect the need to balance the organizations for both the near and long term. The general implications of 
this model include: 
e requirements to be met by the transition flow from the definition of the future state; 

the organization must understand the current, near term, and long-term future states and the 
relationships among them; 

e the transition actions move the organization from the current to the desired future state; 
e actions must balance survival in the near term with long-term development; 

long-term actions can be defined in more general terms than the near-term actions [12]; 
0 earlier actions should be chosen with care because they impact choices for longer-term actions [12], 

the strategic direction defines requirements and time frames from which actions are taken; and 
all employees including those that survive the transition must be planned for [3, 251. 

Near-Term 

Long-Tern 
Flow of Requirements 

=4 

I Transition Actions J 
Figure 2. KSC is undergoing an "all-term" transition. 

The senior management interviews, focus groups, and contractor interviews provided the data to support 
this notion of an all-term transition. As shown in Figure 2, the model directly applies to KSC. The roles of 
KSC are changing from oversight (i.e., current) to insight (i.e., near), and modified insight (i.e., long). 
KSC must define the actions they need to take today in the current and near term to ensure the long-term 
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address the fundamental issues facing the organization. During organizational transitions the need to 
overcome existing "fiefdoms" and recognize the unity of the organization is important to success. 
Contractors, focus groups, and senior managers were consistent in this message. Once the future state is 
defined and a time frame for whch the future state must be achieved, a set of objectives can be developed 
to accomplish the future state. A project management approach was also emphasized. 

By providing the definition of the future state, the existing organization can be systematically analyzed to 
determine how the work being completed matches with requirements of the desired future state. Priorities 
are set to determine whch work to continue doing. For example, one organization prioritized their work 
into three groups based on their level of importance to meeting their mission. Only the most essential work 
was still completed. Another organization defined a goal to reduce flexibility while maintaining capability 
(e.g., reduce the number of shifts from three to one). Once the work is determined and the process by 
which the work is completed, the needed skills can be defined. This systematic anaiysis leads to process 
improvements focused on the mission critical areas. The focus group's supported this systematic analysis 
focused on mission critical work when they wanted KSC to deftne "meaningful w o r k  for the civil servants 
Two benefits can be received by KSC if they follow t h s  approach. First, employees see that KSC senior 
management is working a process to attack the transition problem. Employees may not personally like the 
results of the process to themselves but they are more comfortable knowing that KSC is being proactive. 
Second, the Agency's requirements will be met because both the future state definition and analysis of the 
organization is based on the center's mission as defined by the Agency. KSC can use Figure 4 as a concise 
description of a transition process. 

Senior Management establish a 
- UNTFIED FISTURF, STATENLSION with a specific TIMEFRAME based on shared 

understanding 
- set of objectives and ground rules 
- project management approach (leadership, task team, outside help) 

* which allows the SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS of 
- requirements--futedhown and unknown 
- priorities 
- tasks--processes 
- personnel skills 

* to suppolt PROCESS IMPROVEMENT by 
- surgically eliminating unneeded work processes and positions 
- focusing on MISSION CRlTICAL and CORE COMPETENCY areas 

with benefits of 
- regularly communicating a systematic process or rationale for decisions and actions to 

stakeholders 
- providing value added service to the agency. (Contractors & Focus Groups) 

Figure 4. Lessons learned and concerns describe an approach for organizational transitions. 

3.3. Aligning the Organization 
Figure 5 portrays the fourth model which shows the need to align KSC both externally and internally with 
the needs of the customers. The external alignment is in matching the organization's products and services 
with the market and customer needs. This alignment also includes the high-level definition of the 
organization's roles and core processes. Based on this hgh-level definition, the orgamzation can align the 
internal components of the organization. The model is adapted from Kurstedt's [17] management system 
model by emphasizing the macro representation of the organization. We use the model to show how an 
organization needs to align its components: the process by which work is completed, the tools people use to 
complete the work, and the people completing the work [lo] The alignment comes through the interfaces 



of (he mmplona%s. (he sratdure by wlu& peopie are o r e x z d  to do the work (i.e., proasses a~ld  pwple), 
the infomation available to the worker (i.e., people and tools); and the m&sl_cs used (i.e., prowsses and 
tools). Whm & a n a g  the orwzrition, the organimtion must align these componmts and interP8as. For 
example, an orplizalion carnot do the same work (i e., produds and services) in the same way (i.e., 
process, tools, and structure) by reducing the people. The changes in components must be balanced and 
aligned with each other. The dotted arrows inside the circle show the systematic, logcal way to use the 
model. The analysis m d  implementation starts fmnl the products and moves to the people. An across the 
board reduction and then adjustment in process may not produce the customer's desired results The 
implications of ehls model include: 
e the external world defines the market's needs; 

the organization must align its products and services with customer needs; 
e the products and services are developed from core processes; 
e the organization must align processes, structure, tools, and people to deliver products; 

an organization cannot reduce people without affecting the process and process performance; and 
a changes in any of the one components will affect the other components and organizational performance. 

Thts model can be used for both macro level (i.e., KSC as a whole) and at a micro level (i.e., an 
individual's work process). KSC can use this model to address the issue of what the product and processes 
of KSC for a given range of civil servants are. KSC can also use this basic model to address issues about 
the "insight role": What is the insight process? How will civil servants and contractors be organized to 
complete insight? What measurements and data will be used for insight? What tools will be used to 
convert the data to i 

Markets & Customers 
(agency and external) 

Products & Services 

Tool Issues 

Figure 5. An orgar~zation must be aligned both externally and internally. 

3.4. Eevel-l Work %Pre&do\m Stmchnre 
Based on the models, best practices, lessons learnedxl, and coneems developed from the iiterature, contractor 
interviews, senior managemat inteniews, and focus groups, we have developed a work breakdown 
structure O;VBS) to ~mplement the csncepts in the models. Figure 6 is a flow representation of the six 
steps in the level-1 WJBS. In the paper, we Ganwrate on level-1; a full W S  has been defined. 

Stratcmc &I-&ion promdes bo& the future atate and overall philosophy (e.g., goals, ground rules, focus) 
for the trmsidon [4, 24, 3 11. In ths  step s m o r  managemat ar-trculates and comurumtes a umfied 



message to lead the transition. Defining roles provides an explicit description of what KSC will do and 
how it relates to its external world. For example, KSG would define it's relationrlp to other Agency 
centers and the contractors [29]. A l i p n g  processes aims to improve KSC's process to meet the defined 
roles and to ensure KSC's processes contain only value-added activities [19]. Aligning structures aims to 
ensure KSC's people are organized to complete the work processes. Aligning the workforce ensures the 
right people (skills and numbers) are available to meet the requirements as defined by the previous four 
hlgh-level steps of the transition and addresses options to align the workbrce [8, 331. Managing the 
process ensures a smooth proactive transition. This steps includes the crucial steps of leadershp, 
communication [32] and a project management approach. The implications of this model include. 

the s t r a t q c  direction drives the actions; 
aligning the workforce is the last step; 

e the "right work" is define by aligning the s t r a t q c  direction and roles; 
e the "right way" is defined by aligning the processes and structures; 

the rightpeople is defined by aligmg the workforce. 

Process 

I I 
Figure 6. The transition has six high-level steps. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In t h ~ s  paper, we presented a transition framework based on a project management approach and a set of 
models. The models and associated implications provide an integration of the key issues to consider and 
the work breakdown structure provides a set of steps to use when undergoing a large-scale change. The 
framework is not an answer, but an evolving set of actions to validate, add, delete, and refine to reflect 
further research and the unique characteristics of a given orgamzation. As with all projects, a process must 
be used to assign responsibilities and monitor progress. The initial framework and WBS is provided in h s  
paper for an organization to begin its change efforts. The framework is designed to help an orgamzation do 
the right work the right way with the right people at the right time. 
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ABSTRACT 

Installed fibers such as those at Kennedy Space Center are optimized for use at 13 10 nm 

because they have zero dispersion at that wavelength. An installed fiber system designed to 

operate at 1310 nm will operate at a much lower data rate when operated at 1550 nm because the 

dispersion is not zero at 1550 nm. 

Using dispersion measurements of both installed and dispersion compensating fibers, we 

compensated a 21.04 km length of installed fiber with 4.25 km of dispersion compensating fiber. 

Using the compensated fiber-optic link, we reduced the dispersion to 0.494 ps/nm-km, from an 

uncompensated dispersion of 16.8 pdnm-km. 

The main disadvantage of the compensated link using DC fiber was an increase in 

attenuation. Although the increase was not necessarily severe, it could be significant when 

insertion losses, connector losses and fiber attenuation are taken into account. 



1.8 Introduction 

We wmted to increase the information-calving capacity of an existing fiber-optic 

communication syseem. Our system is opdmizd to operaie at a nomi-ial wavelength af 43 10 rlrn 

and is near its maximum data capacity. Replacing the existing system with a new system is not a 

practical option, nor is the use of multiple wavelengths. The use of multiple wavelength requires 

expensive equipment that is not always easily obtained, and the modification to the existing 

system could be complicated. 

Recent developments in fiber optic technology are not always optimized for the 1310 nm 

wavelength. The invention of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier1 (EDFA) has changed fiber-optic 

system design because its has reduced the importance of loss in fiber systems. Most EDFAs 

operate at a wavelength around 1550 nm; therefore, many recent developments in fiber optic 

technology have been for the 1550 nm wavelength. 

An installed fiber system designed to operate at 1310 nm will operate at a much lower 

data rate when operated at 1550 nm. Installed fibers such as those at Kennedy Space Center 

(KSC) are optimized for use at 1310 nm because they have zero material dispersion at that 

wavelength. However, if components operating at 1550 nm are used with this fiber, material 

dispersion will dominate and the speed (bit-rate) of the system will decrease when compared to 

the bit-rate at 1310 nm. 
The most straightforward way to reduce the effect of dispersion is to use dispersion 

compensating (DC) fiber. DC fiber has the characteristic that the dispersion at 1550 nm is 

generally opposite to that of the fiber it is to compensate. DC fibers can be designed to 

compensate the dispersion of standard fibers (optimized for 1310 nm) through their index of 

refraction profile.2-3 Using the proper length of DC fiber in series with a standard fiber, the total 

dispersion may be zero. Most references in the literature on this topic deal with the use of DC 

fibers in series with standard fibers and EDFAs to increase the distance between repeaters of a 

fiber system.4 

2.0 Chromatic dispersion 

Chromatic dispersion is caused by a variation in the index of refraction of a material with 

wavelength. Since it can cause pulse spreading in an optical communication system, it can 

degrade system pedomance. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1. As a pulse of light travels 

down an optical fiber, different wavelengths travel at different speeds. By the time the pulses 

arrive at the receiver, they may have spread over several bit periods and cause errors. To reduce 



ehe effech of dispersion, we must somehow compensate for its efffect, or transmit data at a 

lower rate. In &is m~oha ,  we dbcussed some of the heory a6 chromafic: dispersion followed by 

the ~iafioraship k t w m n  disprsion md bandwiddl. 

Figare 1 Error caused by chromatic dispersion in an optical fiber system 

The dispersion of a fiber is defined as the broadening per unit spectral width for a fiber of 

unit 1en~th.5 It is based on the second derivative of the index of refraction as a function of 

wavelength as is usually written as 

where c is the speed of light. The units are ps/km-nm, which is the amount of broadening in 

picoseconds that would occur in a pulse with a bandwidth of one nanometer while propagating 

through one kilometer of fiber. The maximum bandwidth of a system can be written as 

max3rnum bandwidth = 1/ I LDAA I, (2) 

where E is the length of the fiber, and Ail is the spectral width of the source. For example, given 

a length of fiber of 10 krn, D =: 100 pslkm-nm, and a source with a spectral width of 1 nrn, the 

maximum bandwidth is 1 GBlsec. %he bandwidth will increase linearly with a decrease in 

dispersion or lengh of fiber. 

3.8 Compensa$ion of chromatic dispersion using dispersion compensating Ebers 
To cornpensak for the diswrsiow of a standard fiber at a pa&cular wavelength, a BC 

fiber can be u x d  in seh-ies with a swidxd fiber as show~f in Fig. 2. 



Standard single-mode fiber 

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of compensation of standard fiber 

In this case, the total dispersion is 

where LSMF and LWC are the lengths of the standard and DC fibers, and DSMF and D o c  are the 

dispersion of the standard and DC fibers respectively. Because length is always positive, the total 

dispersion will go to zero at the wavelength of interest if the DC fiber has a negative dispersion 
of the proper magnitude. To compensate a fiber of length LSMF, we set AT=O in Eq. (3) and 

solved for LDC . We found that the length of DC fiber needed was 

where the dispersion of the DC fiber is negative at the wavelength where compensation is to take 

place. 

For a length of standard fiber, the length of DC fiber needed for compensation at a 

particular wavelength is the negative of the ratio of the dispersions at that wavelength. This was 

described as a compensating factor and written as 

compensating factor (CF) = - DSMP;/DDC, (5 )  

where small numbers lead to short. lengths of DC fiber. 



'Faae figure of m e ~ t  (FOM) mesure  in a g n s  mesure;s the efficiency of a Gkr.6 It is 

defd9ed as, the ratio of the dispersion of the DG fiber and its at&muatiorr, at a particula 

wave1eng&. n e  FOM can be wrimn as 

where a ~ c  is the attenuation of the De fiber. A more negative number indicates better efficiency. 

4.0 Dispersion and attenuation measurements of fibers 
To measure dispersion we followed the corresponding fiber-optic test procedure ( F O P )  

standard7 and used a Uork S18 chromatic dispersion system. The fiber we were attempting to 

compensate was Corning SMF-28CPC3 single-mode fiber. We measured its characteristics with 

a fiber of length 8.87 km. The zero-dispersion wavelength was found to be 1323.02 nm with a 

slope of 0.0926 ps/nm2-km at that wavelength. The dispersion at 1550 nm was found to be 

16.83 pdnm-km and the attenuation 0.37 d B h  at 1550 nm. 

We performed dispersion measurements on two types of DC fiber. They were both 

labeled as Corning FiberGain Module fiber. Therefore, we referred to the fibers here as FGM1 

and FGM2. We performed five experiments and averaged their results. We measured a length of 

1.01 km of FCM1 fiber and found its dispersion at 1559 nm to be -115.0 psfnm-krn. We 

measured a length of 4.25 km of FGM2 fiber and found its dispersion at 1550 nm to be -79.13 

ps/nm.km. Note that both types of fibers each had SMF fiber pigtails with two permanent 

connectors measuring a total of approximately 1.23 m. A graph showing the dispersion data in 

Fig. 3. 



wavelength (nm) 

Figure 3 Dispersion data in vicinity of 1550 nm 

A summary of the measurements is given in Table 1. 

Table 1 Characteristics of dispersion-compensating fibers 

Fiber Compensating Dispersion Dispersion slope Attenuation FOM 

factor at 1550 nm at 1550 nm at 1550 nm at 1550 nm 

(pslnm-km) (ps/nm2-km) (dB/km) (ps/nm.dR) 

SMF-28CPC3 --- 16.83 0.060 0.37 --- 

FGM1 0.147 - 115.0 0.367 1.8 -63.9 

FGM2 0.2 13 - 79.13 -0.106 0.75 - 106 

5.0 Compensated fiber-optic links 

We calculated the dispersion of compensated links in the vicinity of 1550 nm. The results 

are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4 Calculated dispersion of compensated links for two types of DC fiber 

A summary of the calculations on compensated links is given in Table 2. 

Table 2 Characteristics of dispersion-compensated linlts 
Fiber link Dispersion slope Attenuation 

at 1550 nm at 1550 nrn of 

(ps/nm2-km) total fiber 

(dB&) 
uncompensated 0.0601 0.37 
SMF-28 + FGMl 0.114 0.55 
SMF-28 + FGM2 0.0573 0.44 

5.2 Selected link 
To test a dispersion compensated system in a realistic setting, we connected a fiber-optic 

link using existing installed fibers at KSC. We used two links in series that both originated from 

the e n g h e e ~ n g  devefopnient lab (EDL) that measured approximately 5.2 km, and 15.8 km. The 

linhcs were identified by numbers on the fiber optic panel, 39-40, and 43-44, and their circuit 

numbers, 6EM9948, and 6mM9945 ~ s p a t i v e l y .  The links were connected with a 1 m length 

of SMF fiber, and connected to &e dispersion measuring instmment hrough a total length sf 
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link, we reduced the dispersion to 0,494 p d n m e h ,  from an uncompensakd dispersion of 16.8 

psiram-km. We did not find a difference in dispersion meaurements when the DC fiber was 

plzed at the begining or end of the link. 

The main disadvantage of the compensated link using DC fiber was an increase in 

attenuation. Although the increase was not necessarily severe, it could significant when insertion 

losses, connector losses and fiber attenuation is accounted for. 
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Abstract 

A sigfial to noise ratio dependent adaptive spectral subtraction algorithm is developed to eiirninate 
noise from noise corrupted speech signals. The algorithm determines the signal to noise ratio and 
adjust the spectral subtraction proportion appropriately. After spectral subtraction low amplitude 
signals are squelched. A single microphone is used to obtain both the noise corrupted speech and 
the average noise estimate. This is done by deteminiiig if the frame of data being sampled is a 
voiced or unvoiced frame. During unvoiced frames an estimate of the noise is obtained. A 
running average of the noise is used to approximate the expected value of the noise. Applications 
include the Emergency Egress Vehicle and the Crawler-Transporter. 

It is desired to incorporate adaptive noise suppression into the communications equipment on the 
Emergency Egress Vehicle and the Crawler-Transporter. In the case of the Emergency Egress 
Vehicle, people are fixed relative to the noise source. The spectral content of the noise source 
changes as a function of the speed of the vehicle and its engine. In the case of the Crawler- 
Transporter the people can move relative to the Crawler-Transporter. Thus, the noise a person 
hears will vary with their location relative to the Crawler-Transporter and If the hydrolic leveling 
device on the Crawler-Transporter is being used. Due to the varying nature of the noise, an 
adaptive algorithm is necessary for both applications. Furthermore, the noise frequencies 
produced by both applications are in the voice band range. Thus, standard filtering techniques 
will not work. A signal to noise ratio dependent adaptive spectral subtraction algorithm is 
developed to eliminate the noise. OIS-D microphones are used. 01s-D microphones have noise 
suppression of a mechanical nature, which provides approximately 15dB of noise suppression, 
This is sufficient to provide a signal to noise ratio favorable enough for spectral subtraction to 
perform very well. 

2. Spectral Subtraction 

The additive noise model used for spectral subtraction assumes that noise corrupted speech is 
composed of speech plus additive noise. 

x(t)=s(t) + n(t) (1) 

where: 
x(t) noise corrupted speech 
s(t) speech 
n(t) noise 

Taking the Fourier Transfornr of equation (1) 
X(S> = S ( f >  -r- W f  > 



X( f ), S( f ), and N( f ) are complex so they can be represented in polar f o r n ~  

I X ( f ) l e J e x  =I  S ( f )  / e J e s + I  N ( f ) I e J e n  (3) 

Solving for the speech 
I S(f)  I eJe"l x ( f )  I elex - 1  N(f) / eje" 

Since the phase of the noise is in general unavailable, the phase of the noise corrupted speech is 
commonly used to approximate the phase of the speech. This is equivalent to assuming the noise 
corrupted speech and the noise are in phase. As a result the speech magnitude is approximated 
from the difference of the noise corrupted speech and noise magnitudes. 

A 

ejex = ( l x ( f ) I  - I ~ ( f ) I ) e j ~ ~  (5) 

The inverse Fourier Transform yields the estimate of the speech. 
A 

(6) 

There are different types of spectral subtraction. The type described above is termed magnitude 
spectral subtraction, because the magnitude of the noise spectrum at each frequency is subtracted. 
A derivation for power spectral subtraction is given in [I]. In its most general fonn spectral 
subtraction is written as [2] 

The exponent, b, equals 1 for magnitude spectral subtraction and 2 for power spectral subtraction. 
The proportion of noise subtracted, a ,  can be variable and signal to noise ratio dependent. In 
general a is greater than 1 which is termed over subtraction. Over subtraction is used to reduce 
the distortion caused from approximating the phase. In equation (7), E[*] represents the expected 
value of [*I. 

2.1 Limitations of Spectral Subtraction 

When using any algorithm, it is important to understand its limitations and restrictions. The phase 
approximation used in the speech estimate produces both magnitude and phase distortion in each 
frequency component of the speech estimate. This can be seen in Figure 1 by the vector 
representation of equation (4) and equation (5) respectively for any one frequency. Lf the 
magnitude of the n'oise, 1 N 1 ,  is "small" relative to the magnitude of the corrupted speech,l X I, 
the distortion caused by using the noise corrupted speech phase, 8,, in place of the noise phase is 
minimal and unnoticeable to the human ear. ~ikewise,  if the phase of the noise, 8,, is "close" to 
the phase of the corrupted speech, 8,, the resulting error produced by the approximation is 



Figure 1. Vector Representation of Equations (4) and (5) Respectively 

minimal and unnoticeable to the human ear. Since the relative phase between 8, and 0, is 
unknown and varies with time and frequency, the ratio between the magnitude of the noise 
corrupted speech and the noise is used as an indication of accuracy. 

3. Signal to Noise Ratio Dependent Adaptive Spectral Subtraction Allgorithni 

A Diagram of the Signal to Noise Ratio Dependent Adaptive Spectral Subtraction algorithm 
(SNRDASS) is shown in Figure 2. Details of the algorithm are described in the following 
subsections. 

3.1 Framing, Windowing, Zero Padding and Recombining the Signal 

The process of windowing, zero padding, and recombination of the signal is shown in Figure 3. 
The sampled signal is segmented into frames each containing m points. Each frame is multiplied 
by a triangular window containing m points. This is required since the algorithm uses a Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) which assumes that the signal is periodic relative to the frames. If a 
window is not used spurious frequencies are produced due to signal levels at the ends of each 
frame not being equal. As a result of windowing each frame is required to overlap the previous 
frame in time by 50 percent. This allows the two triangular windowed components to add to the 
original signal when recombined. If a window type other than a triangular window is used the 
addition of frames can produce oscillation errors of up to approximately 9 percent of the original 
amplitude in the recombined signal. Spectral subtraction can be considered as a time varying 
filter[3] which can vary from frame to frame. 
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Figure 3. Windowing, Zero Padding, and Signal Recombination 

Since the filter is obtained from the corrupted speech and noise it has a length of m points. The 
length of the time domain response of such a filter will be 2m-1. To eliminate the effects of 
circular convolution the windowed signal must be zero padded by m points to a total length of 2m 
points [4]. 
Since there is a 50 percent overlap in each frame only m/2 points of new information is obtained. 
But since the response last for 2m points four output frames overlap in time and must be 
combined to produce the correct output for each frame. This is a variation of the overlap add 
method described in [5]. 

3.2 Voice Frame Recognition 

Once the signal has been windowed and zero padded the FFT is taken. The resulting magnitude 
and phase of the signal spectrum are determined. The phase is set aside for recombination with 
the spectral subtracted magnitude. The magnitude of the signal spectrum is used to determine if 



the frame contains voice or is voice free. This is done by comparing the urn value of the 
signal magnitude spectrum with a proportion,y , of the maximum value of the average noise 
magnitude spectrum. 

if inax( lXM) > y maxQ~(kf)t) for k = 1,. . . , m then consider eN to be voiced (9) 

The proportion,y , can be initialized by comparing the maximum magnitude of a known voice 
frame to the maximum magnitude of the average noise. 

The average magnitude spectrum for the noise is obtained by the following procedure: When the 
algorithm is first being initialized an initial noise only sequence of frames must be obtained to get 
a baseline on the average magnitude spectrum of the noise. 
For frame 1 of the initial noise only sequence: 

IN(kf)l = IX(kf)l for k = 1,. . . , m (10) 

for other frames of the initial noise only sequence: 

IN(kf)l = 6 I ~ ( k f ) l +  (1 - 6 )IX (kf)/ for  k = 1, .  . . , m (1 1) 

where 0.70 1 6 10.95. 
Once the initial average noise estimate is obtained, from a known noise only test sequence, each 
frame of signal is checked for voice using equation (9). If equation (9) is not satisfied the frame is 
considered unvoiced and equation (11) is used with a predetermined value for 6 that is in the 
specified range. In general 6 determines how quickly the noise estimate can vary. The technique 
is simple, but works well, since voice frames are generally strong in specific frequencies due to 
excitation of the vocal cords. A more computationally intensive algorithm is used in [6]. 

3.3 Adaptive Signal to Noise Ratio Dependent Spectral Subtraction Algorithm 

After the average noise magnitude spectrum is updated according to the rules outlined in Section 
3.2, the magnitude spectrum of the signal and the average noise magnitude spectrum are used to 
perform spectral subtraction. The signal to noise ratio dependent proportion, a , is determined 
using the following equation: 

When the algorithm is first initialized is determined by testing a signal frame that is known to 
contain voice. q is chosen such that a is approximately 1.78 in the voiced frames. Once a is 
determined spectral subtraction is performed using 



S(kf) = I ~ ( k f )  1 - a1 N(kf) 1 for k = 1, ..., 2m I A  I 
If any of the estimates for S(kf) are negative, they are set to zero. 1 i(kf) 1 is then  owp pass I n  1 
filtered eliminate musical noise which is generally high frequency. The lower the 3dB frequency 
of the filter the more noise and speech eliminated. Depending on the results achieved from 
spectral subtraction this step may not provide appreciable improvement. Furthermore, the 
smoothing filter discussed in Section 4 will achieve some of the same results. If calculation time 
becomes an issue for real time implementation the lowpass filter can be omitted from the 
algorithm.. After lowpass filtering, the phase of the noise corrupted speech, Ox, is combined with 
the magnitude of the estimate of the speech and the inverse FFT is taken. This provides one of 
the four offset output frames that must be combined using the overlap add method described in 
Section 3.1. The summing provides an averaging effect for phase errors which reduces the error. 
But, since each kame is filtered by a different transfer function, see equation (8), summing frames 
also produces discontinuities in the response causing musical noise, 

3.4 Low Level Signal Squelching 

The low level signal squelching algorithm looks at three frames of estimated speech: the past, 
present, and future frames. Future frame estimates of speech are obtained by delaying the speech 
estimate for one frame before being output. Thus, the signal to noise ratio dependent spectral 
subtraction algorithm is actually calculating the future output, while the present output is being 
held in a buffer to determine if low level squelching is required, and the past frame is being output 
through the DIA. The algorithm is described by the following equation: 

if S(kf , i )<pmax((N(kf ,~)( )  f o r k = l ,  ..., m / 2 ,  a n d i = L - l , L , L + l  In I (14) 

= 0 fork = 1, ..., m / 2 

where p is a user discretion proportion. A frequency domain squelching technique is given in [7]. 

4. Overview 

A block diagram of the adaptive noise suppression system is shown in Figure 4. Noise or noise 
corrupted speech enters the microphone. A high gain amplifier is used to bring the voiced signal 
up to the e . 5  Volt range used by the Analog to Digital (A/D) converter. Before entering the 
AD converter the signal passes through an anti aliasing lowpass filter with 3dB attenuation at 
3KHz and 30dB attenuation at 5.9KPJz. It is then sampled by the A D  converter using 12 bit 



resolution and a 14.925mz sampling rate. At this point the Digibl Signal Processor (DSP) 
perfoms noise suppression using signal to noise ratio dependent adaptive speceal sublraction, 
Next, the &gi&l signal is converted back to an analog signsrl at a rate of 14.925Mz using the 
Digital to Analog converter. It is then sent through a smoothing filter, which for the data 
obtained in the testing was a lowpass Sessel filter with a 3dE frequency of 3MHz. This cafi be 
replaced with a voice band filter, which is a bandpass filter with low and high 3dB passband 
frequencies of 300 and 3KHz respectively. If the voice band filter does not have good damping 
characteristics the smoothing filter is necessary or transients will be produced from the step 
discontinuities resulting from the D/A conversion. After the voice band filter the signal is 
modulated and transmitted by the communication device. 

Voice -+ el, 

Figure 4. Adaptive Noise Suppression Block Diagram 

5. Application 

The emergency egress vehicle is shown in Figure 5. Basically it is an M113 tank, which is used to 

Figure 5. Exterior and Interior of Emergency Egress Vehicle 
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evacuate the aseonauts if an emergency sirnation arises during launch. The noise Ievel inside the 
vehicle is 90 decibels with the engine running and 120-125 decibels once the vehicle stxts 
moving. As a result, it is impossible to h e x  what the MI13 crew is saying dktring a rescue 
operation. The headsets used by the rescue crew have OIS-D microphones which have noise 
suppression of a mechanical nature, which provides 15 decibels of noise suppressioa~. 
Furthermore, the frequency response of the microphone attenuates frequencies outside of the 
voice band range of 300Hz to 3kHz. The frequency response and spectrogram of the noise as 
obtained through the microphone are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. The decibel 
scale to the right in Figure 7 is determined using 

INdB ( f  )I = 2010g101N(f 11 (I5) 
Where IN(f )I is the FFT of the noise n(t) obtained from the A/D converter. Thus the spectrogram 
levels are relative to the voltage of the AD, not absolute voice levels. 
From Figure 6 it is apparent that the noise which is input by the microphone is directly in the 
range of voice band frequencies. Thus using standard filtering techniques to attenuate it will also 
attenuate speech by the same factor. The spectrogram of the noise shown in Figure 7 shows that 
the noise is not constant. As each track of the MI13 tank hits the ground, the reaction force 
causes an impulse on the tank which excites its resonant frequencies. 

6 Test Results 

The signal to noise ratio dependent adaptive spectral subtraction algorithm was tested on the 
emergency egress vehicle shown in Figure 5 using the following parameter settings: 
m = 512 

y = 2.0 

The words "test, one, two, three, four, five" were spoken into the microphone. The original 
sampled signal, signal after spectral subtraction, and signal after squelching are displayed in 
Figure 8. Spectrograms for the same three conditions are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from 
Figures 8 and 9 that a signal to noise ratio of approximately 15dB exist for the original sampled 
signal. As mentioned in Section 5 the microphones provided approximately 15dB of noise 
attenuation. This provided a favorable signal to noise ratio, which is required for spectral 
subtraction to work well. Lowering the gain and talking louder also improved the signal to noise 
ratio without saturating the voltage limits of the AID converter. It can be seen from 
Figures 8 and 9 that spectral subtraction provided approximately 20dB of improvement in the 
signal to noise ratio. Listening test verified that the noise was virtually eliminated, with little or no 
distortion due to musical noise. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper reports on the results of the authors' 1996 N A S U S E E  Summer Faculty Fellowship 
research. The authors have developed a model for government agencies that are considering 
privatization of all or part of their functions. Privatization encompasses the transitioning of 
government functions from "government run" to "contractor run". The model developed in this 
paper is used to analyze the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA's) decision 
to privatize space shuttle operations at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). Several specific 
recommendations are given to KSC as they attempt to operationalize this privatization decision at 
the Center and to transition to a new relationship with their contractors. 



A MODEL FOR NASA-KSC'S PHVA TIZA TION TION 

Dr. Jerome P. Lavelle and Mi. Demis W. Kmmv~lede 

1. Pl"dTR0DUCTPBN 
The Nationd Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)), like many other United 

States govement agencies, is undergoing a transition toward privatization of all or some agency 
functions. The process of transitioning toward privatization requires a systematic methodologicai 
approach. Gven is a methodology for use at NASA-KSC as it transitions from its current and 
traditional role, with respect to shuttle processing and operations, to the use of contractor 
performance-based metrics. 

2. BACI<GWOUND 
Voters today are demanding a more lean and responsive government, and politicians and 

policy makers have taken notice. Concepts like "re-inventing government" which stress efficiency 
and decision making accountability in the public arena have set the stage for what people expect 
of their government. Voters are looking for reduced government size, fiscal responsibility though 
balanced budgets and privatization where practical and possible. The National Performance 
Review (NPR) is a reaction to that demand; it brings federal government employees together to 
work toward: eliminating red tape, putting the customer first, empowering employees, and cutting 
back to return to the basics (Government Reform, 1995). Governments, as with corporate 
America, are being asked to do more with less and do it better each year. Government branches 
and agencies are challenged to establish tangible strategic plans and justifl all activities (and 
expenses) in light of stated goals. The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 
mandates that all U.S. federal agencies use a strategic planning process as a core too1 in 
establishing work plans and budgets and in scoping resource needs and deliverables to the 
customer (the voter). 

With this in mind, NASA has been very active in establishing a vibrant strategic planning 
process by promoting planning at the Agency, Center and sub-levels. KSCYs first formal Strategic 
Plan was developed in the fall of 1987 and has continued to successfully evolve since that time. In 
the short term (the 1996-2002 time frame), NASA's strategic goal to Revolutionize NASA 
challenges NASA to consider the way it looks at itself and its customers WASA Strategic Plan, 
1996). This plan calls for continued excellence in research and development in aerospace 
techologies and to begin privatizing and de-emphasizing operations in areas where technologies 
are now matured or maaring. 

Privatization is a method used by gove ents to obtain high quality goods and services at 
lower costs and on a more timely basis though the tra~asfer of programs and functions to the 
private sector. Privatiaers may include ppivate citizens, businesses, and orgaarizations Fent,  
1987; BdnMey, 1987). According to Dimeo f 1991) there are thee basi~ types of privatization: 

Contract services to pfivate companies, paying the fims a fee fo"orhe work. 
The fornation of a padnership with private compa~es, whish will build facilities md 
operate the services for. the governanent . 
The sale of public assets to the private sector. 



NASA-KSC's past and present space shuttle operations transition falls into the Erst calegovg csf 
privatization given above. 

A few of the Agency's strategic objectives that highlight the changing world for KSC are: 
o Return NASA to a premier R&D agency. 

Do things that no one else can. 
Change the way that we work with contractors. 
Measure performance and communicate results to demonstrate relevance and 
contribution to national needs. (NASA Strategic Plan, 1996) 

e Decrease Space Shuttle costs and improve the management and operations of the 
integrated government/contractor team. (HEDS Strategic Plan ,1996) 

As of the launch of STS-78 on June 10, 1996 there have been over seventy successhl 
launch and recoveries of NASA's space shuttle orbiter and payload. Clearly the processing of the 
orbiter and its payload is a mature technology, and, per the strategic goals, a valid candidate for a 
transition toward privatization. 

3. PRIVATIZATION MODEL 
Privatization requires a systematic methodology. A general model is suggested by the 

authors that addresses all phases of the privatization process. This model is given in Table 1 
below. It combines the author's personal observations of the process at KSC as well as the United 
Kingdom Methodology from Miller (1993), and the Air Force Methodology from McSwain and 
Smith (1989). 

Per the model, and with respect to privatization of space shuttle operations, the Agency 
has been successhl in defining privatization goals and in identi@ing the Centers affected by those 
goals. The Kennedy Space Center is the NASA entity primarily affected by the privatization of 
space shuttle operations. The model emphasizes the importance of including Center-level input in 
the decision making process. NASA-KSC has been empowered to plan for and operationalize the 
privatization plan. The Center has been given latitude in terms of the time and process to 
transition fiom its current role to the privatized role. The model also points to the importance of a 
formal structure to evaluate privatization and to incorporate lessons and learning into the decision 
making process at the Agency and Center levels. 

4. OPERATIONALIZATION OF P TIZATION AT KSC 
Step five of the General Agency-Level Model in Table 1 affects KSC specifically, with 

respect to the privatization of space shuttle operations. Given the decision to proceed with 
privatizing this function, the task falls on NASA-KSC to carry out that effort. In Table 2 a 
specific methodology to operationalize privatizing shuttle operations at KSC is given. 

The method in Table 2 requires, as a first step, a clear definition of the goals and 
objectives of the privatization from the perspective of the Center. It is important that these are 
aligned with, or result from, privatization goals of the Agency. As with concurrent engineering in 
product design, it is important to have all relevant impacts planned for at the beginning stages of 
the process because such eEorts affect 95% of what follows in the product life-cycle. This is why 
it is impo~ant to: have goals and objectives established from the beginrzing of the privatization 
initiative, have these goals established by top management, and have them commuraicated 
downward to those involved in actualizing the goals and objectives of the privatization. 



I * Define through strategic planning process. I 

e Include Centers in the evaluation. 
Identify potential functions to privatize. 

I . Specify the type of privatization. I 
I a, Perform cost and risk analyses on the Agency and Center(§). I 
I . Evaluate alignment with, or affect on, the strategic plan. I 

I e Insure communication methods saturate the organization. 1 
Relate current and potential plans through communication channels. 
Use complete and honest tones in communication. 

Table 2: Methodolog to Operationalize Privatization at KSC 

I with the goals and objectives of privatization. These are the measures that are used for making I 

1 5. Do not measure or track other processes that are not primary in supporting the goals - these I 



Once privatization goals have been defined a set of contract lneasures that explicitly 
support these goals should be deveioped. It is important that contract measures are incentivized in 
the contract. These contract measures should lead the contractor to perform with respect to them, 
thus performing with respect to the overall goals. A lack of goals makes it impossible to develop 
contract measures that promote contract performance in alignment with those goals. 

The next step in the Methodology to Operationalize Privatization at KSC is to 
exhaustively identrijr all processes associated with the privatization, on both the NASA-KSC and 
contractor side, and list them explicitly. These processes then should be mapped, in a matrix 
format, to the contract measures developed previously. The identification of the processes, as well 
as the mapping of those processes to contract measures involves both NASA-ICSC and contractor 
process owners. Mapping the processes to contract measures involves identiwg those processes 
that associate to specific contract measures. These may associate in a one-to-one or a many-to- 
one fashion. However, these processes are not incentivized directly; their role is to both provide 
insight into the contractor's processes and to aggregate forward to form the contract measures. In 
mapping processes to contract measures not all processes may be accounted for. From a 
measurement perspective, it is important to track only those processes that either provide insight 
or are at the contract measurement level. Processes that are not insight or contract measures do 
not explicitly relate to the goals and thus do not require measurement. 

The last task in the Methodology to Operationalize Privatization at KSC is to establish a 
standardized system of obtaining measurement data and in analyzing and reporting that data in a 
bi-directional fashion throughout the organization. As one defines the contract and insight 
measures described in the previous paragraphs (and tracks those over time to form a system of 
metrics), it is important to use a formal operational definition of each measure. This operational 
definition is the who, what, when, where, why, and how of each measurement. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The following are a series of conclusions and recommendations developed by the authors. 

These recommendations are based on the General Agency-Level Model for Privatization and 
Methodology to Operationaiize Privatization at KSC described in the preceding sections and 
impressions of activities at NASA-KSC reached over the tenure of the 1996 NASMASEE 
Summer Faculty Fellowship assignment. 

o At KSC it is important for the active measures-and-metrics groups to continue to 
discover, from the ground up, the goals and objectives that the SFOC promotes. Having 
understood these hndamentals, a system of measurements can be developed based on the 
methodology described above. If there is an apparent inconsistency between what is being 
understood as the goals and what the SFOC incentivizes the contractor to do an 
adjustment to one of these factors is necessary. As a first step the authors suggest formal 
training on the SFOC to at least the measures-and-metrics groups. 

o The measures-and-metrics groups should utilize a standard set of resources, definitions 
and analysis methods as part of their system development work. Resources of interest may 
include: NASA Contractor Metrics Handbook, Measurement Planning Handbook and 
Measurement Workbook, Air Force Metrics Handbook, and Air War College for 
Developing a SuccessfUl Privatization Project. 
The measures-and-metrics groups should use a local benchmark to Learn lessons and gain 
insight into the metrics development process. The McDonnell Douglas company at KSC 



has extensive experience in developing metrics systems. Ms. Sherry Smdth is the lead 
engineer in this area for the company. 
m e n  goals are comuicated there needs to be a repository for accessing those goals by 
all levels of the orgaPrization. DilSiculty in obtaining idomation pertaidng to those goals 
leads to snisgaaided and nan-uniform approaches to problem solving. 
Continuous improvement (GI) is a "way of life" that proactive organizations pursue, and 
the goal of promoting CI as a principle of operation is appropriate for such organizations. 
Given the organizational challenges that face NASA in the future, the goal of promoting 
GI seems appropriate. If this is a goal (to promote this in the contractor), it must be 
incentivized in the SFOC explicitly. 
The Goals-Contract-Measures-Metrics integrated system should be documented, 
communica~ed, and driven at aU levels affected. It should serve as a common "language". 

s In developing a system to track, report and manage contractor metrics, if the goal of 
promoting the CI philosophy in the contractor is chosen, then the use of statistical process 
control methods seem appropriate. See Kinlaw (1993) and the Air Force Metrics 
Handbook (1991). In this context, training session on $PC and other CI tools seems 
appropriate. 

* It is important to track the progress of the privatization effort fiom cost and customer 
satisfaction perspectives. If either attribute fails to achieve levels consistent with Agency, 
or Center goals, privatization should be re-evaluated. 
The technical discipline of industrial engineering provides expertise in methods and 
process analysis for organizational efficiency and effectiveness. In the privatization effort 
at KSC, with its resulting need to operationalize changes in the organization, industrial 
engineering expertise should be emphasized. The industrial engineering group should be 
empowered to lead the engineering of the required changes. That role should be 
understood and communicated throughout the Center. To be effective in this role it is 
important to place such expertise at appropriate organizational levels. 
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ABSTRACT 

Scheduling of activities that maintain, repair and configure a space s11uttIe orbiter must satisfjr temporal, 
resource and configuration constraints. The GPSS, which stands for ground processing scheduling system, 
has been success&lly used to schedule tasks that prepare an orbiter for its next launch. The features of the 
GPSS that support specification of a task with configuration requirements and effects is what makes the 
GPSS unique when compared to other scheduling software. 

The objective of this project is two-fold. First to provide an evaluation of a commercially developed version 
of GPSS for its applicability to the KSC ground processing problem. Second, to work with KSC GPSS 
development team and provide enhancement to the existing software. 

The Red Pepper Software (RPS) company has developed a commercial scheduling product based on the 
original algorithm of GPSS. The RPS team consists of many of the original members of the NASA Arnes, 
KSC and Lockheed development. The RPS system was installed and an initial evaluation regarding its 
suitability for solving the ground processing scheduling problem was performed. 

The GPSS in use at ICSC is written in Lisp and C and has very little or no documentation available 
regarding the development process, or software design and algorithms. System re-engineering is required to 
provide a sustainable system for the users and software maintenance group. As such, the USA 
development team is developing a re-engineered version of GPSS in Ctf-. The GPSS uses an iterative 
repair method for scheduling. The algorithm first satisfy temporal constraints among the tasks, and then it 
iteratively repair the conflicts associated with resource and configuration constraints. Resolving the 
conflicts is a difficult and time consuming process for the algorithm. The deconfliction process of GPSS is 
a hill climbing method coupled with a weak simulated annealing implementation. The temperature for the 
annealing process is fixed at 75, and it is brought down to 25 after achieving some conditions. We propose 
a formula that determines the initial temperature based on: (1) the initial cost, and (2) the tolerance limit 
with which one is willing to accept a higher cost in order to avoid local minima. We have also laid dotvn 
procedures to gradually cool down the temperature as the algorithm improves the solution. 

We have implemented the resource desonfliction portion of the GPSS in common LISP using its object 
oriented features. We have used the LISP profile prototype code, which was developed by the GPSS 
reverse engineering group, as a building block to our implementation. Our prototype will help the GPSS 
developers re-engineer the deconfliction portion in Ctf-. It corrects and extends some of the deficiencies of 
the current production version, plus it uses and builds on the classes from the development team's profile 
prototype, which they are now porting to C*. 



S C m  SYSTEM ASS , AND DEVELOPMmT AND 
E lvlENT OF RE- FSB 'JERSION OF GPSS 

Rasial~ Logmantharaj and Thomas Bushrod 

The objective of this project is two-fold: first, to provide an evaluation of Red Pepper Software's 
Production Response Agent (PRA), a commercially developed version of the ground processing scheduling 
system (GPSS), for its applicability to the KSC ground processing problem; second, to work with the ICSC 
GPSS development team and provide enhancement to the existing software. We start with an introduction 
of scheduling, GPSS and its limitations 

Scheduling is a process of assigning time slots for activities while satisfylng their resource and 
configuration requirements, and temporal ordering among themselves. A typical temporal constraint 
specifies a successor, a predecessor, and possibly a minimum delay between them. For example, a 
temporal constraint may have a form such as: task Tz is a successor of a task TI, and T2 can start only 
afker 10 units of time from the completion of TI. Satisfying all the temporal constraints among the tasks 
provides a schedule with early and late start time of each task, critical path, etc. There are plenty of 
sophisticated s o h a r e  algoritlms to schedule tasks that are constrained only by temporal relations. 
Satisfying temporal constraints of this sort will take o(N*) time where N is the number of tasks. When we 
introduce resource requirements for tasks, the problem can no longer be solved optimally in polynomial 
time. The requirement that a task have two overhead cranes is an example of a resource constraint. A task 
can be scheduled only after it is assigned all of its requested resources. If we have an unlimited quantity of 
resources to the extent of satisfylng all the resource requirements, the problem reduces to solving only the 
temporal constraints. However, in many real world problems, resources are limited. Thus, decisions must 
be made about the order in which requests are satisfied. An optimal schedule maximizes the resource 
utilization and minimizes the sclledule length. 

The complexity of a scheduling problem is further compounded when the problem is exTended to include 
configuration requirements and configuration effects. By conjg~tration requirement, we mean a 
requirement of a task requesting an attribute of an object to be in a specified state. For instance, the 
precondition that payload-bay doors of a space sh~ittle orbiter be opened 75 degrees to allow loading of a 
satellite is an example of a configuration requirement. Here, the attribute is the state of the payload-bay 
doors (which may have a range of possible values from closed to fully open), and the activity is "load 
satellite." Similarly, an activity may affect the state of some attribute of an object. According to the law of 
causality, the effect cannot precede the causing activity, and it must persist until some other subsequent 
activity changes the attribute. Suppose the bay area is loaded wit11 hazardous material. The area remains 
hazardous until the material is removed from the bay. This is an example of an effect that persists to 
infinity. In the presence of tasks that cause changes to attribute values, finding a proper placement for a 
task with configuration requirements increases the search efforts of the scheduler. 

An objective fi~nction of a scheduler is to obtain a placement for each activity such that the overall schedule 
maximizes resource utilization and minimizes schedule length. Except for some trivial cases, ohhining an 



optimal schedule that satisfies temporal, configuration, and resource constraints is NP-hard. Tllat is, no 
pofynomiaI-time aigori~lm is available to solve these optimization problems. Tlle algorithm that solves the 
problem optimalIy will take time on the order 0 ( 2 ~ ) ,  where N is the number of tasks to be sclln&t~led. 
Wlnen N is in the order of hundreds, it will take tho~isands of years to solve the problem, even if we run it 
on the fastest computer available today. Typical flows at KSC involve a thousand or more tasks. 
Tbllerefore, a sub-optinzal solution is being sought to solve scheduIing problems of this sort. 

There are two major approaches to obtaining the sub-optimal solution: the constructive method, and the 
iterative repair method. In the constructive method, one tries to build a feasible solution satisEylng 
temporal, resource, and configuration constraints incrementally. When there is a failure, the algorithm 
backtracks and a new choice is made. This approach can further be categorized based on how the 
backtracking is done. The backtracking can vary from simple methods, such as chronological 
backtracking, to very sophisticated methods, such as intelligent backtracking. Heuristic methods are used 
to decide how to allocate resources among the competing tasks. 

On the other hand, the iterative repair method starts with a rough schedule that satisfies only the temporal 
constraints. Then it repairs the resource and configuration constraint violations one by one until no more 
violations exist or no filrther improvements can be made. The iterative repair method is very suitable to 
tackling over-constrained problem instances because it will iteratively reduce the number of violations even 
though there may not be any feasible solutions (solutions satisfying all constraints, though not necessarily 
optimally) for the problen~. If the constructive method is used to solve an over-constrained problem, it will 
consuine a substantial amount of time exploring the entire search space before it eventually fails. Many of 
the ground processing scheduling problems at KSC are over-constrained, and hence, GPSS uses the 
iterative repair method to solve the scheduling problem. 

1.1 GPSS 
GPSS has been used successfully at KSC for scheduling orbiter processing facility (OPF) operations. The 
OPF processing has three phases: (1) making the orbiter safe for processing and gaining access to the 
orbiter through the installation of access platforms, (2) testing, maintenance and repair operations on the 
orbiter, (3) close-out and checkout of orbiter. Approximately 40% of OPF processing is routine and very 
predictable in advance. The remaining 60% of OPF activities are very dynamic and are driven by factors 
such as payload of the previous and the following missions, test requirements specific to the age of the 
orbiter, diagnostic in-flight anomalies, and unexpected damage caused to the insulators. 

GPSS provides a graphical interface for specifying tasks. Each task has a duration, work calendar, 
resource requirements, state requirements, and state effects. Temporal constraints between predecessor- 
successor pairs are specified. The number of resources available for each resource type is specified. A 
task may require many resource types, and for each resource type the task can specify the number of 
resources it needs. GPSS assumes that resources are reusable, that is, once the task is completed, the 
number of resources used by the task is released and can be used by other tasks. Each attribute's initial 
state is specified. A task may request an attribute to be in a specified state. When a task is scheduled in a 
time period during which the attribute has a different value than the one it requested, we say conj?guration 
violation has occurred. 

Given an initial specification of tasks that may include resource and confimration requirements along vitlln 
temporal constraints, GPSS satisfies their temporal constraints first. Resources are allocated, and a projle 



(a.k,a,. hisiofy) is maintained for each resource. A resource profile consists of a sequence of intesvals along 
the time line indicating the users and changers of each interval. In an interval where the total requests of 
the users exceed the number of available resources, the resource type is said to be over-allocated and it is 
an indication of a resource consfrnint violafiovl. In a system modeling consumable resoirrces, a chmger 
could allow a task to produce or consume some quantity of the resource, but GPSS is not used in that way 
at present. 

When there is a resource violation, a user can either resolve the conflict manually or use the system to 
deconflict the violation. A user can select a task from among the tasks in violation for the same resource, 
and move it to another time interval where the resource request of the task can be satisfied. After each 
move, the system runs the temporal constraint satisfying algorithm and accepts the move only if there exists 
a way to satisfy all temporal constraints. Otherwise the move is rejected and the previous system status is 
restored. 

Similar to the resource profile, a profile is maintained for each configuration attribute. Each interval of an 
attribute profile maintains its users and changers. Unlike the reusable resource constraints, users and 
changers need not be the same. The changers affect the attributes value. When there are many cl~anagers in 
an interval, the value of the attribute is determined by the effect of the latest changer. A task is said to be in 
configuration conflict if the requested attribute does not match with the attribute value in the interval. As 
wit11 resolving resource conflicts, a user can either resolve the configuration conflict manually or use the 
system to deconflict the violation. 

1 .I .I Limitations of GPSS 
While GPSS is successfully used for scheduling activities in each flow, it has some weaknesses in regard to 
deconfliction. The auto-deconfliction in GPSS is very slow and it lacks some user controllable features 
such as fencing (providing time boundaries on the working schedule within which to select violated 
constraints to resolve) and user-jxing activities (holding selected tasks in their scheduled intervals) during 
deconfliction. 

1.2 Organization of the report 
Following the introduction, we briefly summarize the evaluation of Red Pepper Sofivare. In the ne& 
section we describe about repairing conflicts and discuss about the enhancement we propose to the GPSS. 
This is followed by summary and discussion. 



2. Evaluation of Red Pepper Somare (RPS) 

2. +I Instailation 
We received Production Response Agent software, PRA (v1.5.2), from RPS on a medium density tape. 
We installed the tape on a Sparc 5 workstation under the operating system Solaris 2.5. The initiai 
installation was not successful because a motif library file (libXm.so.2) was missing in the Solaris 2.5 
distribution. We called the RPS hotline (1-800-578-3345) and explained the installation problem. The 
next day, RPS had set up an fcp access for us to download the missing file. With the missing file in the 
correct directory we were able to complete the installation of the software and to nm the Production 
Response Agent (PRA) successfully. 

2.2 Evaluation of PRA for scheduling purposes 
For the purpose of our initial PRA evaluation, we constructed a simple scheduling problem with temporal 
and resource constraints, ignoring status constraints. We studied the PRA user manual to build a 
scheduling model to solve the example problem. We were unable to find any materials in the manual that 
talk about building a model to solve scheduling problems involving temporal and resource constraints. We 
then examined the PRA startup menu to see if there is a way either to build a model or to set the problem 
instance. We failed to find a way to enter our simple example into the system. 

PRA has to be initiated with a command file which comes with the software distribution. The command 
file loads different built-in models. It is our understanding that PRA will only work to solve a problem that 
fits the defined models. The models that came with the distribution do not support the scheduling model 
that is used by GPSS at NASA KSC. 

To coi~firm our understanding of PRA, we contacted the technical support at RPS. Tile technical personnel 
at RPS aclalowledged tlie following concerning the capability of PRA (V1.5.2) towards building a new 
model: 

1) The user manual of PRA does not provide any information on building a new model to solve problems. 
2) To learn about building models using PRAY one has to attend a class at RPS on SPL, their proprietary 

Scheduling Programming Language. 
3) During the tutorial classes at RPS, students copy the existing models and modify the parameters and 

instructions to solve their problem. 

PRA provides a graphical user interface to access and to modify the instances defined by the model. The 
product seems to be very capable and usehl for solving problems in high leveI production planning and 
scheduling. However, for PRA to be utilized for ground processing scheduling purposes it would have to 
support temporal, resource, and configuration constraints at the task and sub-task levels. 

Since P M  does not support scheduling problems similar to the ones solved by GPSS we did not continue 
with a through evaluation. Instead, we worked with the GPSS re-engineering group, focusing on enhancing 
GPSS and building a prototype for constraint violation deconfliction. 



3. Development and Enhancement of Re-engineered version of GPSS 

3.2 Repairing Conflicts 

GPSS is an iterdive repair scheduler which first satisfies all the temporal constraints among the taslcs and 
then repairs all the resource and the configuration violations iteratively. The Waltz algorithm, which was 
originally developed for the purpose of scene analysis, was modified to propagate temporal constraints and 
to achieve temporal constraint satisfaction. In the process of achieving temporal constraint satisfaction, the 
Waltz algorithm may move tasks that cause resource or configuration constraint violations. The Waltz 
algorithm cannot move the tasks that are user-fixed. In such cases when temporal satisfaction cannot be 
achieved, the algorithm reports failure. 

When there is either a resource or a configuration violation, GPSS provides two options to the user: the 
user can manually resolve the conflicts by moving tasks, or use the auto deconfliction option to resolve the 
conflicts. When a user resolves conflicts by moving tasks, GPSS allows the user to move one task at a 
time. Temporal consistency is maintained by running the Waltz algorithm after each movement. When 
temporal constraints cannot be satisfied, the move made by the user is rejected. In this section we look into 
how the system deconflicts the violations. 

When GPSS deconflicts the violations a user has limited options: (1) select the relevant resources to focus, 
and (2) control the time taken for deconfliction by setting the number of iterations and the window size. 
Tile window size determines how many violated resource constraints and configuration constraints are 
selected for deconfliction in each iteration. For example, if a user selects window size 5 and iteration 40, 5 
resource constraints and 5 configuration constraints are resolved in each iteration, or until all the constraint 
violations are resolved. Let us describe the algorithm believed to be used in GPSS (the algorithm is written 
based on the notes provided by Mr. Jim ~ u i l e ~  ). 

for i = 1 to iterations do 
{ Construct the Iist of violated constraints and categorize them into 

(1) resource constraint violations 
(2) configuration constraint violations 
Construct a list of tasks from the resource constraint violation list. 
From this list randomly select k tasks (k is the window size) and call them tasks-to-focus 
for j = 1 to k do 
{ pick up a task from tasks-to-focus and update the list 

call Repair on the earliest violated constraint of this task 
1 
for j = 1 to k do 
{ repair configuration constraint violation 
} 

1 

A conflict, either resource or configuration, can be resolved by moving a task involved in the conflict to a 
new time period where the conflict does not arise. Let us consider how GPSS repairs the constraint 
violations. During each iteration, a list of tasks called tasks-to-focus is created randomly by selecting tasks 
of window size f?om the resource conflicting tasks, or the totai of the resource confliding tasks whichever 



is the smaller. For each taslc in the tasks-to-focus list, f2nd the earliest constraint violation and call a 
routine called Repair to repair the violation. The Repair routine, knowing the resource and the time period 
of the violation, deternines all the tasks that request the resource during the time period. A heuristics table 
is constructed to deternine which task to move to reduce the conflicts. The heuristics table consists of ten 
colu~nns to represent (I) fitness, (2) nearest-fix, (3) task-active, (4) temporal dependents, (5) proximity to 
now, (6)  cost, (7) task, (8) start time, (9) weighted sum of scores, and (10) next time to try. Each task is 
given two rows: one for forward direction and the other for backward direction. 

The first column calculate the measure of fitness and it is given by the formula: 

1 
fitness = 

(request - over-all~cation)~ + 1 

The fitness of a task has a value of one if its request matches the over-allocation that indicates the conflict 
on the resource during the interval can be resolved by moving the task. 

The nearest fix value of a task is the time span of the current start and the next-time-to-try column of the 
table. The next column is a flag indicating whether the task is active or not. Forward and backward 
temporal dependencies for each task are computed and stored in the temporal dependency column. 

The cost in column 6 is computed by moving the task in both the forward and the backward directions 
within a temporary context. This cost is the approximate cost since temporal consistency is not checked 
after the move. 

When all the computations are done for each row, the table is normalized. The task with the best weighted 
summation is selected for the actual move. The selected task is moved and the Waltz algoritlm is run to 
satisfy the temporal constraints. If the move reduces the previous cost, the move is accepted and the 
iteration continues. When the move increases, the cost is accepted with some probability computed using 
simulated annealing techniques. We discuss the techniques and how they are being used to solve the 
problem. 

3. I. 1 Simulated Annealing 
Simulated annealing is a technique used to avoid local minima when using a hill climbing technique to solve 
problems. This technique simulates some aspects of the natural annealing process, and hence got the name 
simulated annealing. In an annealing process, a metal is heated to a higher temperature and then cooled 
down gradually to obtain fine grain. When the temperature cools down rapidly, one obtains course grain in 
the annealing process. 

In a typical hill climbing method, heuristics are applied to find the nex?, most promising move. The 
algoritlm commits itself to that move and continues forward fiom the new state. Move with higher cost are 
rejected as the search progresses through moves that always decrease the cost. Very often the algoritlun 
attains a local minima or plateau. To avoid local minima, moves with higher cost must also be accepted 
with some controlled probability. This is exactly what is done in simulated annealing. Suppose delta, A, is 
the increase in cost. A move which normally would be rejected for having higher cost will now be acseptd 

with probability e-m , where T is the temperature. Initially T is set to a higher temperature and it is 



decreased gradually. At the higl~er temperakre, or in the initial phase of the solution, the probabilicv o f  
accepting moves with higher cost is high. This probability decreases as the temperature decreases. 

3.1.2 How Simulated Annealing is used in GPSS 
The deconfliction algorithm used in GPSS is a hill climbing algorithm coupled with a weaker version of the 
simulated annealing algorithm. The temperature is set at 75 and it remains at that temperature until the 
cost is less than 10 and the number of iterations completed is greater than 5. When these conditions are 
met, the temperature is reduced to 25. 

Setting of initial temperature should be dependent on the problem size, the domain of the problem, and the 
l~e~lristic strategy being used to solve the problem. In the GPSS implementation, temperature remains fixed 
for a wide range of solutions. Hence, there is a danger of accepting moves that increase the cost by more 
than 50% of the best found solution. Suppose the best cost is 25 and the new cost is 50. The increment of 
the cost is 25, 100% higher than the best known so h r .  In GPSS, the probability of accepting such a move 
is 0.71, which is very high. The annealing portion is so weak that it allows all sorts of moves with much 
higher cost. This makes the algorithm wander around the search space without any focus in reducing the 
cost. 

3.2 Enhancement of the GPSS Deconfliction Process 
We can improve the resolution of conflicts in GPSS by improving the quality of the solution while 
decreasing the computational cost of obtaining such solutions. In a typical flow, the total number of 
constraint violations will be in the order of several hundreds, and the span of the schedule will be around 85 
days. Very often, a user is interested in getting a conflict free schedule for a selected period of time, say for 
11 days. The current GPSS does not allow such option, instead the deconfliction process selects tasks 
randomly and resolves the conflicts in each iteration. The algorithm may be spending time to resolve 
conflicts at the tail end of the schedule which is currently of much less interest to the user. A $ncing 
cnpnbility will provide the user with the option to select the time period on which to focus, and enable the 
removal of all conflicts occurring during that period. 

With the fencing capability, a user can jnteractively select the time period over which deconfliction takes 
place. The deconfliction algorithm is changed to select only the violated constraints occurring during the 
fencing period. During deconfliction, the violated tasks are moved forward or backward to remove the 
conflicts. The algorithm should make sure that a task cannot be moved before NOW. Further, the 
algorithm tries to keep the tasks inside the fencing windows by storing the tasks moved out of the fencing 
window during deconfliction into a list called try-later. After all the violations are resolved, the algorithm 
tries to schedule the tasks from try-later into the fencing windows without violating the existing schedule in 
the fencing window. 

In addition to the fencing capability, a user would like to have the option to select a certain set of tasks and 
make them static during the deconfliction. This option can be easily implemented. First, the algorithm 
ensures there is no constraint violation among the selected tasks. If constraint violation exists, the 
algorithm reports appropriate error message and rejects the set of tasks. Once the request is accepted, the 
algorithm excludes these fixed set of tasks from the candidates to be moved to get a conflict free schedule. 
It is also possible that there may not be a conflict free schedule once a set of tasks are fixed. 



The current implementation of GPSS does not enforce space capacity constraitlt. Withotrl: sucIr enforcement 
it scheciules tasks in the same time slot even &ough space capaciw constraint is violated. Consider three 
taslts TI, 'Fz, and T3 each rquiring access to the crew module. Assume that TI, T2, and respectivejy 
require 3,2, and 2 technicians and can operate concurrently. If the capacity of the crew module pemits at 
most 4 people at a time, TI, T,, and Tg can not be scheduled during the same time period without vioIating 
the space capacity constraint. GPSS does not enforce such constraint, therefore, it will not report this as n 
violation. This problem can be corrected by adding space capacity constraint to GPSS. The supporting 
implementation will be very much similar to that of resource constraint. 

In addition to providing these capabilities to the user, we can improve the deconfliction process by 
improving the heuristics and decreasing the computational cost. A close examination into the heuristics 
table reveals that GPSS captured many interesting aspects of schedules such as fitness, temporal 
dependency, nearest fix, and cost. The computation of all the parameters except cost will take a constant 
amount of time. Computing the cost of a move is computationally very expensive since it involves de- 
allocation of all the resources for the candidate task, re-allocation of the resource to the task at the new time 
period, and computation of all the violations with the new placement. This is clearly the most expensive 
item in the table. We would like to remove the cost column of the heuristics table and add two other 
heuristic parameters: (1) number of constraints, and (2) ratio of violated constraints to total constraints. 
When a task with only a few constraints is moved, the chance of perturbation to the schedule is smaller 
than the chance incurred when moving a task with many constraints. This column can be normalized as: 

number of constraints 
1 - maximum number of constraints among the conflicting taslts 

When comparing candidates for movement, we must take the percentage of violated requests into 
consideration. A task with a higher percentage of its requests violated should be favored as a potentially 
better candidate to move than the others. 'Illis is captured by the other, similarly normalized parameter. 

The iterative repair method used in GPSS is basically a hill climbing algorithm coupled with simulated 
annealing to avoid local minima. Unfortunately, the simulated annealing as implemented in GPSS is very 
weak. It fixes the temperature at 75 until the cost is less than 10 and there have been at least 5 iterations. 
Suppose the current cost of a schedule is 15 and the new cost as a result of a new move is 30, then this 
move of 100% increase in cost will be accepted with 0.818 probability. Worst yet, it will accept 200% 
increase in cost with 0.67 probability. 

The success of solving a problem using simulated annealing depends on setting the temperature at the 
correct value and gradually cooling it down. When the temperature is set at a higher value, as has been 
done in m S S ,  the algorithm accepts moves with very high cost. Therefore, it may jump around the search 
space without focusing on the most fruitful direction of cost reduction. On the other hand, when the 
temperature is set too low it will not allow reasonable moves that may very well be leading to a better 
solution. 



We reject fixing the temperab~re statically. Instead, we favor setting the temperabre for each set of 
iterations. The initial temperadure is based on the initial cost, say init-cost, percentage of allowable 
increases in cost, say per-incr-cost, with the probability, say p. Then the initial temperahre is equal to: 

Temperature VS Probability 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

Probability 

This graph shows the variation of the initial temperature with the accepting probability for a series of 
increased cost. The series 1, 2 3, 4 and 5, respectively, represent the percentage of increased cost of 1, 5, 
10, 15 and 20. The initial cost is assumed to be 1000. 

4. Summary and Discussion 
We have successfi~lly completed the following overall objectives of the summer research sponsored by 
NASNASEE: (1) to provide an evaluation of a commercially developed version of GPSS for its 
applicability to the KSC ground processing problem; (2) to work with the KSC GPSS development team 
and provide enhancements to the existing software. 

We have successfully installed and made an initial evaluation of PRA from Red Pepper Software for its 
suitability for scheduling ground processing activities. The models supplied with PRA do not support 
ground processing scheduling. It is a non-trivial task to build a model that supports ground processing 
scheduling activities rising tlte P M  shell and SPL, their proprietary Scheduling Programming Lanmage. 



We then focused on irr~proving and enl~aslcing the ground processing scheduling system (GPSS). GPSS 
consists of a user interface and an engine. Major functional units of the engine are temporaI propagation 
and deconfliction of violations. A modified version of the Waltz algorithm is used for propagating 
temporal constraints. The conflict resolution of the engine forms the bulk of the cognitive and 
computational complexity of the engine. The perfoma~lce of deconfliction can be improved by improving 
the quality of the solution without sacrificing the con~putational cost. We have investigated into the fencing 
capability, and space capacity constraint and have provide some insight of how this capability can be 
implemented. 

During deconfliction, GPSS selects a task and moves it to an interval where it can be scheduled without 
any violation. GPSS uses a set of heuristics to determine which task to move among the tasks in conflicts. 
The current GPSS system captures important parameters. We have added two more parameters that help 
to make a better decision. 

The deconfliction process of GPSS is a hill climbing method coupled with a weak simulated annealing 
implenletltation. The temperature for the annealing process is fixed at 75, and it is brought down to 25 
after achieving some conditions. We propose a formula that determines the initial temperature based on: 
(1) the initial cost, and (2) the tolerance limit wit11 which one is willing to accept a higher cost in order to 
avoid local minima. We have also laid down procedures to gradually cool down the temperature as the 
algorithm improves the solution. 

We have implemented the resource deconfliction portion of the GPSS in common LISP using its object 
oriented features. We have used the LISP profile prototype code, which was developed by the GPSS 
reverse engineering group, as a building block to our implementation. Our prototype will help the GPSS 
developers re-engineer the deconfliction portion in C t t .  It corrects and extends some of the deficiencies of 
the current production version, plus it uses and builds on the classes from the development team's profile 
prototype, which they are now porting to Ctt- .  

We feel that the resource deconfliction can be further improved by moving only a portion of a conflicted 
task if the resource is not dedicated to it, instead of moving the complete task as has been presently 
implemented in GPSS. Further investigation is required to substantiate the claim and fine tune the 
implementation. 

The heuristics table is very static, and the normalization process is somewhat arbitrary. To fine-tune the 
weight of the table, an extensive experiment must be conducted. Use of an artificial neural network seems 
to be a promising approach to set the weights of the heuristics table so that the system can make better 
decisions about which tasks to move. 

We have looked into some of the modeling capabilities provided by GPSS. Ure are intrigued, for instance, 
by the configuration requirements and effects. Suppose there are three tasks TI , T2 , and Tj which all 
require the bay area to be open. Assume that TI and T3 are mutually exclusive, that is, they cannot be 
performed concurrently. A user models TI and T3 with the requirement 'bay area open', and the effect 
'cleared' that persists from beginning to end. The attribute here is 'bay area9, which can be in an 'open' or 
a 'cleared' state. The effect here is not at all causal as one would suspect. TI and T3 are modeled as 
having an effect of 'cleared' to ensure the mutual exclusion. This modeling will not permit T2 to be carried 



out concurrently with either TI or T3. An in-depth study is required to provide a flexible way to nlorEel 
tasks and their behaviors naturally. 
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Several. mospherie e l e d c i ~  smdies were begun ut VHF lighhning data obtded wich dke 
L i g h k g  Detec~on and Ranging System (LDAR) at MSC. The L D m  system uses differences in 
the tirne of arrival of electromagnetic noise generated by the lightning process to seven armtennas to 
calculate very accurate three dimensional locations of lightning. New software was developed to 
obtain the source location of multiple, shultaneous, and spatially separated lightning signatures. 
Three studies were begun this summer utilizing this data and are: (I) VHF observations of 
shultaneous lightning, (2) ground-based VHF observations of TIPPs, and (3) properties of intra- 
cloud recoil streamers. The principle result of each of these studies are: (1) lightning commonly 
occurs in well separated (2-50 km) regions simultaneously, (2) large amplitude pairs of VHF 
pulses are commonly observed on the ground but had not been previously identified due to the 
large number of signals usually observed in the VHF noise of close lightning, and (3) that VHF Q- 
noise and pulse signatures associated with K-changes within intracloud lightning propagate at 
velocities of >lo8 mjs. The interim results of these three studies are reviewed in this brief report. 
The results of these studies will be submitted to Geophysical Research Letters and the Journal of 
Geophysical Research. 



LTGHTMNG STUBmS USING VElF WAVJIEFOM DATA 

Mark B. Moldwlin, Brent M. Goode, and Cwl L. Lemoal 

Kennedy Space Center (KSC), the 45th Space Command at Cape Canaveral Air Station 
(CCAS), and the National Weather Service (NWS) in Melbourne operate extensive and 
sophisticated meteorological and atmospheric physics instrumentation and systems to help support 
the launch activities at KSC (the shuttle) and CCAS (unmanned rockets). One of these systems is 
the Lightning Detection and Ranging (LDAR) system developed at KSC [I]. This system is used 
operationally to assist in making Lightning warnings and advisories at KSC and CCAS areas. The 
system uses differences in the time of arrivals (DTOA) at seven stations of VHF (66 MHz) 
electromagnetic radiation generated in the lightning process. The DTOAs are converted to the three- 
dimensional location of the source of the radio noise [2,3]. This method is demonstrated in Figure 
1. The radio source is assumed to be a point source that radiates isotropically. The radio signal then 
propagates out in a spherical pattern intercepting the different stations at different times. By 
knowing the relative locations of the 6 remote sites compared to the central site, six time 
differences can be determined. Any combination of three stations ideally would give you the (X, 
Y, Z) location of the source, however due to uncertainties in the timing, some combinations of 
sites give better results due to an effect known as the geometric dilution of precision (GDOPs) [4]. 
We have tested several algorithms to determine the best estimate of the source location using the 20 
combinations of four stations possible with a seven antenna array. We found that a method similar 
to the one utilized by the LDAR system [5] works the best. The new system has been termed 
"TIPPs" since it was designed to study trans-ionspheric pulse pairs [6] .  However, in our effort to 
study TIPPs we found that the system is also able to study several other phenomena as well. 
Therefore this report is divided into four sections. The first three sections describe the initial results 
from three studies and the fourth section summarizes some of the calibration results. The final 
results of these studies will be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research and reprints will 
be given to the NASA/ASEE office when available. In this report only very brief summaries of the 
later two science projects are presented. 

2. VHF OBSERVATIONS OF SIMULTANEOUS (SYMPATHETIC?) LIGJ3TNING 

2.1 Introduction 

Visual observations from space of thunderstorms have shown that lightning flashes often 
occur simultaneously (to the eye) from well-separated regions and that the onset of one flash often 
appears to precipitate or trigger others over a wide area [7]. The latter phenomena has been termed 
"sympathetic" or "associated" lightning [8]. Mazur, using VHF radar, defined "associated" 
lightning as a sequence of echoes from lightning separated by at least 1 km and separated by less 
than 200 ms in time. He demonstrated for events that occur within 200 ms of one another that the 
probability that the events are independent and randomly occurring is very small. 

The question that arises from such observations is what is the cause of the association 
between sympathetic lightning flashes. We utilized the Lightning Detection and Ranging (LDAR) 
system at KSC to determine the locations of W F  lightning signals during one severe winter storm 
that passed over the LDAR system on 30 April, 1996. We found that within our 200 ps window 
42% (41 of 98 records) of our triggered events contained a lightning signal located at least 2 km 
from the c.rigger event. Of course the second VHF signal maybe due to a conthuation of the same 
flash since it is co on to observe multiple VHF signals wihin a 200 ps window [e.g., 31. 



However, shce we h o w  the location of the source of the VHF noise and the thedelay betweal 
the arsrhd sf the s i la l s  to the L D M  system, we cm esthate a velociq of propaga~on if the two 
sources are related. Typic& VHF propagation veloci~es observed for hQa-cloud step leaders m 
several t h e s  10' m/s. merefore by ex " ' g the apparent propagation velocity we can a8empt to 

ate between observing two parts of the same flash and two separated flashes. Though we 
cannot uniquely determine the source mechanism of sympathetic lightning, we can. resirah die 
possible causes. Mazur [8] hypothesized that associated lightning maybe caused by the 
interdependence of electric fields between neighboring electrically active cells (EACs) in a rnullicell 
thunderstorm. Specifically it was thought that the collapse of an electric dipole in one of the 
neighboring EACs due to a lightning flash would cause an electric field pulse which could trigger a 
neighboring cell. This study can test this hypothesis by examining whether an electromagnetic 
pulse has the time to propagate between spatially separated W s .  

2.2 Observations and Methodology 

LDAR is a passive may of seven antennas that detect VHF pulses at 66 MHz with a 
bandwidth of 6 MHz. The antennas are sensitive to both horizontally and vertically polarized 
signals and are separated from 7 to 10 krn from a central site (See Figure 1). The system and its 
performance are described in [4], [5] and [I] and therefore details of its operation are not given 
here. Though the hardware used in this study is the LDAR system, a new revised data management 
and new software routines are used. These software changes allow us to analyze the VHF 
waveform data in 200 ps windows with a sampling rate of 50 ns. The new software also aides in 
the selection of the "correct" pulses observed at the different stations hence alleviating one of the 
major disadvantages of long-baseline VHF time-of-arrival systems [9]. This disadvantage, namely 
the difficulty in identifying VHF pulses from two or more simultaneous separated sources because 
the pulses can arrive in a different order at each receiver, is alleviated by having the computer help 
pick the correct peaks depending on an initial "best guess." This semi-automated routine allows 
one to calculate the 3-Dimensional locations of virtually all the identifiable pulses within one 200 
ps window. This is the first system with this capability and allows us to determine the locations of 
multiple VHF signals separated by only a few microseconds. 

Though our sampling rate is 20 MHz (50 ns time resolution), we use a "zero-stuffing" 
technique [e.g., 101 to increase our effective time resolution to approximately 6 ns. This is 
accomplished by interpolation using packing in the frequency domain. The total uncertainty in our 
timing is however approximately 30 ns due to errors in such factors as the speed of the VHF 
propagation in air, transmission line delays, noise, bandwidth, the geometry of the antenna array 
with respect to the position of the source (Geometric Dilution of Precision or GDOPs) and 
quantizing. The main contributor to the error is the uncertainty in calculating the transmission line 
delays (or K-factors). We use a lightning simulator located at a known source near the central site 
to de the K-factors for each of the six remote sites. Due to noise in the signals and 
qumtizing the exact timing of the calibration signal has an uncertainty which is typically 10-15 ns. 
h e  to having m may of 7 antennas we effectively have 20 codigurations of 4 antennas to do 
ranging. This almost virtually assures us of having a combination with good GDOPs to complete 
our calculations. The lightning simulator allows us to remove any bias or systematic errors from 
our analysis so we are left with only the random errors outlined above. The system is triggered 
when a signal is received at the central site that has an mplimde above a preset level. This level 
was set fairly high, so the pulses triggered were probably large intracloud pulses emilted during the 
initial or active phase Ell, and 121 and have been associated with fmt slreanaers w i t h  the cloud 
[3] (though some of the signals move at very high speeds which have been associated with remm 
stroke recoil s@eamers). Data are saved to disk 5 p prior to the trigger event aPld 185 p after. h e  
to the spachg of the may, mangr more &an one signd can fall w i t h  tGs 200 ps window. Shce 
we save the waveom &ta we can inspect each record and dete e the h&vidu;a% peaks which 



correspond to a single event as observed at each station. This gives us 6 time delays from the 6 
pairs of statiom (each remote site cohnpaned to the a ~ v d  at the site). mom this we have 6 
equations and t h e  owns. 'Pherefore any 3 equa~ons (or combination of k e e  sites) gives us 
a solution of X9U9 Z for the source. However, due to the errors in t and to the GDOPs, not 
dl combinations necessarily give a good solution. We calculate the lighming location for each of 
the 20 combinations of three equations and filer out the sites witli bad GDOPs. The algoritf-urn used 
is similar to the LBAR algorithm [4] except that we initially utilize all 20 combinations whereas 
LDAR uses the 2 combinations that have the best overall GDOPs if their solutions agree within 
5%. 

A typical set of waveform data from this storm is shown in Figure 2. The seven panels 
show from bottom to top the signal from the central site (site 0) to site 6. Notice the sequence of 
distinct pulses that arrive at the different stations at different times. We use this time delay 
information and the known locations of the 7 sites to determine the 3-dimensional (X,Y,Z) location 
of the VHF noise source. For sources within approximately 15 km of the central site the accuracy 
is within 1% in X, and Y and 2% in Z. For events that occur within the baseline of the array, the 
uncertainty is on the order of 10s of meten. 
For the interval shown in Figure 2 twelve pulses have been identified and their locations and 
absolute time differences determined. The locations are giving in Table 1. Note that pulses K and E 
are located 11.47 km apart while pulse pair H and I were located coincidentally in space (within 
the errors). The two pairs (KL) and (HI) are examples of two types of multiple signals we typically 
see in our 200 p window. Pair IU is an example of apparently separate lightning flashes while HT 
are examples of multiple signals from the same flash as reported by [3, 5, 131. We also 
occasionally trigger on Q-noise which 13, 141 attributes to recoil streamers preceding K-changes in 
intracloud lightning flashes. The properties of Q-noise is examined separately and is described in 
section 4. 

2.3 Main Result 

We examined the major amplitude pulses observed in ninety-eight 200 ps records obtained 
during the 30 April, 1996, winter thunderstorm. For each set of pulses observed at all 7 sites we 
calculated its 3-dimensional location relative to the central observing site, the relative time delay 
between it and any subsequent pulses, the amplitude, the absolute time of the pulse, and the 
apparent propagation velocity between each possible combination of pulse pairs. On average we 
identified 2.3 1 VHF lightning discharges per record. As seen in Figure 2 however, it should be 
noted that there is often many other pulses observed that were not identified due to changing 
amplitude of the signal between stations, proximity to other pulses, presence of Q-noise, or having 
the signal arrive prior to opening or after the closing of the 200 p window. 

Figure 3 shows a histogram of the number of 200 ps records that contained 1, 2, 3, or 
more separate lightning signals within the record. Most records contained multiple signals but from 
the same source, though 42% of the records contained signals coming from well separated 
sources. 

We have found that it is common to observe multiple lightning discharge VHF signals from 
well separated (2-50 km) sources within several 10s of ps of each other. We present these results 
as evidence of simultaneous lightning in a winter multicell thunderstorm. The natural question that 
arises from these observations is if these lightning discharges are dependent or independent of one 
another. Mazur [8] demonstrated that the interdependence hypothesis fails for lightning flashes that 
begin within about 200 ms of each other and are separated by at least 1 km to the 5% confidence 
level. Because of our non-continuous records we cannot uniquely determine the start of the 
lightning flash (i.e., we don't know if we triggered at the first pulse of the Bash or somewhere in 
the middle). Therefo~ we c m o t  directly extend Marem's results to our data. However we do 
demom&ate that mdtiple flashes do ofien occur sihndtaneously in h e  over extended distances. 



The next qestion that arises is if tffey tire depenknt, what is the rnechanisnn of &eh relations~p? 
We suggest two possibgities; (1) as suggested by [8], an mB is launched from one EAC to 
mother chmghg the e l e c ~ c  field cof imra~on in such a way as to ~ g g e r  the second Eghknhg 
discharge, m d  (2) a exm- tenes~d  source such as a cosmic ray shower passkg tlxougta two 
widely sepaated EACs generating new iornization t r d s  which leads to lighming dischmges. 

3. GROUND OBSERVAaZONS OF TIPPs 

TIPPs were originally observed from space using a broadband VHF radio receiver on die 
Alexis sateuite [GI. They are chwacteked by a pair of dispersed (in frequency) signals separated 
from one mother by 4 to 100 p (with a median of 50 ps). Their VHF source power is estimated 
to be considerably stronger than typical lightning discharges (about 100 kW compared to the 1- 
1000 W for typical lightning). Though the source mechanism of the signals could not be 

d it was suggested they came from thunderstorms and perhaps were related to sprites, 
jets, elves, or terrestrial gamma-ray bursts observed in the upper atmosphere. In observations of 
close ligh$ring (within 15 krn) there are multitude of pulses and Q noise trains within a 200 ps 
window (see Figure 2). However, as the thunderstorm moves away from the LDAR system the 
number of pulses (particularly Q noise pulses) rapidly diminish. This suggests that Q noise maybe 
an electrostatic process that falls off as the inverse cube of the distance. This is in contrast to ER/I 
ra&ation signals whose fields fall off as l/R. (However, this fall off with distance may be due to 
the fierent relative weakness of Q-noise compared to pulses). For lightning far away froin the 
system several examples of large amplitude, pulse pair signals have been observed. The 
characteristics of the pulse pairs such as pulse duration, and inter-pulse timing are identical for 
those found for TIPPs. However, a distribution of the source power of these signals show that 
they are considerably weaker than those estimated for TIPPs. Despite this difference, we suggest 
that nPPs  are just radio observations of very energetic pulse paired lightning. The open question 
that remains is what lightning process occurs in pairs? 

4.3-93, NLABPmG OF VERY FAST INTRACLOUD RECOIL S m A M E R S  

Recoil streamers associated with ground retum strokes have been found to have the highest 
propagation velocity of any lightning phenomena typically exceeding one-third the speed of light 
[9]. The TIPPs system offers the first 3 dimensional velocity information of these events since 
earlier estimates were made photographically or with interferometers which could only make 2D 
measurements. We found that recoil streamers travel at approximately 2 x 10' rn/s and travel 
several kilometers at a time with no marked stepping. This phenomena has been observed by (3'9 
using a VWF DTOA system and [IS] using VHF interferometric techniques. However, the former 
identiiied this phenomena with Q-noise trains. We found that this phenomena has both Q-noise and 
pulse wavefoms. In addition, we observed Q-noise pulses of <lo ps duration whereas in a 
histogram of 310 Q-noise durations [3] demonstrated that he found none of that short a duration 
(though in one of his examples he presents a 7 ps Iong Q-noise burst). We were able to map the 
propagation of several of these recoil streamers over many kilometers and found that the appmnt 
velocity betwleen pulses remained fairly constant along a single path. 

describes the miscellmeous tasks that were completed. The 
nted md debugged. The j i~er  (a measure of the wacefa& 

the stmdzd deviation of &e X, Y, and Z vdues for the different mtema combhations used in the 
solution. A Grid SearcWhea k m t  Squares dgor$thna was developed and compared to the 
""LDM' aaaehod. lit was found that the LDBR sofutioras were eq11aP to this more computationallgr 



intemive mecbod uskg e&bration data. New K-factors were detemhed and are listed in the 
SS ZL p r o p m .  A c&brattion power c w e  for Site 0 was ma& to d e t e n ~ e  che; 

absolute eelec~c field a-mpLihsdes for the XPPs study. It was found that the relationskp between 
counts and power followed the following h e a r  relation 

dB(above a microvoit) = (count + 426.71)/7%. i 65 
(1) 

The antenna response pattern changes with elevation angle and was estimated to follow the 
following linear relationship from 30 to 0 degrees 

dB = [30-elevation angle] x (0.40) (2) 

or 11.87 dB fall off from 30 to 0 degrees. The antenna response is from 0-1 dBi from 90 to 30 
degrees. 
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Table 1. The locations of the pulses identified in Figure 2. 



Figure I. The locations of the seven LDAR sites on KSC and the location of the EMP as it 
propagates out from a exatnple lightning pulse. 



Figure 2. Bn example EDAR "TIPPs" waveform plot. The plot contains 200 /JS of data and shows 
the data from the central site (bottom) through the 6th remote site. 
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Fi,oure 3. A h i s t o g m  showing the distribution of records that contained multiple pulses. 
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ABSTRACT 

A scbIieren apparatus using a bacteriorhodopsin film as an adaptive image grid with white Light 
i l lukat ion is demonstrated for the first h e .  The time dependent spectral properties of the film 
are characterized. Potential applications include a single-ended schlieren system for leak detection. 



Remote imaging of leaks is needed at large industrial complexes including, for example, the space 
shuttle launch facilities at Kennedjj Space Center. Eackscatter/Absorption Gas Imaging (BAGI) 
[I] is useless for gases which lack strong IR absorption, such as 02 ,  Hz, He, and N2. This and 
other laser techniques, e.g. Raman imaging, may be dangerous for personnel and equipment. A 
system using white light, preferably ambient light, is desirable. 

The schlieren method is well established for viewing plumes of foreign gases in air[2]. The test 
region is sandwiched between a source grid and its negative, onto which the source grid is imaged 
using appropriate optics. Only rays deflected by a plume in the test region may pass the image 
grid. These rays are used to image the plume. By thus eliminating the uninteresting background, 
the signal-to-noise is greatly enhanced, and otherwise invisible plumes appear in high-contrast 
detail. 

All usual schlieren set-ups sandwich the test region between optics, which limit the field of view to 
industrially uninteresting scales. Peale and Summers[3] showed that the optics on one side can be 
replaced by a high contrast pattern on flexible reflecting cloth. A zoom lens images the pattern onto 
its negative. This scheme can be scaled to large fields of view with only modest cost increases, in 
principle. An obvious extension of this idea is to substitute a naturally occurring high contrast 
scene for the pattern-cloth combination, thereby creating a single-ended schlieren system. The 
negative can be photographic, but exposure, development, reinsertion, and realignment are time 
consuming operations, during which the scene and its illumination may change. 

Erasable photochromic films offer an attractive alternative. Films of bacteriorhodopsin (BR) from 
the purple membrane of Halobacterium Halobium are promising because larger absorbance 
changes and more cycles can be achieved than with man-made photochromic chemicals[4]. In the 
simplest model, the BR ground state (bR state) has a strong absorption in the yellow-green. 
Absorption by this band pumps BR into its long-lived excited M-state, which absorbs in the blue. 
Thus, a negative of a scene in blue light can be created in a BR film using yellow-green light. 

Downie has demonstrated a BR schlieren apparatus using blue and green laser light [5]. Use of 
white light and color filters was unsuccessful, however. We demonstrate successful white-light 
BR schlieren with performance only 2 times worse than a traditional schlieren apparatus. Our 
system is sufficiently sensitive to observe the heat waves generated by the human body. This 
result is a first step in realizing a truly single-ended remote imaging system for leaks using white 



light. A variety of laboratory applications can also be envisioned. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

Transmission spectra were collected using a diverging incandescent source, a 400 to 700 nrn 
variable interference filter having 20 ntn bandwidth, and a large area photovoltaic detector. Low 
intensity measurements were performed with this set up by placing the BR film just in front of the 
detector where the beam spot size is about 2 cm. Here, no time dependence is observed in the 
transmission. Higher intensity measurements were performed by placing the film just after the 
interference filter where the spot size is still just a few mm, and strong time dependence is 
observed. Data were recorded on a strip chart recorder. 

Time dependent transmission data were also recorded using a variety of blue-violet band pass 
filters, long pass filters, and a common flood lamp. This source and two of the filters were used 
subsequently for schlieren experiments. A large-area Si detector was used in photovoltaic mode 
with a variety of low impedance load resistors to maintain linear response. The output was 
recorded on a stsip chart. Neutral density filters were moved from front to back of the BR film to 
provide a range of incident intensities at the BR film while keeping the average intensity at the 
detector constant 

Standard schlieren optics in the configuration shown in Fig. 2.1 collected images of a variety of 
phase objects for comparison with BR schlieren. The BR schlieren set up is shown schematically 
in Fig. 2.2. A ground glass plate diffused the flood lamp illumination and reduced UV emissions. 
The heat absorbing filter was Schott KG2. The long pass filter was Schott OG550. The blue- 
violet band pass was Schott BG12, which was combined with a neutral density filter having an 
optical density of 1. The 19-inch, six-foot focal length spherical *or imaged the source grid 
either onto the image grid (Fig. 2.1) or onto the bacteriorhodopsin film (Fig. 2.2). The grid(s) 
were Ronchi ruling(s) having SO lines per inch from Edmund Scientific. A Javelin JE2062IR 
black-and-white ccd camera monitored the test region, which was located just in front of the 
spherical mirror. A zoom lens optimally fW the camera image plane with the test region. 

The bacteriorhodopsh film was obtained from Bend Research and had a nominal optical density of 
2.8 at 570 rim (absorbance of 6 5 ) .  The wild-type BR was incased in polyvinyl alcohol to form a 
-100 pm film The nominal M-state lifetime was 1 to 5 s. 



Fig. 2.1. Schematic of standard schlieren optics. a) Source; b) diffuser; c) source grid; d) 
spherical mirror; e) phase object; f) image grid; g) camera with zoom lens. 

Fig. 2.2. Schematic of a bacteriorhodopsin schlieren set-up. a) Source; b) diffuser; c) heat- 
absorbing liter; d) source grid; e) spherical mirror; f) filter holder with two interchangeable filters; 
g) bacteriorhodopsin film, h) zoom lens; i) camera; j) phase object. 



The relevant optical propegies of our BR film were chaacterized fist. Fig. 3.3 presenls 
absorbance spectra. The solid circles were taken at an intensity sufficiently low (hat no time 
dependence of the transmission was observed. The cross symbols in Fig. 3.3 give the absorbance 
spectrum immediately after completion of a higher-intensity bleach transient using 525 nm light. 
Since BR has no absorption at 1 pm, the experimental absorbance at 1 pm was subtracted to 
eliminate contributions of reflection and scattering. After the bleach, tlne absorbance is eve~ywhere 
lower except near 400 nm. The solid diamond symbols in Fig. 3.3 represent the difference in the 
two curves, which reveal the decreased absorbance in the yellow-green region and the increased 
absorption in the blue-violet. These changes result from the light induced population of the BR 
metasQble M--state. 

+ After 525 run bleaclt 

400 440 480 520 560 600 
Wavelength (nrn) 

Fig. 3.3. Absorbance spectra before and after creation of M-state population in the 
bacteriorhodopsin film and their difference. 

Fig. 3.4 shows the recovery dynamics of the bR-state absorption near 550 nm. The solid symbols 
show the absorbance normalized to its maximum value as a function of time spent in the dark after 
completion of a bleaching transient. A half life of about 10 s is observed for this recovery. The ' 
open symbols show the absorbance as a function of time spent under 450 nrn illurnination. These 



data reved the well. hewn effect that wavelengfis coincident with M-state absorption hasten Ma- 
state degcpiilation [4]. Shce  sckfiesen results are t&ea with blue light, Fig" 3.4 shows that the 
read light should be afienuatd if long read times are required. 

Fig. 3.4. Recovery dynamics of bacteriorhodopsin ground-state absorption in the dark and with 
blue illumination. 

Fig. 3.5 compares the eficiency of different bleaching-wavelengths on the 400 rim absorbance 
change vs. intensity. Long-pass filters for writing and a 400 nm band-pass filter for reading were 
used. The shorter wavelengths included with the 475 nm long-pass filter result in a smaller change 
at 400 nm. These shorter wavelengths may be absorbed by the tail of the M-stare absorption, thus 
helping to reduce its population. 

Fig. 3.3 suggests that the largest absorbance increases occur at 400 nm or below. However, 
wavelengths below 400 nm should give only smaller changes[4]. This was tested using 550 nm 
long-pass filter and a number of blue-violet band pass filters. Fig. 3.6 presents the results, where 
the read wavelength is given for each solid symbol. The largest absorbance increases are 
~ o ~ r r n e d  to occur near 400 m. 

Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 reveal that the best filter combination for the schlieren experiments is the 550 nm 
long-pass for writing the image grid and the 400 nm band pass for reading it. The largest expected 
absorbance change at the read wavelength is about 1.3. An additional observation is the 
appeamce of an o p h u m  intensity well below the film's damage threshold. This phenomenon is 
unexplained by the simple two state model but is consistently observed. 



Intensity (arb. units) 

Fig. 3.5. Absorbance change at 400 nrn as a function of intensity for different write filters. 

I~~lensily (arb. units) 

Fig. 3.6. Absorbance change at various read wavelengths as a f u n c ~ o n  of intensity using a 550 
nrn long pass as the ~ t e  filitets, 



Fig. 3-7 presents BR ssfieren resulB for r low velocity flow of He gas. Turbulence is observd, 
I d e n ~ b l e  re@ons are daker on the left side and Lighter on the right since schLieren is sensi&ive to 
index graden& which change sign. when going across symmetnic phase objects. For reprographic 
purposes, this image was processed with a ramp filter to enhance the contrast. Original digital data 
can be obtained by contacting the authors. In this experiment, a 1: 1 image of the source grid was 
bleached into the BR film at an intensity sufficient to cause an absorbance change of 0.8 at 400 nm. 
The bleaching time was 10 s. The phase object was absent from the test region while writing the 
image grid. Then read filter and the phase object were simultaneously inserted, and an image of 
the test region was immediately recorded. Real time images of the test region were observed on a 
video monitor. While observing in the blue, the picture gradually brightened, and the contrast of 
the phase objects gradually faded to invisibility after several minutes. Then a reference image was 
collected. -- 

Fig. 3.7. Bacteriorhodopsin schlieren image of a low velocity He gas plume. 

Fig. 3.8 presents an intensity profile across a portion of the unprocessed image taken immediately 
after the write procedure (lower heavy trace). It shows intensity variations of -10% with spatial 
frequencies of a few tens of profile points. This is compared with a profile taken several minutes 
later (upper heavy trace). The long time profile reveals an overall increase in the transmission of 
the back~orhodopsin film and the nearly complete fading of the intensity variations that 

the phase object, Also included is a profile taken with our standard schlieren set-up 
(faint trace). A slrong slope to the baseline is observed because the phase object was located near 



the edge of the field of view. The short peiod btensity v ~ a t i o n s  are only about 2 times larger 
&m the results ob~ ined  using BR. This suggests that BR schliesen can ?x m ssensi5ve as sfmdard 
schliesen but with the advanQges of adapbbiIity and automatic image-@d alignment. 

H e  Jet 

100 ,1 
0 50 100 150 200 

Profile point 

Fig. 3.8. Image profiles for the low velocity He plume. The thin curve is from standard schGeren 
results. Thick curves are from bacteriorhodopsin immediately after the write procedure (lower) 
and several minutes later (upper). 

4. SUMMARY 
An adaptive schlieren apparatus using bacteriorhodopsin films as the medium for writing 

image grids has been demofistrated using white light as the illumination source for the f is t  time. 
An image a He gas plume revealed only 2 times less sensitivity than a standard schlieren apparatus. 
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ABSTRACT 

Activities this summer consisted of two projects that involved computer simulation of bioregenerative life 
support systems for space habitats. Students in the Space Life Science Training Progr~m (SLSTP) used the 
simulation, SpaceStation, to learn about relationships between humans, fish, plants and microorganisms in a 
closed environment. One student, Ed Eaton, completed a six week project to modify the simulation by 
converting the microbes from anaerobic to aerobic, and then balancing the simulation's Life support system. 
A detailed computer simulation of a closed l u m  station using bioregenerative life support was attempted, bur 
there was not enough known about system restraints and cclnstants in plant growth, bioreactor design for 
space habitats and food preparation to develop an integrated model with any confidence. Instead of a completed 
detailed moclel wid1 broad assumptions concerning the unknown system parameters, a kame work for an 
integrated model was outlined, and work begun on plant and bioreactor simulations. The NASA sponsors and 
the summer Fellow were satisfied with progress made during the LO weeks, and we have planned future 
cooperative work. 



Modeling Advance Life Support Systems 

I. Introduction 
Scientists and engineers within the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) are conducting 
research which will lead to the development of advanced life-support systems that use plants, and microbes to 
solve long term life-support problems in space (1). The Controlled Ecological Life-Support System 
(CELSS) is a complex, extensively-controlled, bioengineered system for human life support. It relies on 
plants, and microbes to perform gas exchange and fc-od and potable water reclamahon to supply principal 
elements needed for human existence. 

Information on gas exchange of plants in controlled environments is vital for assessing the use of crops for 
human life-support in closed space habitats. Fortson et al. (2) studied gas exchange and biomass production 
for wheat stands (Triticurn aestivurn L. c.v. Yecora Rojo) grown from planting to maturity in a 20 m2 
canopy area closed growth chamber. They determined that more biomass is needed to produce oxygen than to 
produce food grain. 

A single-person demonstration unit was developed by Owens and Hall (3) to evaluate ecological processes and 
hardware requirements necessary to assess feasibility and to define design criteria. The system consisted of a 1 

m2 plant growth area, a 500 1 fish culture tank, and computerized monitoring and control hardware. Nutrients 
in the hydroponic solution were derived from fish metabolites and fish food leachate. 

Strayer (4) characterized the microbial constituents of the CELSS Biomass Production Chamber during 
production tests of hydroponically-grown crops of wheat and soybeans. Bacterial and fungal viable counts 
were determined for the hydroponic solution, dehumidifier condensate water, and atmosphere. 

Corey and Wheeler (5)  measured gas exchange in the Biomass Production Chamber for various combinations 
of plants and fish. They described the life-support needs for humans in space in their manuscript. 

The computer simulation, SpaceStationO, uses simplified relationships and typical steady-state values defined 
by the CELSS researchers cited above. SpaceStationO biology consists of the organisms- plants, fish, 
people and microbes- that share four quantities: oxygen, carbon dioxide, water and organic waste. The 
SpaceStationO biology modeled in the program is highly interrelated. 

In the simulation, the people consume oxygen, fish protein and cereal grain, and they produce carbon dioxide 
and organic waste (in water passed to the fish). The fish consume oxygen and cereal grain, and they produce 
carbon dioxide, organic waste (in water passed to the microbes) and protein. The microbes consume carbon 
dioxide and organic waste and produce oxygen and plant nuhients (in water passed to the plants). The plants 
consume carbon dioxide and plant nutrients and produce oxygen and cereal grain. The growth and/or death of 
any organism depends on the state of the other organisms in the system. 

People and fish share the oxygen and cereal w i n  in the station, and both produce carbon dioxide and organic 
waste. Both people and fish will suffer (slower growth or death) if the quantities of oxygen or grain decrease 
too far, or if carbon dioxide or organic waste accumulate excessively. The interaction between people and fish 
is complicated by the predator 1 prey relationship. 



'fie iniemcbion between piants axid 8nfcmbes a less complicakd, Tirc pIaafs and microbes sfrue the ca~"h?~i  
dioxide in the staeion, The plants 81e d e ~ n d e n t  on the m i c r o h  to cortvea or;ganic wasbe inln pkaslt nutE-ients, 
ad the mimds &at produce be olgmic waste depend on dre plmw for food. 

The s&&d god of  he sirniiiatinra is for the s~~!iarak life-slrpysax)~ manager cktange food md water ;tSHm;ttiorls 
between people, fish and plaits to keep she system in balance when disruptions occur due to human mivais 

es from the station. The shdat ion objectives m to: 
L .  n-iai~~ain a suitable envkonment for people cn the st;ition 
2. maintain suitable environinents for fish, microbes and plants, and 
3. minimize changes in fish, microbe and piant populations. 

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS AND RESULTS 
Project I: Using Spacesadon with SL,STP studerits (wilh Colleen Loader) 
The Advance Life Support seccion of Biomedical Operations hosted eleven coblege students in the Space Life 
Science Training Prog~am (SLSTP). Ouh god was to introduce concepts related to system dynamics and 
engineering design in biological systems to the students. 

Earrly in the six week program, I presented a two 11ow workshop on the relationship between people, fish, 
plants and microbes in a closed envkoment, in llae use of Spacfitarion, and gave a design exercise to 
determine how much crew fluctmdon the slation cadd accommodale and remain in eeologicd balance. 
Teams of three students were tasked lo dekmiine the n t a~mum number of people who could enter or leave the 
station, and needed changes to the envkomental control system. We did not get a chance to meet again as a 
group to heax team reports. 

I also rnentered Edward Eaton, a ceramic engineerkig junior a6 Ftutg.cn University, in his student project. Ed 
chiingt=d the Spacabation sims~ladon by converting ihc microbes from anaerobic to aerobic. This change 
rneant dzat h e  microbes began to consume oxygen rather &an produce h e  gas. In his presentation to the 
SLSTP students, Ed listed key concepts he gained during the project: 

Biological systems are complex, time variant and nonlinear 
Different time constants in varioias organisms made balancing life ssuppn difficult 
Negative feedback control stabilizes populations 
Need to infer the ui~observable from what is observable 

Project 2: Sim~ilation of a Lunar Station (with Alan Brysae )  
The second project 1 was involved with was so write a computer simulation of the biomass and related energy 
flows through a bioregenemtive life support system for a lunar station. A lunar station was selected over the 
International Space Station (lSS), a Mars m s i t  vehicle or a Mars station bemuse the Iunar mission duration 
and &stance from Ear& wodd preclude ffequent restlpply as is possible with the ISS, and yet is not as f a  in 
the future as a Mars mission. The god of the project was to undersearad Lhe dynamics of biomass and relared 
energy tmspofl in a doscd syskm. 

To meek his  god, we planned tn deve2op a andel based on the science develop& in the a L S S  Bradboard 
projecr. We would consult with irle engheers and scienGsrs viorEng on @f;,LcLS projwu to deternine system 
paraalekrs md cofastanB. O~;ICG ejlc 1n0del wits c~mpIe td ,  it$ ~ T ~ ~ c L ~ Q I ~ s  wodd be compared to other models, 
md the dbEferences in8 rnoclel p~dicficjns ir.,n~aldl ahern sive diraiislx to the asurnpiions made in developing efic 
&Reixnr models. 



Once we began to implement this plan, I soon realized that the integrated model envisioned was not possible 
at this time. Critical relationships in Plant and Bioreactor systems intended for space are not defined, or 
system parameters x e  not known. The engineers and scientists hvollved with CELSS (as well as myself) 
were skeptical that the integrated model would accurately estimate system dynamics. Conversation with Russ 
Fortson, Lockheed Corp. based at JSC, indicated that a model that was used by design engineers at KSC and 
JSC would be most useful. Consultation with engineers and scientists at JSC was needed to gain their 
support of the simulation. In addition, expertise in crew requirements and physical-chemical systems was at 
Johnson Space Center. Every indication we had was that an integrated simulation developed using only 
CELSS expertise and current knowledge would not be accepted or used. 

Clearly, I needed to redefine my goals for the summer. My long term goal is to develop an integrated 
computer simulation of a lunar station that uses a combination of bioregenerative and physical-chemical life 
support systems. My revised goal for this summer was to lay the groundwork needed to build the integrated 
simulation. To meet this goal, I completed the following activities: 

Sketched a framework for an integrated model using modules to simulation major life support systems 
Began to define Resource Recovery and Plants modules using CELSS expertise 

e Began to define Crew module and physical-chemical devices using JSC expertise (met with JSC engineers 
and scientists August 8th and 9th) 

The framework I outlined consists of the following major groupings: crew, plants, resource recovery, food 
preparation, energy (electrical, mechanical and heat), water and other liquids, air and associated gasses, physical 
- chemical units and environmental control. Additional parts of the simulation used for design are: flow of 
carbon, nitrogen, other elements and organic compounds, and data sets of system constants for various station 
operation assumptions. 

Plant Module: Plant growth and grain production are influenced by the following factors: light source and 
intensity, C02 concentration in the air, NO3 and NHq concentrations in the plant nutrient solution, other 
major nutrients, water and evapotranspiration. Based on these relationships, I built three models: one which 
modeled the growth of a single set of plants of the same age and under the same environmental conditions, a 
second model which simulated a series of eleven sets of plants grown at weekly intervals, and a model of a 
proportional control system used to meter NH4 into the plant nutrient solution to regulate solution pH. 

The single set plant model is based on the following equation defined by Vok et, al, (6): 

CGR = K[H*P - (24-H)R] 2.1 

where CGR = crop growth rate 
K = unit conversion constant 
H = hours per day that growth lights are on 
P = biomass accumulated through photosynthesis 
R = biomass consumed by respiration when the growth lights are not on 

The photosynthesis term is a function of the light energy absorbed by the plants, the conversion of light 
energy into plant mass, and the age of the plant. The respiration term is a function of the same factors. 
Curve 1 in Figure 2.1 is a plot of the wheat growth under the environmental conditions used in the CELSS 
Biomass Production Chamber (BPC) (7). The second and third curve in Figure 2.1 is a modification of 
equation 2.1 which partitions the plant biomass into vegetation and grain. After antithesis, most of the 
additional plant mass is channeled into grain fill. Two terms were defined in the simulation which control the 
mass partition: day of antithesis and potential grain fill. Day of antithesis is self explanatory. Potential grain 
fill is a term used to model the significant effects of envkonmen&l conditions during antithesis on the ability 



of the p h t  lo produce a n .  There is a qualitative mderstanding of the effect of some enviponmend 
fill, but addi~onal study is n&& to qtlantify these effects. Figure 2.2 demonstrat: the 

signscant reduceion in grain yield from delaying anti&esis. Figure 2.3 demonspaks significant reduction in 
grain yield due to lower grain potential constants. 

I expanded the single plant model into eleven sets of plants, each containing producing a weekly ration or 
grain for a crew of 4. The oldest plants set was harvested each week, and a new set planted. This model was 
used to demonstrate the effect of various environmental factors in common with all eleven sets on grain 
production. For example, Figure 2.4 shows the reduction in harvest index following a light system failure of 
5 days. Even though the light failed on days 10 through 15, the most severe grain shortage was five weeks 
after the light disruption, and 16 weeks until grain production reached normal levels. 

The third plant-related model was a proportional control of plant nutrient solution pH via the addition of 
NHq. Plant nutrient uptake uses an ion exchange in the absorption of nitrogen based molecules. The 

primary nitrogen source for plants grown in hydroponic systems is NO3. For each mole of NO3 the plant 
uptakes, it releases 2 moles of OH. Over time, the pH of the solution will increase to toxic levels due to the 
increasing concentration of OH ions. Traditionally, pH is corrected via the addition of nitric acid (7). Nitric 
acid is not produced in a closed system such as a lunar station, and must be supplied from external sources. 
In a closed system that includes animals, there is a constant source of ammonia from animal waste. Plants 
readily absorb ammonia, in fact at a rate twice that for nitrate (8). Ammonia uptake must be limited because 
plants release 4 moles of H ions per mole of ammonia (which would drive the nutrient solution pH down), 
and because excess absorption of ammonia is toxic to plants (maximum NHq : NO3 ratio is 0.5). Figure 2.5 

demonstrates that a proprtional control based on pH levels can maintain the correct chemistry for plant 
growth without the addition of nitric acid to the plant nutrient solution. 

1 : Bb mass 3: P b t  Majs 4: Hsw& hdex 

Figure 2.1 Graph of plant growth using equation developed by Volk et. d. for wheat grown under 
environmental conditions similar to the biomass production chamber used in the NASA CELSS project. 
Curve 1 is plant vegetative mass; Curve 2 is grain mass, Curve 3 is the total plant mass (vegetative and 
grain), and Curve 4 is the est Index (grain mass / total plant mass). 



Figure 2.2. Effect of day of antithesis on Harvest Index using the equation developed by Volk et. al. for 
wheat grown under environmental conditions similar to the biomass production chamber used in the NASA 
CELSS project. Day of antithesis were 40 (Curve 1)' 42 (Curve 2), 44 (Curve 3) and 46 (Curve 4). 

Figure 2.3. Effect of "potential grain fill" on Harvest Index using the equation developed by Volk et. al. for 
wheat grown under environmental conditions similar to the biomass production chamber used in the NASA 
CELSS project. Potential grain fill values were 1 (Curve I), 0.9 (Curve 2), 0.8 (Curve 3), 0.7 (Curve 4) and 
0.6 (Curve 5). 



Days 

Figure 2.4. Effect of light failure in a staggered growing system on Harvest Index using the equation 
developed by Volk e t  al. for wheat grown under environmental conditions similar to the biomass production 
chamber used in the NASA GELSS project. A weekly harvest based on eleven plant sets were modeled. 
Lights were off from Day 10 to Day 15. 

Cwve 1 shows a characteristic finite error in pH due to the proportional control. The rise in pH would nor 
affect plant growth. The ratio of NH4 : NO3 remains below 0.50. Rising pH from OH produced by nitrate 

uptake is fxst controlled by the buffer in the solution, and as ammonia is released into the solution in 
response to the rise in pH, the K ions produced by the ammonia uptake combine with OH ions to produce 
water molecules. 

Bioreactor modegng: Waste Recovery in a lunar station has different goals than existing wastewater 
treatment plants in regards to nitrogen. Terrestrial wastewater treatment encourages microbe growth because 
the microbes bind organic carbon and nitrogen, reducing BOD and nitrate levels in the effluent. The microbes 
are removed fiom the treatment plant and disposed via burial, incineration or spread onto agricultural fields (9). 
h a lunar station, these elements must be recycled. While incineration will release the carbon in the microbes 
in a useful form as carbon dioxide, Ihe nitrogen in the microbes will be released as nitric oxides, requiring 
further treatment to convert the nitrogen into compounds suitable as plant nutrient. Thus, a design goal for 
waste recovery in a lunar station is to reduce organic carbon and nitmgen in waste streams without adding 
nitrogen to untreatai biomass that will be incinerated. 

Many of the constants needed to model a bioreactor are system spcific, and there is not a design procedure 
which will eslimate these parameters for a Iunar-based bioreactor. However, I developed a fully-mixed, 
continuous flow bioreactor model using typical values for demonstmtion purposes to indicate how a lunar- 
bioreactor might be operated. Figuse 2.6 indicates the effect of microbe mass on the amount of nitrogen that 
is in the untrealed biomass (organic waste that was not treated plus microbes that were removed from 6he 
bioractor). For this system, an optimurn microbe mass is indlcared by curves 2 and 3 which have the 
minimum mount of uncreatd hlimgen. Low microbe levels (curve 1) cannot consume aU the organic matter 
in dle WaSie, allowing unlreatd organic males out of the bioreaceor. High micro& levels (curves 4 and 5) 
result in a Large amount OF microbes rern3ved from the bioractor. 



Figure 2.5 Modeled nutrient chemical response to proportional control of pH via the addition of ammonia. 

Few Bioreactor design constants or processes exist for lunar station based waste recovery systems. Some of 
the unknown values I needed for modeling were: 
* Microbe growth rate 
9 Substrate consumption 
* How to maximize consumption while minimizing microbe growth? 
* How to scale bioreactor volume and flow rate? 
* How these values change in alternate bioreactor designs? 

Figure 2.6 Effect of microbe mass in a continuous flow, fully mixed bioreactor on nitrogen level in effluent 
biomass (untreated organic carbon and microbes removed from the reactor). Microbe mass increases by a 0.1 
kg from C w e  1 (0.1 kg) to Curve 5 (0.5 kg). 



3. CONCLUSIONS 
B ~ n g  the ten week summ following products: 

An improved SpaceStation model 
c Workshop bask sheets for use wi& SpaceStation with emphasis on engineering design in biological 

systems 
a Framew~rk for a model of integrated life support systems, and 

Prototype Bioreactor and Plant modules 

During the summer, a number of needs surfaced which require further cooperative work. The most urgent 
areasareto: 
e Determine relationships that are oversimplified 
0 Verify trends pointed out in the prototype models, and 
e Determine constants needed in the models 
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This report siirnmarizes the author's work as a 1996 NASMASEE Summer Faculty Fellow at 
Kennedy Space Center. The goal of the project was the development of the kecessary analysis 
tools for a feasibility study of a ca-ble suspended robot system for examining the Space Shuttle 
orbiter payload bay radiators. These tools were developed to address design issues such as 
workspace size, tension requirements on the cables, the necessary accuracy and resolution 
requirements, and the stiffness and moment requirements of the system. The report describes the 
mathematical models for studying the inverse kinematics, statics, and stiffness of the robot. Each 
model is described by a matrix. The manipulator Jacobian matrix characterized both the inverse 
kinematics and the statics of the robot. The manipulator Jacobian was also related to the 
stiffness matrix, which characterized the stiffness of the system. Analysis tools were then 
developed based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the corresponding matrices. It 
was demonstrated how the SVD can be used to quantify the robot's performance and to provide 
insight into different design issues. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The Space Shuttle orbiter payioad bay radiators are inspected before ar~ci after each mission in 
the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF). These inspections are labor intensive and require access 
to overhezd bridge ccrae buckets. The buckets are platf~rrns that are attached to a telescoping 
tube which is attached to the overhead bridge crane trolley. Technicians ride in the buckets and 
visually inspect the radiator panels for defects. When defects are found, they need to be 
quantified and their location logged. 

The inspection of the orbiter's radiators is an ideal candidate for automation. The use of robotics 
for the inspection of payload bay radiators will eliminate the use of the buckets, reduce 
coordination effort and paper work required, reduce inspection time, and increase personnel and 
equipment safety. Furthermore, a robotic system can prepare electronic maps of the radiator's 
surface and automate the generation of problem reports. Robotic concepts have been developed; 
however, these concepts need to be rigorously evaluated for technical feasibility. 

McDonnell Douglas Aerospace has developed a series of unique tendon suspended robots under 
the trademark CHARLOTTETM [1,2]. The robot translates and rotates on and about three axes by 
synchronously modulating the length of the suspending tendons. CharlotteTM was originally 
designed for attending Space Shuttle experiments and has flown on two Space Shuttle missions. 
Another version of CharlotteTM supports virtual reality simulations of extra-vehicular activities at 
the robotics laboratories of NASA's Johnson Space Center. 

This report will consider the feasibility of using a cable suspended robot such as CharlotteTM for 
the radiator inspections. First, mathernatical models for a cable suspended robot were developed. 
These models were used to study the inverse kinematics, the required cable tensions, and the 
stiffness of the robot. Analysis tools were then developed to address design issues such as 
workspace size, tension requirements on the cables, the necessary accuracy and resolution 
requirements, and the stiffness and moment requirements of the system. The report describes the 
mathematical models for studying the inverse kinematics, statics, and stiffness of the robot. Each 
model is described by a matrix. The manipulator Jacobian matrix characterized both the inverse 
kinematics and the stiffness of the robot. The manipulator Jacobian was also related to the 
stiffness matrix, which characterized the stiffness of the system. Analysis tools were then 
developed based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the corresponding matrices. It 
was demonstrated how the SVD can be used to quantify the robot's performance and to provide 
insight into different design issues. 

2. MODELING TI3E ROBOT 

2.8 LNWWSE KINEMATICS 

The robot is basically a box with cables attached to its eight vertices. Let the location of the i-th 
external cable connection be denoted by p, and the i-th onboard cable connection be denoted 

$, . The vector representing tttc i-th cable is 
1 z p  - q  z p  - ~ - Q " J  

I 8 I I 1 

wl-rere x denotes the position of robot 2 n d  the r o r a t ~ ~ n  matrix 
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represents tile robot's orientation. A similar analysis cat: be f ~ u n d  in 131. 

2.2 INVERSE VELOCITY KINEMATICS 

The inverse velocity kinematics relates the linear and angular velocities of the robot to the 
required rate of change in the cable lengths. This relationship is given by a manipulator Jacobian 
matrix L which is a function of the position and orientation of the robot. This matrix can be 
used to study the kinematics of the robot, e.g., identify kinematically singular configurations, 
determine optimal configurations, etc. 

Let 1 denote the vector of cable lengths. The inverse velocity kinematics for CharlotteTM was 
derived and is given by 

where 

- (i, x Q V , ) ~  

2.3. STATICS MODEL 

For the robot to be in equilibrium, the sum of the forces and the sum of the moments on the robot 
must be zero. Mathematically, this can be written as 

( I  

From these relations, it can be shown that the forces on the cables satisfy 
AF= W 

where F is the vector of cable tensions, W is the vector consisting of the gravity term and 

moment of the robot, and th = 

The general solution of the force/moment equations is 

F = A+W + ( I  - A+A)Z.  

where A+ is the pseudoinverse of A and z is an arbitrary vector. This equation gives a two 
dimensional family of solutions. However, since there are cables involved, each component of 
the force vector must be nonnegative. A configuration will be called statically stable if such a 



force vector exits. Intuitively, it would seem that the pseudoinverse solution would resuit in arr 

unfeasible solution so the null space term (I - A+A)z is necessary. 

One may want to choose a solution that solves the following optimization problem: 
xinirnize llFllm 

subject to F; 2 B, 

where Bi is some positive bound to insure that the cable does not become slack. 

2.4 MODELING STIFFNESS 

For the stiffness study, the cables were assumed to be under sufficient tension to be modeled as a 
spring. The stiffness for the i-th cable is given by 

where E is Young's modulus of elasticity, A is the cross sectional area of the cable, and I, is 

the cable length. The stiffness matrix of the robot is given by 
K = L ~ K ~ L  

where KD = diag(k,, 15,. . . , k,) . The stiffness matrix is symmetric and positive semi-definite. 

A similar analysis can be found in [4]. 

3. SOME IMPORTANT NNER4ATPC AND STATICS ISSUES 

3.1 KINEMATICALLY STABLE CONFIGURATIONS 

It is desirable that each motion of the robot result in at least one cable length getting longer and 
at least one getting shorter. Otherwise there is a motion that results in the cable lengths getting 
shorter. This could result in cables becoming slack. Kinematic instability is also related to the 
stiffness of the robot. We will say that a configuration is kinematically unstable if there is a 
motion that results in some of the cables becoming shorter with no cable becoming longer. 

The following theorem, which characterizes kinematic stability by the left null space of L ,  was 
proven. 

THEOREM A nonsingular configuration is kinematically stable if and only if there is a left null 
vector of L  with the property that each of its components is positive. 

'This theorem is very useful for identifying kinematically unstable configurations and is easily 
implemented numerically, An example of a kinematically unstable configuration for the planar 
version of CharlotteTM is shown in Figure I .  Rotating the robot counter-clockwise with its center 
fixed results in each cable becoming shorter. One can sense from the figure that this 
configuration is not an equilibrium. The question of whether such configurations can be 
equilibrium points will be answered in the next subsection. 



An important question is the existence of a feasible h rce  vector. We say that a configuration is 
statically stable i f  I-here is a force vector v,rhose components are positive. Clearly, if there is a 
null vector whose components are positive, we can add enough of this vector to the 
pseudoinverse solution to obtain a force vector with positive components. Hence, we have the 
foliowing. 

THEOREM If there is a null vector of L with strictly positive components then the robot is in 
a statically stable configuration. 

We thus have that a kinematically stable configuration is statically stable. However, a 
kinematically unstable configuration may possibly be statically stable depending on effects of 
gravity. For example, it is possible to hold the robot in static equilibrium while the robot is 
under all of the exterior cable connections. Such a configuration then is statically stable but not 
kinematically stable due to a pendulum effect. An example of a statically stable configuration 
which is kinematically unstable is the situation when the robot is lower than all eight cable 
connections. Below is an example of a statically unstable configuration for a planar version of 
CharlotteTM. 

EXAMPLE Consider the robot shown in Figure 1.  Assume that the center of gravity is at the 
center of the robot and that the weight of the robot is 1 N. The outer cable connections are at 
(2,2), (2,-2), (-2,-2) , and (-2,2) and the onboard cable connections are at (1,O) , (0,-1) , (-1,O) . 

A 

and (0,l) . The 1; vectors are 

It then follows that the forces and tliomenls satisfy 

The general solutior~ is 

where the first vector on the right is the pseudoinverse, the second vector is a null vector, and a 
is an arbitrary constant. It is necessary to choose a so that each component of F is positive. 
This is clearly impossible as choosing a to make the third component positive makes the second 
component more negative. One can see from the figure that this configuration is not 
kinematicaily stable as rotating the robot counterclockwise with its center fixed would 
correspond 50 h i t ~ i ~ g  each of the cabIes getting shorter. 



Figure 1 A conifiguration that is kinematically and statically unstable. 

4. ANALYSIS USING THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 

The singular value decomposition (STL'D) is a matrix decomposition that provides insight into the 
inpu(/output relationship of a matrix [57. For example, i t  identifies which input vectors result in 
large output vectors and which ones resuit in small output vectors. Applied to the manipulator 
Jacobian, the SVD tsiis us the amount of change in cabte lengths necessary to produce a given 
robot motion . This is imporlant for analyzing the amount of resolution/accuracy required for the 
cable lengths. From the SVD we can determine the robot motion that results in the least change 
iur the cable lengths. This tells us the direction in which the robot is most flimsy. 

The SVD deterrmnes the nrtli \p,lce of a maLrtx Thns then eeiEs rts whethet or :lot a conf~gurat~or~ 
is slatreally stable. Thts is etseiui ~nfo'ormatrorr for deterinintng workspace lirnltat~ons Strfless 1s 
also an important de~ lgn  lscrle The SVC of the st~fftiess nlatrix tells us the d~rections ~n which 



the robot is most stiff and least stiff and gives us the values of stiffness in these directions. ?'hi:, 
information can help in the choice of cable material. 

Several programs using MATLAB were developed using the SVD to evaluate perforlnance 
caps-bilities of the robot. The programs and results were provided to the NASA colleague. 

5 .  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The goal of this the project was the derivation of the mathematical models for a cable suspended 
robot and the development of the analysis tools to evaluate the performance of the robot. The 
analysis tools were based on the singular value decomposition and are applicable to a large class 
of cable suspended robot systems. Computer software in the form of .m files was written to use a 
widely available commercial program called MATLAB. These programs will provide a basis for 
the evaluation and the design of a cable suspended robot system for the Space Shuttle orbiter 
payload bay radiators. 
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ABSTRACT 

Much critical equipment at  Kennedy Space Center is plumbing for the transport of liquid Hydrogen 01. 

liquid Oxygen. Every piece of hardware for handling such a hazardous cryogen is subject to testing priol to 
installation and use. 

Safe, realistic testing of all such hardware is prohibitively expensive, which leads, perforce, to expedients, 
such as: (1) Leak testing with non-flammable tracer fluids (e.9. liquid Nitrogen); and (2) Leak testing with 
room temperature tracer fluids (e.g gaseous Helium). 

Such expedients undermine the realism of the tests. If, however, one could apply rational fluid dynamics 
methods to derive an general analytical expression with which one could relate the throughput of gaseous 
Helium through a given leak channel to the throughput of liquid Hydrogen through the same channel then 
one could recover much of the information that one would otherwise forfeit through these expedients. These 
facts lead to following questions: (1) What would be an example of a generic flaw in a gasket?; and (2) How 
can one cdculate the flow of fluid it?. 

The following report addresses these questions. It considers a particular leak geometry, namely one 
formed by a gasket, a sealing surface, and a filament trapped between them (so that the cross section of the 
leak channel is a flat bottomed curvilinear triangle, two sides of which are circular arcs and which has cusps 
on all three corners). 



LEAKAGE THROUGH A CI-IANNEL FORMED BY A GASKET, A SEALING 

SURFACE, AND A FILAMENT TRAPPED BETWEEN THEM 

JOHN M. RUSSELL 

1. iNTRODUCTIOIV 
Consider an apparatus of the form illustrated in Fig- 
ure 1, at left. One end of the metal bellows hose is 
plugged and the other end is attached to a residual gas 
analyzer capable of measuring small partial pressures 
of tracer fluid. The hose is evacuated and the plugged 
end is subject to any of a variety of test conditions, 
such as: (1) Immersion in a bath of liquid Nitrogen; 
(2) Exposure to cold gaseous Nitrogen by suspension 
above the liquid level in a liquid Nitrogen Dewar; (3) 
Exposure to gaseous Nitrogen at  room temperature; 
(4) Exposure to gaseous Helium at  room temperature. 
In this way, one may measure the leakage of tracer 
fluid that leaks from the outside of the plugged end of 
the hose to the inside. 

If the seal on the plug were flawless no tracer fluid 
would leak. One may, however, simulate the kind of 
flaw that may arise in practice by draping a fine wire 
or other hard filament across the nose seal prior to 
assembly (see Figure 1, where the filament is labeled 
"foreign object"). 

One would like to be able to model the flow 
through a leak channel of the above sort, but to do 
so, one must describe the shape of the resulting leak 
channel in detail. To this end, consider what a hypo- 
thetical observer might see if he or she could observe 
the filament along a line of sight parallel to the filament 
itself during assembly of the apparatus (see Figure 2 
on the next page). 

I have illustrated the spud and the plug as jaws of 
a vise. I have illustrated the nose seal in light shading. 
As the soft jaws close over the assembly, the soft seal 

Figure 1 material gives way to the hard filament as illustrated 
i11 Panel (b). One may surmise that the wire crevice 
will be effectively flat bottomed and that the arc of 

the crevice corresponding to the wire will be circular. There is no physical reason to assume that the arc 
corresponding to the gasket is also circular. The analysis simplifies considerably under this assumption, 
however, so I will make it in the remainder of this work. I will also use the term wire crevice to denote the 
kind of curvilinear triangle (with a flat bottom, two circular arcs, and cusps in the corners) illustrated in 
Panel (c) a t  the bottom of Figure 2. 

The remainder of this report is an analysis of the flow through a single wire crevice. Section 2 presents 
the necessary scientific background on the flow of liquids and gases through capillaries. Section 3 formulates 
the theory appropriate to the wire crevice. Section 4 presents the main result, namely a set of contours of 
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Plug 

Nose sea 

Figure 2. Generation of a wire crevice. Panel (a) represents the placement of the  plug, nose seal, wire, 
and spud prior to assembly. Panel (b) represents these components after assembly. Panel (c) is a detail 
of the left member of the  pair of leak channels illustrated in white in Panel (b). 

constant streamwise velocity (in noridimensional variables) for the flow in question, and Section 5 presents 
the conclusions and recommendations. 
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2. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND 

Authors of textbooks on fluid mechanics assign pride of place to the classical problem of filly-developed 
laminar flow through a pipe or channel and this problem applies to the present case when the fluid is a 
liquid. Many of the assumptions and conventions one introduces in the liquid-flow problem apply equally to 
the flow of a gas, so I will state them here with all due ceremony. 

Assumption of a prismatic boundary, orientation of coordinates and  notation for velocity 
components and  fluid parameters. One assumes that the boundary of the region occupied by the fluid 
has straight-line generators. Let (x, Y, z) be cartesian coordinates (each of which has the dimensions of 
length) with the positive z-axis parallel to the generators of the boundary surface and in the direction of the 
flow of fluid. Let (u, v, w) be the components of the fluid velocity vector (each of which has the dimensions 
of velocity) belonging to the coordinates (x, Y, z). Let P be the fluid pressure (a positive valued parameter 
with the dimensions of force-per-unit-area). Let p be the fluid density (a positive valued parameter with 
the dimensions of mass-per-unit-volume). Let p denote the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (a positive valued 
parameter with the dimensions of stress divided by strain rate, or, equivalently, force times time divided by 
area). 

Notation for typical lengths. Let L denote the diameter of the smallest circle into which the cross 
section of the channel can be fit. One may align the x-axis so that the two most widely separated points on 
a typical cross section are points on the x-axis and I will assume that the coordinate axes have this feature. 
Let 6 denote a typical dimension of the cross section in the direction of the y-axis. The assumptions I have 
introduced thus far ensure that 6 < L. Finally, let l denote the streamwise length of the capillary. 

Slenderness assumption. In capillary flow theory, one assumes that Lle r E << 1. I will refer to the 
parameter E as the slenderness parameter in what follows. 

O n  the neglect of gravitational terms. One may interpret the differential equation for the rate of change 
of translational momentum of a fluid in the form of the statement "The acceleration of a fluid particle equals 
the resultant force-per-unit-mass (from all causes) to which that particle is subject." One of the forceper- 
unit mass terms in the streamwise component of the momentum equation is the expression -(l/p)(dp/dz), 
which represents direct driving by the unequal pressures at the inlet and the outlet. The presence of the 
minus sign reflects the fact that the fluid in a capillary flows in the direction of decreasing pressure. Another 
of the force-per-unit-mass term is -gsiny, in which g > 0 is the acceleration due to gravity and y is the 
angle of inclination of the long axis of the capillary above the horizontal. Here y is positive or negative 
according to whether the fluid flows uphill or downhill, respectively. 

The neglect of the gravitational term, -g siny, in comparison with the term due to  direct driving by the 
pressure gradient, -(l/p) (dpldz), thus amounts to the assumption that the ratio of the orders of magnitude 
of these terms is very much less than one, viz. 

In the case of gas flow, we have the equation of state of an ideal gas, namely p = pRT, in which R is the 
gas constant particular to the gas in question (a parameter with the dimensions of energy per unit mass per 
unit temperature) and T is the absolute temperature. If one eliminates p from (1) by means of p = pRT, 
one obtains a restatement of (1) in the form 

One may estimate the numerator of the fraction in the left member of (2) by the capillary length t. 
The denominator RT/g has the dimensions of length and represents the change in elevation over which the 
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density of a stationary isothermal atmosphere decreases by a power of e. This so called scale height of the 
atmosphere is on the order of kilometers (about ten kilometers for air at 15' C). For a capillary whose length 
is on the order of millimeters, therefore, one may apply the assumption (2) with complete confidence. 

For a liquid, the assumption (1) amounts to the statement that the pressure difference due to the 
hydrostatic head of the working fluid between the inlet and the outlet is small compared to the applied 
pressure difference. If the applied pressure is on the order of atmospheres and the capillary length is on the 
order of millimeters, then this one may again apply (2) with confidence. 

Steadiness. I will restrict attention to the case when the velocity and pressure fields are independent of 
time. 

On t h e  neglect of inertial reaction t o  streamwise acceleration and  t h e  exclusion of turbulent 
flow. A standard exercise in classical fluid mechanics is to estimate the ratio so called inertial to viscous 
terms in the momentum equation. If there were only one representative length scale X in the problem, then 
this ratio would be the REYNOLDS number Re = pWX/p, where W is a typical streamwise velocity. In 
capillary flow, however, there are two relevant length scales, namely the capillary length, e, and the smallest 
crossstream length, 6, of the channel. A measure of the inertial force-per-unit-mass is thus W2/e while a 
measure of the viscous force per unit mass is p ~ / ( ~ 6 ~ ) .  One thus arrives at the following estimate of the 
ratio of the inertial to the viscous terms: 

The first factor in the right member is the slenderness factor, E, and the second factor is the REYNOLDS 
number, Re, based on the smallest cross-stream length of the channel. One may therefore restate the 
condition for the neglect of inertial terms in the momentum equation as follows: 

If e is on the order of millimeters and 6 is on the order of microns then E will be on the order of In 
this case, Re need not be small and may even be in the hundreds without violating assumption (4). I will, 
however, confine attention to the case of non-tubulent flow, which generally requires that Re be less than 
2,000. 

Assumption of constant temperature. I will assume that the temperature of the fluid (whether gaseous 
or liquid) is of uniform temperature. Since the fluid viscosity, p, is primarily a fuction of temperature, the 
constant temperature assumptions effectively guarantees that the viscosity is uniform throughout the fluid. 

T h e  Poisson equation for t h e  streamwise velocity. Every viscous term in the equation of motion of a 
fluid involves a second derivative of a velocity component with respect to some combination of the spatial 
coordinates. In view of the slenderness assumption E << 1, one may separate the various viscous terms into 
classes distinguished by their respective orders of magnitude. The largest such terms are those in which both 
spatial derivatives are with respect to the cross-stream coordinates (x, Y). Keeping these terms and making 
a few additional uses of the assumption E << 1, one arrives a t  the following dominant balance of terms in the 
streamwise momentum equation: 

d2w d2w 1 dp -+-a*- 
dx2 dy2 p d z  ' (5) 

in which P is a function of z only. 
For a particular cross section z = constant, equation (5) takes the form of a POISSON equation for the 

distibution of streamwise velocity w across that station. The boundary condition for (5) is the condition of 
no-slip between a viscous fluid and an adjacent solid wall: 
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Introduction of nondimensional variable. One may introduce nondimensional cross-stream positio~~ 
coordinates (2, y) by the definitions 

a: X ~ L  , ?J ?E YIL. (7 a, h j  

In the foregoing discussion, I have used the symbol W for a measure of the typical streamwise velocity across 
the cross section of the channel. One may make this definition more specific by taking 

Note that fluid flows from greater to lesser pressure and the positive z-axis in the direction of the flow. It 
follows that d p l d z  < 0, so the right member of (8) is positive as expected. Having a scale for the streamwise 
velocity, one may define the nondimensional velocity component w by 

If one multiplies the POISSON equation (5) by L2/W, one obtains, after some reductions, th? following 
normalized form: 

whose solution is subject to a boundary condition equivalent to (6), via. 

The solution of the boundary-value defined by (11) and (12) will be a function (x, y) H w. Note, in particular, 
that w does not  depend upon anything other than x and y. 

Conservation of mass along t h e  channel and  its consequences. Let 5' denote a surface of the X-I' 
plane corresponding to the channel cross section. By the same token, let the unpunctuated symbol S denote 
the corresponding surface with respect to the nondimensional variables (x, y). One may write an expression 
for the rate of transport of mass, m, across a typical cross section of the channel by 

Under the assumptions stated thus far, the mass density, p, is, at  worst, a function of the streamwise 
coordinate Z. One may therefore move the coefficient p outside of the integral sign in (13). If one carries 
out this step and also introduces the nondimensional coordinates (x, y) and the nondimensional streamwise 
velocity w by means of the definitions (7 a,  b) and (lo), one obtains 

If one eliminates W by means of (8) and rearranges slightly, one obtains 

m~ - d~ 
L4 SSw dxdy - - P z .  

S 
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The assumption of steadiness and the law of conservation of mass imply that riz is independent of Z. Ati 
of the other termq ir! the !eft, member of (1.5) are %!SO independent, of z under assumptions already stated 
One concludes that for either liquids or gases 

d~ p- = independent of z . 
dz (16) 

In the particular case of liquid flow, p is constant, so constancy of pdpldz with respect to z implies 
constancy of dp ldz .  I t  follows that P varies linearly with respect to z and we have 

for liquid flow. Here, the subscripts "1" and "2" denotes conditions at  the inlet to  and the outlet from the 
capillary, respectively. 

In the particular case of gas flow, p varies according to the equation of state P = pRT, so 

Since the leftmost member of (18) is independent of z (by (16)), one concludes from (18) and the assurnptiorl 
of constant temperature that p2 varies linearly with respect to Z. I t  follows that 

for gas flow. 
One may combine the results expressed by (15), (17), and (19) in the following form 

Pl - P2 1 $ JJw dzdy p--- C ' for liquid flow; 

The two cases of equation (20) furnish an analytical correlation between the throughputs of liquid and gases 
through the same capillary. 

Authors of works on leak detection sometimes employ the symbol S to denote the rate of transport of 
fluid volume across a cross section of a fluid conduit. These same authors also sometimes write Q for the 
product pS and refer t o  the resulting quantity as the gas throug/~put. In view of the equation of state of an 
ideal gas, one may relate Q to ri7, by the following identities 

If one multiplies (20) (in the case of gas fiow) by RT, one obtains, in view of the outermost equality in (21), 
the identity 
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The quantity Q so defined has the dimensions of pressure times volume transport rate. Thus, the expression 
atm.cm3/s (also known a s  standard cabic centimeters per second) are suitable units for the measurement of 
Q. Of course, the outermost identity in (21) allows one to relate Q to the mass transport rate m. 

The case of a circular cross section; Classical formuhs.  The practical implementation of the foregoing 
formulas (which apply to all capillaries regardless of the cross sectional shape) depends upon the evaluatiori 
of the integral 

S 

which, in turn, depends upon the solution of the normalized boundary value problem defined by (11) and 
(12). The simplest example of a solution of this system is that of the capillary whose cross section is a 
circle of diameter L. In nondimensional coordinates, the diameter becomes one and, thus the radius becomes 
112. The equation of the boundary shape (i.e. a circle of radius 112 centered on the origin) thus becomes 
(112)~ - x2 - y2 = 0. If one notes that the the operator 

takes the expression (112)~ - x2 - y2 to a constant (in this case, -4) in the interior of the circle and that the 
expression (112)~ -x2 - y2 vanishes on the boundary, it becomes plain that multiplication of (112)~ -x2 - y2 
by a suitable constant (in this case, 114) yields a solution of the boundary value problem ( l l ) ,  (12) for the 
circular geometry. One concludes that 

in circular geometry. 
If one introduces (r, 8) for polar coordinates in the (x, y) plane, then (25) becorncs 

and the integral (23) is equivalent to 

If one substitutes this result into (20) and notes that pl -p; = (pl +p2)(pl -p2), one obtains 

The liquid-flow form of (28) is associated with the names of HAGEN and POISEUILLE, both of whom studied 
the flow experimentally in the nineteenth century. The result was derived analytically by GEORGE GABRIEL 
STOKES. The earliest analytical derivation of the gas-flow form of (28) appears to be that of OSKAR EMIL 
MEYER in 1866 (Ref. 1, page 269). 
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In view of the ideal gas law, the constant valued expression 

has the dimensions of density, and one may regard it as an eflective constant density for the gas in a 
capillary (based on the ideal gas law and the arithemetic mean of the inlet and outlet pressures). While 
this interpretation is convenient as a mnemonic device, it is important to realize that the derivation of the 
MEYER formula does not assume constancy of the density even as an approximation. Indeed, the MEYER 
formula holds for any expansion ratio. The foregoing derivation supports the last assertion nothwithstanding 
contrary statements by modern authors in the literature on leak detection. 

3. FLOW THROUGH A WIRE CREVICE 

Transformation t o  a Birichlet problem. Let (x, y) H w, be a function defined by the equation 

It follows that 

One concludes that wp is a particular solution of the differential equation (11) satisfied by w. Lel (z, y) H d, 
be a function defined by the equation 

w=w,+&. (31) 

If one subtracts (30) from ( l l ) ,  and uses the identity w - w, = + (which follows froin (31)), one obtains 

If, now one substitites (31) into the boundary condition (12), one obtains 

in which the subscript ( ), denoCes evaluation on the wall. 
The partial differential equation (32) that 4 satisfies is LAPLACE'S equation. A function that satisfies 

LAPLACE'S equation is called a harmorzic function. The boundary-value problem consisting of LAPLACE'S 
equation and a statement of the boundary values of the unknown (as distinguished from the normal derivative 
of the unknown or some combination of the unknown and its normal derivative) is called the DIRICHLET 
problem. The pair of equations (32) and (33) thus constitutes a DIRICHLET problem for 4. 
Construction of harmonic functions from diEerentiable functions of a complex variable. Expe- 
rience has shown that one may expedite the solution of the DIRICHLET problem in two space dimensions 
considerably through the use of complex variables. There are two reasons why this is so. To illustrate the 
first reason, let C = + ig be a complex number. Here i = Jri and the pair of real numbers ([, g)  represent 
a point in a plane (the complex C-plane). If C I-+ F is an analytic (2.e. differentiable) function that maps C 
to the complex nuxnber F (with the expansion, say, F = 4 + z+), then the real and imaginary parts of F 
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(namely 46 and 4, respectively) are related to the real and imaginary parts of < (namely and 7, respectively) 
by the CAUCHY-RIEMANN equations 

846 - a4 a4 - 874 --- - - -- 
at a~ ' a?) at ' 

If one eliminates $ from the (34 a, b) by cross differentiation, one obtains, immediately, 

In this way, any analytic function of a complex variable (e.g. < H F) is related in a systematic way to a 
harmonic function (e.g. (t, 77) H 4). 

A class of changes of independent variable that leaves Laplace's equation invariant. A second 
reason why complex varibles are useful in solving the DIRICWLET problem in two dimension concerns the 
invariance of LAPLACE'S equation under a class of transformations of the independent variables. Suppose, 
for example, that z I-+ m is an analytic function that takes the complex number z to the complex number 
m and that the expansions of z and m into real and imaginary parts are 

Then the function z w m induces a transformation (x, y )  I+ (m,, mi) (called a conformal transforntatzon) 
between points in the complex z-plane and points in the complex m-plane. A basic exercise in the theory of 
functions of a complex variable is the demonstration that 

(cf. JEFFREYS & JEFFREYS, p534) (Ref. 2). If, for example, (x, y )  H 4 is harmonic, then 

Division of the outermost equality by Idm/dz12 yields 

Thus, if + is a harmonic function of one set of independent variables, and those variables are related to a 
new set of variables by a conformal transformation then 4 will also be harmonic with respect to the new 
variables. 

Transformation of the wire crevice to the interior of the unit circle. The book Analytic function 
theory by EINAR HILLE (Ref. 3) gives several examples of conformal transformations, of which two are 
particularly germane to the present problem. Figure 3 illustrates regions in the planes of four distinct 
complex variables. The transformation between what I have called the m-plane and the T-plane appears on 
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Figure 3. Three step conformal transformation of a wire crevice (in the  z-plane) to  the interior of a unil, 
circle (in the c-plane) . 

(and near) page 177 of HILLE'S book and the transformation between what I have called the T-plane and 
the < plane appear on (and near) page 370 of that source. 

HILLE'S formula for the transformation m w r is equivalent to 

in which m t-t I<(rn) is a so-called complete elliptic integral of the first kind (ibid., p150). The inverse of (40) 
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in which (2, T) +-+ ~ ~ ( Z I T )  (i E {1,2,3,4)) are the so-called theta ficnctions, (~bid., p156). Some modern soft- 
ware packages, such as Mathematics, enable evaluation ~f m ++ K(m) and (z, T) ++ di(zlr) (i E {1 ,2 ,3 ,4) )  
for complex arguments as easily as the evaluation of sines and cosines. The use of such higher functions 
is therefore not a practical limitation on a the development of a computational algorithm for the present 
problem. 

HILLE'S formula for the transformation c H m (or a trivial modification therof) is equivaient to 

whose inverse is 

HILLE (ibid., p 46, et seq.) discusses a class of conformal transformations which he associates with the 
name MOBIUS. In these transformations, two complex variables are related by a formula which equates the 
first variable to a ratio of linear functions of the second (The inverse of such a transformation equates the 
second variable to a ratio of linear functions of the first). HILLE calls attention (ibid., page 51) to the class 
of geometric figures consisting of circles and straight lines. A basic feature of the MOBIUS transformation is 
that it takes a circle or line in the plane of the first complex variable to a circle or line in the plane of the 
second. In this sense, the class of circles and lines is invariant under MOBIUS transformations. With this 
theorem in mind, it is not difficult to find (by trial and error) a MOBIUS transformation that takes the wire 
crevice in the Z-plane to the interior of the shaded figure in the T-plane. Such a MOBIUS transformation is 
given by 

whose inverse is 

Here zcUsp is the intersection of the gasket and the wire in the wire crevice problem. 
The condition that the gasket and the wire be tangent to each other restricts values of zcUsp to points 

on a semicircle of diameter one centered at the point 112 on the real axis. One may write a formula which 
encompasses all possible values of zcUsp that fulfill this condition in the form 

in which A > 0 is a real parameter. In fact = R,/Rg, where R, and R, are the radii of curvature of the 
wire arc and the gasket arc, respectively. 

Boundary value of 4 in the <-plane. The foregoing conformal transformation formulas enable one to 
associate any point (x, y) in the in or on the wire crevice in the z-plane (where z = x + iy) to one and only 
one point ( 5 , ~ )  in or on the unit disk in the <-plane (where < = 5 + iv). Thus, the boundary values (33) for 
the unknown harmonic function (2, y) t-t 4 in (32) carry over to corresponding boundary values of 4 in the 
<-plane. Figure 4 illustrates the corresponding distribution of these boundary values expressed in terms of 
the polar coordinate angle B in the <-plane (The reader should note that my use of (r, 8) as polar coordinates 
in the [-plane here is a new use of these symbols, not to be confused with my earlier use of them in the text 
between (25) and (26) above). 
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Figure 4. Distribution of the boundary value of the harmonic function 4 as a function of polar angle ii-1 

the (-plane 

Solution for 4 in t h e  C-plane a s  an infinite series. One rnay relate the LAPLACE operator in cartesian 
coordinates ( 5 , ~ )  in the C-plane to polar coordinates (r, 9 )  in that plane by the identity 

One may verify that for any integer n, the operator in the right member of (47) takes expression rn cos(n8) 
to zero. The same operator takes rn sin(&) to zero and one arrives at the conclusion that any function of 
the form 

m 

4 = + rn[an cos(n8) + bn sin(n8)l , 
2 (48) 

n= 1 

whose constant, real-valued coefficients (a,, bn) are subject to the condition that the series (48) converge, is 
a solution of LAPLACE'S equation in the I-plane. In view of the foregoing discussion under the heading "A 
class of changes of independent variable that leaves LAPLACE'S equation invariant" such a representation for 
4 must also satisfy LAPLACE'S equation in the z-plane. 

In view of the complex variable identities cos 8 = (eie + e-ie)/2 and sin 8 = (eie - e-ie)/(2i), one may 
arrange (48) in the following equivalent form 

One may shorten the notation by defining values of an and bn for zero and negative subscript as follows (e.9. 
LIGHTHILL (1959, p3), Ref 4): 

a _ ,  - a, , b-, -bm (50) 
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(so bo = 0, by construction). Moreover, for any integer n, we write 

With these conventions, equation (49) takes the form 

If one substitutes r = 1, one obtains the boundary value of 4, namley 4,) so 

I have already remarked that the boundary-value function 8 I+ 4, is known (cf. Figure 4 above). Let k be 
an arbitrary integer. If one multiplies (53) by e-i" and integrates with respect to 8 from zero to 27r, one 
obtains 

But 

It follows that 

If one substitutes this last result into (54)) one obtains 

or, equivalently, 

(which holds for all integer n. Equation (58) thus determines the coefficients in the series representation 
(52). 

Solution for w in the z-plane. Knowing 4 at any point in the <-plane, one may associate the same 
value of q5 with the corresponding point in the z-plane (via the conformal transformations given in equations 
(40)-(45)). One concludes that 4 is now known through the whole wire crevice. Since w, is specified by 
(29), one concludes that the whole right member of (31) for w is known throughout the wire crevice. 

4. RESULTS 

Figure 5 gives a plot of the contours of constant w obtained from a numerical evaluation. The slight 
raggedness of the outermost contour is probably due to an overly course discretization of 0 in the cal~ulat~ion. 
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Figure 5. Contours of constant streamwise velocity in the flow through a wire crevice. The innermost 
contour represents 3/4 of the maxirnum value of w, the next innermost contour represent 1/2 the 
maximum, and so on. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

'The foregoing work supports the following conclusions: 

1. The liquid-gas flowrate correlation embodied by (20) (which holds for arbitrary shaped cross sectioris) 
and (28) (which holds for circular cross sections) are on a firm scientific basis and are suitable for 
immediate application. 

2. One may solve the boundary-value problem for the flow through a wire crevice analytically and the 
solution is expressible in terms of a single infinite series. 

3. The solution for wire-crevice geometry is computationally feasable on a small computer. 

I had hoped to refine the calculations so as to eliminate the raggedness of the w-contours before com- 
pletion of the summer term, but ran into some snags during the last two weeks. The recornmeridation, of 
course, is to continue the effort including the calculation of the integral (23), and thence, the throughput. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this project we explored varioins approaclies to presenting real-time data from the nuiner- 
ous systerns rno~litored 011 the slllittle to computer users. We exaininetl the approach that 
several projects a t  the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) used to accomplish this. 

We undertook to build a prototype systern to demonstrate that the Internet arid tlie Java 
programming language could be used to  present tlie real-time data conveniently. Several Java 
programs were developed that presented real-time data in different forrlls including one forin 
that emulated the display screens of the PC GOAL system, this system is familiar to niany a t  
I<SC. Also, we developed several conl~nunicating programs to supply the data coritinuously. 
Furthermore, a framework was created using the World MJide Web (WWW) to organize the 
collection and presentation of the real-time data. 

We believe our demonstration project shows the great flexibility of the approach. We 
had no particuIar use for the data in mind, instead we wanted the riiost general and the 
least complex framework possible. People who wish to view data need only know how to use 
a WWW browser and the address (the URL). People wanting to  build WWW doculnents 
containing real-time data need only know the values of a few parameters-they do not need to 
program in Java or any other language. These are stunning advantages over more monolithic 
systerns. 



1 Introduction 

1.1 Real-Time Data 

During the operation of the shuttle, sensors are monitoring many of the shuttle systems. This 
data goes to special hardware a t  the Launch Control Center (LCC) known as the Common 
Data Buffer (CDBF). Lots of data is collected, approximately 30,000 measurements. These 
ineasurements are continually changing--some of them can change rapidly at certain times. 
The data is used in monitoring the operation of the shuttle and in analyzing substems for 
saftey, performance, technolgical improvements, etc. 

Tlle goal of this project to design a new information system structure to meet all these 
needs. 

2 Related projects 
Several systems use the real-time data from the CDBF. These systems vary vastly in purpose 
and sophistication. 

2.1 PC GOAL 
The goals of the PC GOAL system presents shuttle data on schematic like screens described 
by character-oriented DSP files. Figure 1 shows one of the PC GOAL display screens. The 
system PC GOAL system requires Intel computer and special networking hardware and 
software to work. The data collection engine is fast and reliable. 

2.2 PAT 

Rockwell's propulsion advisor tool (PAT) is designed to do intelligence analysis. It is not 
this aspect that is relevant here a t  the moment, but rather its the overall architecture. PAT 
is an X Window System application. This provides excellent and efficient graphics. 

The X Window System requires that the software be ported and distributed to all the 
platforms. Also the computer users would have to be running the X Window System. Ac- 
tually more different platforms run the X Window System than support Java, but currently 
more users are familiar with WWW browsers than with the X Window System. 
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2.3 Exodus 

The Exodus project displays its data on TVC'liW do~uirir~nt~s rising CGI prc>qr:ulls,. P' i~ ; i~ t< 
3 shows one the documents produced by tlle CGI prograirl with sollie real-tiill(. tlhtci jl .1 t i  

some reason, unreasonable nurnbers and strange characters appear in the pla,c,c irf thc i?)t!c' 
data, but that  is not the point here.) Periodically allother doculllent is protliic etl will1 1 , ; ~ ~  

data on it  and sent to the WW7V browser. This requires a lot of retluildant n;lt,t.crork t,riiffi~ 
when on a few numbers have changed. Also graphics arc llard to produce o n  an H'Fht!. 
document without resorting to graphic images that would have to  Ilc tr;tiislni~rccl (1;1(:11 t i ~ ! r ' x  

to the browser. 

3 Java. applets 

The key difference with using Java is that the applet makes a connection to a data server ail<! 

' 1  ures only the da ta  is transmited across the network after tlie initial class is transmited. F'g 
4 and 5 depict the situation. 

The advantages are in using Java are even greater than narrow technical merits s~iggest,. 
Administratively, the operation of real-time data service using Java is much better. Tllc 
Java applet is written once and executed remotely; no porting has to be done. ~ l s o ,  tllc 
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Figure 4: A WWW server distributes a Java applet 
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Figure 5: Then, the applet connects with the TCP/IP data server 



latest versioll of the applet is always distributed to the user; tliere is 110 version coiltrol 
probleill. Finally, tllcl operation of the servicc is easy as browsers are ~tbi<luitous; no trai~liilg 
is requirecl. 

4 Using the Display Applet 

Adding real-ti~lle data to an HTML document is easy in the framework we have developed. 
Hcre is an an example of using the display applet. The indicated FD's arc displayed on 
the PC GOAL display bac:kground LOXPRIM. The numbers are used into place the data in a 
rectangle region of the image. The format governs how the data is displayed. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have completed a prototype implementation in the Java programming language in wllicli 
real-time data can be display on top of images, in PC GOAL DSP files, or ill individual 
components. Figure 6 shows a Java applet emulating the PC GOAL screen LOXPRIM. 

The graphical user interface is primitive, but until demand requires a particular func- 
tion, making the interface more elaborate would be less productive. The work now needs , 
to turn to the client/server architecture and design of appropriate network protocols and 
communication programs. 
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A Links 

The scientific literature is no particular use in understanding the context or methods of this 
work, so in lieu of references I have listed a number of links to material on the MrWW that 
provides additional information pertaining to the project. 

Books - a list of books on Java 

http://www.cs.fit.edu/"ryan/ogi/java-books.htm1 

Demonstrat ion using DSP files - a browser that understands Java can view real-time 
data by staring a t  this URL and picking one of the PC GOAL display screens. 

http: //ectol . ksc. nasa. gov: 8600/ryan/dsp/ 
Exodus - The Exodus project 

LPS http: //lpsweb. ksc .nasa.gov/ 

PC GOAL http://lpswebksc.nasa.gov/SDC/PCGOAL/homepage.hi;ml 

Personel of the Advanced Systems and Analysis Division 

http://www-de.ksc.nasa.gov/de/dm/dm-asd/perso~nel.html 

Ryan Sdansifer - author of this report 

http: //www. cs. f it. edu/"ryan/ 
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Objective evaluation and prioritization of Engineering Support Requests (ESRs) is a difficult task 
at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) -- Shuttle Project Engineering Office. The dificulty arises 
from the complexities inherent h the evaluation process and the lack of structured information. 
The purpose of this project is to implement Consensus Ranking Organizational Support System 
(CROSS), a multiple criteria decision support system (DSS) developed at KSC, that captures the 
decision makers' beliefs through a series of sequential, rational, and analytical processes. CROSS 
utilizes Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), subjective probabilities, entropy concept, and 
Maximize Agreement Heuristic (MAH) to enhance the decision makers' intuition in evaluating 
ESRs. Some of the preliminary goals of the project are to: 

Revisit the Structure of the Ground Systems Working Team (GSWT) steering 
committee. 
Develop a template for ESR originators to provide more complete and 
consistent information about ESRs to the GSWT steering committee and 
stakeholders. 

e Develop an objective and structured process for the initial screening of ESRs. 
Extensive training of the stakeholders and the GSWT steering committee 
members to eliminate the need for a facilitator. 

e Automate the process as much as possible. 
Create an environment to compile Project Success Factor data on ESRs and 
move towards a disciplined system that could be used to address supportability 
threshold issues at the KSC. 
Investigate the possibility of an organization-wide implementation of CROSS. 

' I would like to express my gratitude to NASAIASEE for providing me with this wonderful 
research opportunity. I am greatly indebted to my NASA colleague, Seurzghee Lee for her 
patience and expert guidance throughout this project. I am also gratehl to JeSf Wheeler and Tonz 
Mullin for their support and encouragement. In addition, I would like to thank the GSWT 
Steering Connmittee. And last but not least, I wish to express my appreciation to Dr. Roger. 
Jotlnson of UGF and Greg Buckingtzam of NASA for their expert leadership and Kari Stiles of 
UGF, for her professionalism and enthusiasm. Each of them made padicipation in the program a 
pleasurable and rewarding experience. 



GROSS: A GDSS for the Evaluation and Prioritization of Engineering Support 
Reqraesb and Advanced Technology Projecl-s at NASA 

Madjid Tavana 

Introduction 

Decreased availablity of knding and an increasing number of Engineering Support Requcsts 
(ESRs) has created more competition among the stakeholders at NASA - Kennedy Space Center. 
There is clearly a need to replace the current unst~vctured ESR evaluation and selection process. 
The current process lacks the accountability, ignores the participation, and limits the objectivity 
that can be achieved through Consensus Ranking Organizational Support System (CROSS). The 
more comprehensive and structured framework provided by CROSS promotes the participation 
and harmony among Management, The Ground System Working Team Steering Committee 
(GSWT-SC), ESR Originators, and Stakeholders. 

A total of 30 ESRs as shown in Table 1 are being considered by the GSWT-SC for 1997 fiscal 
year. 

Insert Table 1 Here 

CROSS is a three-phase, eleven-step procedure which systematically assesses ESRs and provides 
a final ranking of these ESRs by calculating their Project Success Factor (PSF). The three phases 
of assessment as represented in Figure 1, 'include the Iizteraction Phase, Iiztegration Phase, and 
Interpretatioiz Phase. These phases along with their respective steps are described below: 

Insert Figure 1 Here 

I. Interaction Phase: 

During this phase, Decision Makers (DMs) and stakeholders interact through a series of 
automated systems for the purpose of data gathering and processing. This phase includes the 
following steps: 

1. DMs Identify stakeholder groups: In this step, DMs identify the stakeholders to participate in 
the evaluation process and obtain management approval. This identification is in line with the 
organizational mission, objectives, and management's fiscal year goals. Three groups of 
stakeholders are identified to evaluate fiscal year 1997 ESRs include: Safety and Reliability, 
Szdpportabilih, and Ob.sole,sceizce, and Cost BerzeJit and Process Eithancemerzt. 

2. DMs utilize AWP and EC to determine the impedance weight of each stakeholder group 
(first round): AHP was introduced by Saaty (1972 and 1977a) to assist a DM in evaluating 



complex judgmental problems. AHP helps the DM assign numerical values to qualitative 
attributes by making trade-offs among them. The process which is described in Step 5 ,  is 
confined to a series of pairwise comparisons. Saaty (1972) argues that a DM naturally finds it 
easier to compare two things than to compare all the items in a list. AHP also evaluates thc 
consistency of the DM and allows for the revision of the responses. Because of the intuitive 
nature of the process and its power in resolving the complexity in a judgmental problem, AHP has 
been applied to many diverse decisions. A comprehensive list of the major applications of AHP, 
aiong with a description of the method and its axioms, can be found in Saaty (1972, I977a, 
1977b, 1980, and 1990), Weiss and Rao (1987) and Zahedi (1986). At the beginning of each 
evaluation cycle, DMs individually use EC software which is based on AHP to determine the 
importance weights of each stakeholder group. The results fiom the first round are presented in 
Table 2. 

I Insert Table 2 Here 1 

3. DMs utilize AWP and EC to determine the importance weight of each stakeholder group 
(second round): DMs meet and review the first round anonymous feedback concerning individual 
and group weights. They are encouraged to share their viewpoints and perceptions during this 
feedback session. At the end of the meeting, DMs are given the opportunity to revise their 
weights with EC, given their new insight and understanding fiom other individuals. The second 
round results are presented in Table 2. 

r j n s e r t  Table 2 Here I 

4. Stakeholder groups identify their subcriteria: Each stakeholder group holds a separate 
meeting and develops their own set of subcriteria to be used in the evaluation of ESRs. A listing 
of all subcriteria fio all stakeholders along with their importance weights (which are described 
next) are presented in Figure 2 and Table 3. 

I Insert Figure 2 and Table 3 Here I 

5. Stakeholder groups utilize AWP and EC to determine the importance weight of their 
subcriteria: Members of different stakeholder groups use EC in brainstorming sessions and 
determine their group weight for each subcriterion identified earlier in step 4. Assuming that in 
the stakeholder i's mind, cl, c ~ ,  ..., c,,,, are the Ni subcriteria that contribute to an ESR success. 

The stakeholder's goal is to assess the relative importance of these subcriteria. Saaty's Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a method of deriving a set of weights to be associated with each of 
the Ni subcriteria. Throughout the AIIP, Stakeholder i is asked to compare each possible pair Cj9 

ck of subcriteria and provide quantified judgments on which one of the subcriteria is more 
important and by how much. These judgments are represented by an Ni x A4 matrix: 



If ci is judged to be of equal importance as ck, then a$=l 

If cj is judged to be more important than ck, then ajk>l 
If cj is judged to be less important than ck, then f ik< I 

Thus, the matrix A is a reciprocal matrix (i.e., the entry ajk is the inverse of the entry a&). uik 
reflects the relative importance of cj compared with subcriteria ck. For example, a12=l.25 
indicates that cl is 1.25 times as important as c2. 

Then, the vector w representing the relative weights of each of the Ni subcriteria can be found by 
computing the normalized eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of matrix A .  
An eigenvalue of A is defined as A which satisfies the following matrix equation: 

where h is a constant, called the eigenvalue, associated with the given eigenvector w. Saaty has 
shown that the best estimate of w is the one associated with the maximum eigenvalue (A,,,,,) of the 
matrix A. Since the sum of the weights should be equal to 1.00, the normalized eigenvector is 
used. Saaty's algorithm for obtaining this w is incorporated in the software Expert Choice. 

One of the advantages of AHP is that it ensures that stakeholders are consistent in their pairwise 
comparisons. Saaty suggests a measure of consistency for the pairwise comparisons. When the 
judgments are perfectly consistent, the maximum eigenvalue, h,,,, , should equal Ni, the number of' 
subcriteria that are compared. In general, the responses are not perfectly consistent, and A,,, is 
greater than N.. The larger the A,,,, , the greater is the degree of inconsistency. Saaty defines the 
consistency index (CI) as (h ,,- ) l (Ni - I ) ,  and provides the following random index (RI) 

table for matrices of order 3 to 10. This RI is based on a simulation of a large number of 
randomly generated weights. Saaty recommends the calculation of a consistency ratio (CR), which 
is the ratio of CI to the RI for the same order matrix. A CR of 0.10 or less is considered 
acceptable. When the CR is unacceptable, the stakeholder is made aware that his or her pairwise 
comparisons are logically inconsistent, and he or she is encouraged to revise their judgment. 
These importance weights are presented in Figure 2 and Table 2. 

I Insert Figure 2 and Table 3 Here I 



6* Stakeholder groups identi@ probabilities of occurrence of their subcriteria for the ESRs: 
Each stakeholder group receives a listing of all ESRs under consideration &om the GSWr-SC. 
The stakeholder group will assigii a probability to each subcriterion mder each ESR. The 
assignment of probabilities is done by the group in a brainstorming session. This result is 
prcscntcd in Table 4. 

HI. Integration Phase: 

In this phase all the data collected during the Interaction Phase are integrated and processed using 
a series of software programs including EXCEL, EC, ENTROSYS, and MAHS. 

7. ENTROSYS is utilized to revise the importance weight of each stakeholder group 
determined in the second round: Entropy concepts will be used to revise the second round 
weights of the subcriteria based on the information provided by the stakeholders concerning the 
probabilities. Entropy Measurement Sub-system (ENTROSYS), an automated system will be 
used to perform all necessary calculations. Given that each subcriterion is an information source, 
the more information is revealed by a subcriterion, the more relevant it is. This intrinsic 
information will be used in parallel with the stakeholder group weights. The probabilities of 
occurrence are used to measure this average intrinsic information. The more different the 
probabilities of a subcriteria are for a set of ESRs, the larger is the contrast intensity of the 
subcriterion and the greater is the amount of information transmitted by that subcriterion. Thc 
model views decision making as an information processing task and a large amount of information 
about the ESRs is processed through their subcriteria. Given the fact that subcriteria are 
information sources, the more information is revealed by the j-th subcriteria and the i-tlz 
stakeholder, the more relevant is the subcriteria in the decision analysis. Zeleny (1982) argues 
that this intrinsic information must be used in parallel with the initial weight assigned to various 
subcriteria by the DM. In other words, the overall importance weight of a subcriteria, t.;, , is 

directly related to the intrinsic weight, , reflecting average intrinsic information developed by a 

set of ESRs, and the subjective weight, q, reflecting the subjective assessment of its importance 
rendered by the DM. The probabilities of occurrence are used to measure this average intrinsic 
information. The more different the probabilities of a subcriteria are for a set of ESRs, the larger 
is the contrast intensity of the subcriteria, and the greater is the amount of information transmitted 
by that subcriteria. In this section, all formulas necessary for calculating the overall importance 
weight of opportunities are presented. Assume that vector pV = (pi., . . . , p; ) characterizes the set 

P in terms of the j-th subcriteria for the i-th stakeholder and define: 

(i = 1, 2,. . . ., Ni and j = 1, 2, .. . ., N j )  

Then, the entropy measure of the j-th subcriteria for the i-th stakeholder is: 



"PC' Ply 
e ( p v )  = -KC-ln-- 

P. m=l - y 

Where K)O, h is the natural logarithm, 0 i p; i 1 ,  and e(p,) 2 0 .  When all pi; are cqua! f i r  

a given i and j, then pi; / I'j = 119, and e(pfi) assumes its maximum value, which is 

em = In g . By setting K = 1 / emax, we achieve 0 5 e(p,) I 1. This normalization is necessary 

for meaningful comparisons. In addition, the total entropy is defined as: 

The smaller e(p, ) is, the more information is transmitted by the j-th subcriteria for the i-th 

stakeholder and the larger e(pG), the less information is transmitted. When e(p,) = e,,,, = ltlq , 

the j-th subcriteria for the i-th stakeholder is not transmitting any useful information. Next, the 
intrinsic weight is calculated as: 

1 
f.. = - 
' Ni - E  [I- e(p, )] 

Since Jli is inversely related to e(p,) , 1 - e(pii) is used instead of e(pG) and normalized to 

make sure 0 < A,. 5 1 and 

The more different the subjective probabilities, pi!', are, the larger A?, and the more important the 

j-th subcriteria for the i-th stakeholder is. When all the subjective probabilities, ply, are equal, 

then f, = 0. In order to calculate the overall importance weight of the j-tk subcriteria for the i-llr 

stakeholder, 6, the intrinsic weight, A?, is multiplied by the subjective weight, w,, and then the 

product is normalized: 



The revised b o d a n c e  weights along with the initial and intrinsic weights are presented in Table 
5. 

8, EXCEL is utilized to calculate PSFs and the committee r a n ~ n g  of ESRs: The model 
described next will integrate importarzce weights of staketio1der.s with the weights for subcriteria 
and the probabilities of occurrence to arrive at a set of PSFs. The higher the PSF, the more 
desirable an ESR is. These calculations are done using a simple modcl developed with Microsoft 
EXCEL. 

9. EXCEL and M M S  are utilized to provide committee and consensus rankings of the 
ESRs enhanced with sensitivity analysis: Microsoft EXCEL and Maximize Agreement 
Heuristic System (MAHS) are used to provide a consensus ranking of the ESRs. Assume that 
each one of our d DMs has ranked q ESRs. Assuming further that the opinions of the d DMs are 
to be valued equally, the Maximize Agreement Heuristic (MAH) seeks to arrive at the consensus 
ranking of the ESRs for the group as a whole. According to Beck and Lin (1983), MAH defines 
an agreement matrix, A,  where each element a,, represents the number of DMs who have 
preferred ESR m to ESR n. Strict preference is important. If a DM is indifferent between nz and 
11, he or she is not counted in a,, The sum of a,,, for each ESR m across all columns represents 
the positive preference vector, C, where 

Similarly, the sum of a,,, for each ESR across all rows represents the negative preference vector, 
R, where 

If for ESR in, C,,=O, implying that no DM prefers ESR m to any other ESR, ESR m is placed at 

the bottom [in subsequent iterations, at the next available position at the bottom] of the final 
consensus ranking. However, if for ESR m, Rm =0, implying that no DM prefers any other ESR 

over ESR m, ESR m is placed at the top [in subsequent iterations, at the next available position at 
the top] of the ranking. 

When there are no zero values in either C or R, the difference in total decision maker agreement 
and disagreement (C,, - R,,) is calculated for each ESR, and ESR rn with the largest absolute 
difference I C,, - R,, I is considered. If (C,, - R,) is positive, ESR rn is placed in the next available 
position at top of the h a 1  consensus ranking, and if the difference is negative, ESR m is placed 
the next available position at the bottom of the consensus ranking. Any ties are broken arbitrarily. 
Once an ESR is assigned a position in the final consensus rading, that ESR is eliminated from 



further consideration. The remaining ESRs form a new matrix and the process is repeated until all 
ESRs are ranked. ESR rankings of the voting members of the CSWT-SC are presented in Tables 
5 and 6 and Figure 3.  

I Insert Tables 5 and 6 and Figure 3 Here I 

111. Interpretation Phase: 

During this phase all the synthesized data are presented to the GSWT-SC for the purposc of 
decision making. 

10. DMs discuss the consensus and committee rankings and recommend a final ranking of 
ESRs to management: DMs meet and discuss the results of committee and consensus rankings. 
A final recommendation that includes a ranking of all ESRs will be forwarded to management for 
approval. 

11. Management reviews the DMs' ranking of ESRs and makes the final decision: 
Management reviews the recommendation of the DMs and after considering various 
organizational implications, makes the final Selection. 

The Model 

To formulate an algebraic model , let us assume: 

Sin = Project Success factor of the m-th ESR; (m = 1, 2, ..., g)  

y = The importance weight of the i-th Stakeholder; (i = 1, 2, . .., Ni ) 

Ej = The Overall Importance Weight of thej-tlz Subcriterion and the i-th 

Stakeholder; ( i = 1, 2, ..., Ni andj = 1, 2, ..., Nj) 
= The m-th Probability of Occurrence of the j-th Subcriteria for the i-th 

Stakeholder;(m = 1, 2, ..., q; i = 1, 2, ..., Ni ; and j = 1, 2, ..., N j  ) 

Ni = Number of Stakeholders 
N j  = Number of Subcriteria for the i-th Stakeholder 

Given the above notations, the Project Success Factor for the m-th ESR is: 

Where: 



and 
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Figure 2: ESR Evaluation Subcriteria (Hierarchy and Relative Weights) 

ReducingiEliminating Possibility of Death or  Serious Injury 

ReducingiEliminating Possibility or Loss of Flight Haadware, Facility, or GSE 

ReducingEliminating Possibility of Personal Injury andlor Flight Hardware, Facility, or GSE Dmage 

Reducing/Eliminating Possibility of a Serious Violation of Safety, Health, or EnvironmentaYFederaVState Regulation 

ReducingiEliminating Possibility of a Deminius Violation of Safety. Health, or EnvironmentallFederaYState Regulation 

Eliminating Critical Single Failure Points (CSFPs) 

Increasing the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBFs), improving the Mean Time To Repair (R.ITTR) by improving 
the Fml t  IdentififationlFault Isolation (RIFI), or improving the access to a r e s  requiring maintenance taskr etc. 

RELtABILITY Providing for the use of Standard Commercial Off-The-Shdf parts or  reducing the need for special support 
eouinment special tools. or special trainin(! requiremen* > .  , .  
Providing equipment interchangability 

Providing a simpler system or  reducing the possibility of failure propagation to  other components or  systems 

Reducing the Probability ofLaunch Slippage 

Supporting Program for Near-Term Requirements 

Fixing aFailurJReduce Failure Rate 

Eliminating Reliance on Identified Obsolete Technology 

Eliminating Actual Labor Dollars 

EliminatingReducing Material Dollars 

Avoiding Proposed Labor Dollars 





Table I: Engineering Support Requests (Fiscal Year 1997) 



Table 2: Stakeholders9 Relative Weights for the Voting Members of GSWT Steering 
Cormmigee 

Round 1 

Round 2 



Table 3: ESR Evaluation Suberiteria (Operational Definitions) 

components or systems 





Table 5: ESR R a ~ K n g s  of the Voting Members of the GSWT Steering Committee 



Table 6: Consensgas Ranking of the ESRs Using MAH 
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ABSTRACT 

The research performed this summer was a continuation of work performed during the 1995 
NASNASEE Summer Fellowship. The focus of the work was to expand previously generated 
predictive models for liquid oxygen (LOX) loading into the external tank of the shuttle. The 
models which were developed using a block diagram simulation language known as VisSim, were 
evaluated on numerous shuttle flights and found to work well in most cases. Once the models 
were refined and validated, the integration of the predictive methods were integrated into existing 
software utilized by Rockwell known as Propulsion Advisory Tool (PAT). Although time was not 
sufficient to completely integrate the models developed into PAT, the ability to predict flows and 
pressures in the orbiter section and graphically display the results was accomplished. 

INTRODUCTION 

Development of advanced software systems for launch support has been an ongoing task at KSC 
for a number of years. One launch support system which has received much attention is the 
loading of liquid oxygen LO,. Two examples of software which have focused on this particular 
system for the purpose of fault detection and diagnosis are the Knowledge-based Autonomous 
Test Engineer (KATE) and the Propulsion Advisory Tool (PAT). The ability to develop 
predictive models for use in these or other software applications, can be a difficult task for a 
complex process such as LO, loading. The objectives of this work were two fold: 1)To develop 
predictive models for the LO, loading process using the block diagram simulation language 
VisSim and 2) Integrate the developed models into existing software for launch support. 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The LO, predictive models were developed using a PC-based version oPVisSim. VisSim is a 
block diagram simulation language which can be used to solve both diEerential and algebraic 
equations. Modeling equations which describe a physical system are transformed into a block 
diagram which is numerically solved as a function of time. A graphical interface is provided with 
pull down menus which allow blocks to be selected and wired together with the use of a mouse. 
In addition complex blocks can be formed in a hierarchiai fashiorl to allow for natural orgar~zation 



ofthe blocks which comprise the model. Figure 1 which gives a process flow and instmmentation 
diagram for the hardware in the vicinity of the orbiter associated with LO, loading is also a 
complex block using a bitmap image for representation. On top of the image are other complex 
blocks (i.e. pressure gauges, flow meters, vaives, etc.), which if examined would reveal additional 
blocks underneath. 

Before any modeling could be done on the LO, system, data from previous loading operations, 
pertaining to the instrumentation associated with the system had to be obtained. This was 
achieved by first broadcasting data recorded on a CD ROM using PC Goal over the network. The 
data was then recorded using KATE. Data was recorded from the 1'-6 hr mark which is prior to 
the LO, being loaded, until approximately two hours after the replenish phase had started. Once 
this data was recorded, it had to be put into a form which could be used by the VisSim program. 
This was done by running several PERL scripts which sorted through the recorded data and 
stored the data in a proper form in a series of ASCII files. These files have been compressed and 
stored on several floppy disks for future use if desired. 

External Tank A 
ET Vent Vnlve 

Figure 1 LO, Loading Process Flow & Instrumentation Diagram for the Orbiter Section 

To completely model the loading of liquid oxygen into the external tank of the space shuttle, six 
separate phases as outlined in Table 1 must be accounted for. This work has primarily focused on 
the Fast Fill, Topping and Replenish phases and hence the description of the modeling effort 
outlined here pertains primarily to these regimes. Although the slow fill process is not explicitly 
modeled, the predictions should be applicable to this loading phase, since presumably only liquid 
oxygen is present. Chill down on the cther hand can not be readily modeled and the models 
should not be used during this period, due to the presence of two phase flow, sensor saturation 
and rapidly changing dynamic conditions. 



Table I Phases of Liquid Bxygern Loading 

Chill down (T-8:00 to T-5:30) 
Slow Fill ET to 2% (T-5:30 to T-5:15) 
Fast Fill ET to 98% (T-5: 15 to T-3:25) 
Topping ofET to 100% (T-325 to T-3:20) 
Auto Replenish (T-320 to Pre-launch) 
StoplRevert Flow (Abnormal Case) 
Phases of Liquid Oxygen Loading 

As with all physical systems which involve the transport of mass or energy, the principals of 
conservation apply. An equation for LO, conservation of mass for the external tank (ET) can be 
written as: 

dh 
= ~'17' '  inlet - vent 

where: 
p = the density of LO, 
A = the cross sectiorral area of the EI' 
h = the level of LO, 

F~711 ~ n l e t  = the flow of LO, tijrorrgh the 17" inlet 

F~~ vent = the flow of gaseous 0, through the 17' ilrlet 

Due to the geometry of the ET, the cross sectional area changes as a function of liquid height and 
thus must be accounted for. This is done with VisSim using lookup tables contained in files in 
which values of area are obtained as a function of height. From the conditions modeled, the liquid 
density of the LO, is approximately constant although also included in the VisSirn program are 
lookup tables for density as a function of temperature and pressure. 

The flow of a fluid in a pipe between two points is proportional to the square root of the pressure 
difference between the points. Thus flow terms in equation 1 are defined by the equation: 

where: 
y = a flow coefficient (i.e. admittance) (2) 

AP = tile pressure differential for the sectiorr of pipe cor~sidered 

Conservation of energy equations can also be written for key sections of the LO, loading process, 
however the observable variable temperature, has spatial variations as well as time dependency. 
This leads to complex soiutions for partial differential equations as at each time step a temperature 
grid has to be solved by a numerical procedure such as finite diKerences. A simplification can be 
made if each section of pipe which is to be modeled is assurned to be a series sf  well stiraed 



comparTments. The partial differential equations can thus be transformed into a series of ordinal-). 
differential equations. For a given section of pipe where only one compartment is assumed with 
one stream entering and one stream exiting the energy balance can be written : 

where: 
To = the tentperatzrre exa'li?ig the pipe 
T = the te~nperattire ei~teriiig the pipe 
C, = the specific heat of the LO, 
Q = the hent gain the surrowidiirgs 
I; = the jlolv of LO, through the pipe 
V = the volzrnle of the pipe 
p = the density of the LO, inside the pipe 

In equation 3 the heat gained from the surroundings can be written as: 

Ta = the anibietlt ternperatttre 
To = the LO, telitperattrre exiting the pipe 
U = art overall heat transfer coefJicent 
A = the suvace area of the pipe seclio~l 

The LO, loading data for STS55 was used as the base case for model development. In developing 
the model it was assumed that all flow measurements were accurate and hence could be used to 
aid in the conservation of mass equations. Since there are two flow meters associated with the 

' 

LO, pumps, the two values were averaged and then passed through a simple first order filter to 
eliminate some of the noise. From a mass balance, the flow of LO, going to the orbiter is equal to 
this filtered value for the pump flow, minus the flow recycled to the storage tank (bypass line). 
The first step in the model development was to assume a flow coefficient for the flow being 
returned to the storage tank as given by equation 2. The pressure drop used in the equatiol~ was 
from the pump discharge to the pressure in the bypass line. There are two separate return lines to 
the storage tank in the recycle stream. The smaller line is always open, while the larger line has a 
valve which is only opened after the fast fill operation has been completed. Tlis leads to a need 
for different admittance values for the flow through this line. The flow coefficient for the bypass 
line can be readily determined during the replenish loading phase, since the total flow to the 
orbiter is equal to the flow through the replenish flow meter, since the valve on the transfer line 
fill valve is closed at that time. 

Once the Row to the orbiter is set, the next step is to assume flow coefficients for the LO, flow 
through the main engines of the space shuttle. It was assumed that since these lines are the sanle 
dimensions with similar flow paths, that the Row and hence the flow coefficients would be equal 



though each Line. Subtracting this flow through the engines from that which is goitig to the 
orbiter, leaves the difference going up to fill the ET. Another flow coefiicient which needs to be 
assumed is that for the ET vent valve during the times in which it is open. 

All of the assumptions are checked through integration of the diperential equation given in 
equation 1 to get the level as a function of time. Since level sensors are placed in the external tank 
at the 5%, 98%, loo-% and 100% marks, the values obtained from the numerical integration can 
be checked against the actual data. Once the replenish phase is entered the level remains 
approximately constant under closed loop control. The flow coefficients can then be iterated until 
reasonable values are achieved. 

As previously discussed the LO, loading predictive models were developed using STSSO as the 
base case. Figure 2 shows how the measured values compare to predictive values for the orbiter 
inlet pressure. The prediction is generated from equation 2, by using the flow rate through the 
section of pipe between adjacent measurement points, the flow coefficient for the section and the 
measured pressure of the adjacent point. The other pressure measurements on the orbiter give 
accuracy similar to that shown in Figure 2. 

A c t u a l  Orbiter Inlet Pressure 

Predicted Orbiter Inlet Pressure 

Predicted Orbiter Inlet Pressure 

Piganre 2 Predicted versus Actual Orbiter Ilrllet Pressure far STS50 



Two predictive nrethods were used for each of these measurements as one section of pipe used 
was from the orbiter inlet to the 17 inch disconnect and the other sectio~i was from the ~natnifuld 
to each point. Two predictive methods were also used to predict the pressures in the engines, as 
the prirnav prediction used an average predicted flow through the engines, a flow s;oe@clent and 
atmospfieric pressure while the second prediction used the manifold pressure as the adjacent 
point. Since tine rrranifold does not have an actual pressure measurement, one was ge~erated in 
VisSim by taking a value between the orbiter inlet, 17 inch disconl~ect and engine inlet pressures. 
It was found that due to noise in the data and the relatively small differential pressure between 
measurements during the replenish phase, that an offset needed to be added to the orbiter inlet 
pressure, in order to insure that the manifold pressure was always between the measured values. 
While this worked well for STSSO, using the generated manifold pressure for predicting adjacent 
pressures could not be repeated in other flights without adjusting this offset. 

To evaluate the robustness of these models, other LO, data from different n~issions was also 
examined. Table 2 gives a comparison of the pressure predictions using the primary predictive 
method (i.e. the manifold pressure was not used) reiative to the base case. It was found that the 
pressure predictions worked well for all flights, with the only difference coming from offset 
differences between orbiters. Figure 3 shows how the prediction for the orbiter inlet pressure has 
a relatively constant error or offset using the satne offsets as those used for STSSO. This 
evaluation of LO, on different flights shows that the models developed are robust and should be 
applicable to all loadings once an offset is determined for the particular orbiter. 

Table 2 Comparison of Predicted Pressures Relative to Measured 
Pressures for Various Sl~uttle Missions 

Orbiter Mission Orbiter Inlet 17" Disc. S SME# 1 SSME#2 SSME#3 
Pressure Pressure Pressure Pressure Pressure 

Columbia STS4O OK OK OK OK OK 
Columbia STS52 OK OK OK OK OK 
Columbia STS55 OK OI< OK OK OK 
Atlantis STS37 0-1 psi low 0-1 psi high 6-7 psi low 4-5 psi high 1-2 psi high 
Atlantis STS44 0-1 psi low 0-1 psi high 6-7 psi low 4-5 psi high 1-2 psi high 
Atlantis STS46 0-1 psi low 0- 1 psi high 6-7 psi low 4-5 psi high 1-2 psi high 
Endeavor STS47 7-9 psi low 7-9 psi high 3-4 psi low 1-2 psi low 3-4 psi high 
Endeavor STS49 7-9 psi low 7-9 psi high 3-4 psi low 1-2 psi low 3-4 psi high 
Endeavor STS57 7-9 psi low 7-9 psi high 3-4 psi low 1-2 psi low 3-4 psi high 

It was found that in general the predicted level in the ET as a fbnction of time was close to the 
actual level, however there were errors as would be expected. Although in some cases the 
predicted level would be several feet off from the asbual Ievel, the error itself was small since the 
geometry of the ET has such a rapidly decreasing cross sectional area as it approaches being kll. 



- Actual Orbiter inlet Pressure 

Predicted Orbiter Inlet Pressure 

Figure 3 Predicted versus Actual Orbiter Irilet Pressure for STS57 

To illustrate this, the difference in height between the 98% level sensor and 100% level sensor is 
greater than 3.5 feet, or roughly 7% of the height, while the volume of this section is only 
approximately 2% of the total volume. 

Predictions were also generated for the temperatures in the orbiter section. For most of the fast 
fill phase the temperatures stay relatively constant and change only small amounts. Once the flow 
of LO, is decreased during the topping and replenish phases, all temperatures begin to rise and 
then ultimately come to a new steady state. This was modeled by performing a linear expansion of 
equation 3 and assuming that the dynamic response of the temperature can be modeled as a first 
order with time delay transfer fhnction where the flow rate is assumed to be the only input 
variable effecting the output variable temperature. The response to the flow rate disturbance input 
can be seen in Figure 4. Although the model prediction has some error from the simplifications, it 
does seem to reasonably capture the dynamics. 

MODIELmG FOR THE CASE OF LO2 IBI",,VERT FLOW (DMm BACK) 

As a separate case, an attempt was made to model the revert flow condition which occurs during 
a launch scrub. Data from STS71 was obtained for the entire drain period. No attempt was made 
to model temperatures for this case as only pressure predictions in tine orbiter were evaluated. Tire 
cause for the scrub on this Right, was the failure of a kse  whiclz had sonle of "be key ground 
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measurements and valve state indicators. As a consequence the flow of LO, which was drained 
back to the storage tank was based on the measurements between the orbiter inlet pressure and 
the bypass pressure. A flow coefficient for this section of pipe was determined by iteration in a 
fashion similar to that outlined above. By having the integrated levcl and the actual level match at 
the times given by the data at which the 5% and 98% levels were reached. 

___Actual Otbiler Inlet Temperature 
- 

Predicted Orbiter Inlet Ternpcrature 

In addition to the above analysis on the ET level, it was found that the pressures on the orbiter 
could also be predicted accurately once the appropriate offsets were included. Figure 5 shows the 
shuttle main engine #2 predicted and measured pressures as illustration of this fact. Although not 
shown, the orbiter inlet prediction had considerable error initially, due to the fact that the PVlO 
valve was actually closed during this period. This caused the actual pressure to drop, however 
once the valve was reopened the pressure prediction became valid. 

INTEGRATION OF THE PREDICTIVE MODELS INTO PAT 

The ultimate goal of this work was to use the predictive models which were developed using 
VisSim, in Rockwell's Propulsion Advisory Tool (PAT). PAT is a program written in G2 which is 
used by Rockwell for launch support. G2 is a graphical oriented programming tool which gives 
the user the ability to use rules, objects or procedures forsoftware development. It is relatively 
user friendly, made evident by the fact that ofthe ten week period in the surnmer fellowship, only 
the last t hee  weeks of the summer program were spent working on PAT. 
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Due to the lack of time, all models were not added to PAT, several aspects of the model 
development were included, in particular pressure and flow predictions in key sections of the 
orbiter. The model components which were included in PAT were found to work well as they 
were evaluated using data from a recent LO, loading. 

Generic hnctions were written in G2 for both flow prediction and pressure prediction and placed 
into a workspace. (i.e. G2 window) The workspace containing these functions in their native G2 
language, along with some rules for the different loading phases are shown in Figure 6. Since 
many of the predictions in VisSim use simple first order filters, this capability was also included in 
PAT. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of the digital filter applied to the flow rate measurement From 
the LO, pumps. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The work which has been performed the past two years under the NASA Summer Faculty 
Fellowship has shown that a block diagram based simulation language such as VisSim can be used 
to rapidly develop robust predictive models. While additional work could be done to improve the 
robustness and predictive abilities of the models, the development effort has been largely 
successfial. Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated that the results of the model development 
can also be incorporaled into existing sofiware with relative ease md sitnilar success. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report summarizes the author's summer 1996 work at NASA Kennedy Space Center in the 
Advanced Systems Division. The subject was tlie Payload Inspection and Processing System (PIPS). PIPS is an 
automated system, programmed off-line for inspection of Space Shuttle payioads after integration and prior to 
launch. PIPS features a hyper-redundant 18-dof serpentine truss manipulator capable of snake-like motions to 
avoid obstacles. During the summer of 1995, the author worked on the same project, developing a follotv-the- 
leader (FTL) algorithm in graphical simulation which ensures wliole-arm collision avoidance by forcing ensuing 
links to follow the same tip trajectory. The summer 1996 work was to control the prototype PIPS hardware in 
follow-the-leader mode. 

This report summarizes improvements in the algorithm accomplished this summer. Angle-to-length 
mappings and length-to-LVDT voltage calibrations are presented; these were required for FTL hardware 
implementation. The algorithm was improved with a general feed-line for FTL (rather than straight out from the 
zero angles as last summer). reduced iterations for solution convergence, and the inclusion of joint limit checks for 
trajectories. Teleoperation was developed and implemented as the primary path planning mode for the prototype 
hardware. In this mode, the operator defines obstacle-free trajectories for the manipulator tip using a hand 
controller, either off- or on-line. Improvements in the existing low-level C code were made to enable FTL motions. 
C++ code was developed to run the FTL algorithm on-line; tliis code was interfaced to the low-level control C 
code. A videotape was produced to document proof-of-concept FTL control of the prototype hardware. 

The project was successful in providing MZ control in hardware. The STS-82 payload mockup was used 
in the lab to demonstrate serpentine motions to avoid obstacles in a realistic environment. Four trajectories are 
delivered for tliis payload in this report. A general FTL prototype hardware demonstration capability including 
teleoperation is the primary accomplishment of the summer. 

This ten-page report presents highlights of the thirty-seven-page report delivered to Tom Lippitt of NASA 
KSC at tlie end of the project [6]. Please request the full version from the author or Tom Lippitt if desired. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Inspection of Space Shuttle payloads afler integration and prior to launch is essential for launcll and 
mission safety. Currently, this inspection is completed by humans, which is dangerous, costly. labor-intensive. and 
not versatile in the cluttered and sensitive Shuttle bay environment. With shrinking budgets, development of 
efficient, labor saving methods are warranted. Therefore, the Advanced Systems Division at NASA Kennedy 
Space Center (KSC) is developing an automated tool, the Payload Inspection & Processing System (PIPS), for 
prelaunch inspection and light tasks in the Space Shuttle bay [1],[2], [3]. Figure 1 shows the design concept for 
PIPS. Tlus unique device features a hyper-redundant serpentine truss manipulator (STM) for carrying a camera 
along obstacle-free trajectories to required goal points for inspection. The prototype PIPS hardware (built by 
Foster-Miller, Inc. [4] and modified by NASA) has eighteen degrees-of-freedom. 

The author worked on the same project during the summer of 1995, where a follow-the-leader algorithm 
was successfuliy developed and implemented to the KSC serpentine truss manipulator in graphical simulation. 
Given a obstacle-free trajectory for the manipulator tip , the follow-the-leader algorithm ensures whole arm 
collision avoidance by forcing each ensuing link to follow the tip. The primary goal of the summer 1996 work was 
implernentation of the follo\v-the-leader algorithm to the prototype hardware. 

This report is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes improvements in the general FTL algorithm 
including a general feed-line, teleoperation (human-based path planning), and joint limit checks. Section 3 
discusses hardware implementation of the FTL algorithm and STS-82 i~ardware trajectory simulations. The 
conclusion follows, including a summary of accomplisllments and design lessons learned from simulation. 

Titis report presents project highlights because it is limited to ten pages in length. For detailed reports on 
two summers' work on this project, please see [5, 61. 



Figure 1.1 PIPS Conceptptunl Desip11 

2. ALGORITHM IMPROVEMENTS 

2.1 General Feed-Line 

In last summer's algorithm. the STM was constrained to start follo\v-the-leader trajectories from the 
nominal reset position, where all joint angles are zero and the STM configuration is straight out along tlie 
prismatic joint. With this limitation, the crane joint 0, and the third base joint 8, are never used during 
trajectories. A significantly greater follow-the-leader workspace is enabled if the STM is fed onto the trajectory 
along general lines in space, rather than just along the prismatic track. 

Figure 2.1 shows the general feed-line trajectory geometry. Length LI is the Xo distance from tlle origin to 
point ( 4 )  in the reset position and lengtli L2 is the straight STM distance from spine points 14) to (18) .  As 
discussed in Section 2, joints dl,  8,, and 8, are used to push spine point ( 4 )  onto trajectories. Since spine point 
(4) is the first to be pushed onto the trajectory, the feed-line starts at the nominal reset position for this spine point. 
as before. However, the initial position for the STM tip, spine point { I S ) ,  is determined by a sequence of two 
rotations: 1) a about YO; and 2) p about Xo. This sequence is a Y-A- ( a,/? ) fixed rotation, described by the 
rotation matrix: 

For all trajectories, the first two points are: F f ;  = (0 0 0IT and F ~ 2  = (0 0 (Note: pC is tlie vector 

to the origin of frame ( C )  from the origin of frame {B) ,  expressed in the coordinates of frame (B ) ) .  The first 
point cannot be reached by the STM tip but must be defined in order to intersect the STM back onto the feed-line. 
If remaining path is determined in the ( F )  frame, we must first transform all trajectory points to ( 0 ) :  " = ; T ~ P ;  
where (see Fig. 2.1): 
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I;ipzrre 2.1 General Feed-Line Geon~etyy 

2.2 Teleoperation 
Teleoperation is tlie most effective, reliable, and safe method for path planning of the PIPS system. Under 

teleoperation. a llun~an operator enters commands to a robot system via a hand controller and the system responds. 
In the context of hyper-redundant serpentine manipulators, the operator enters obstacle-free trajectories for the 
manipulator tip, step-by-step. The follow-the-leader algorithm ensures that wilole arm collision avoidance is 
maintained, also step-by-step. If any step results in a violation of joint limits, the operator is given the option to try 
again, but the bad command set is not sent to the manipulator. To extract the manipulator from a teleoperated 
trajectory, tlie command history is reversed. 

For spatial teleoperation, three-dof input is sufficient, which controls relative XYZ positions. Orientation 
at the manipulator tip (camera pointing vector) is fixed by the relative locations of the last two trajectory points. 
Tlie tlwee-dof input could be chosen to be A X , A Y ,  AZ . However, for follow-the-leader control, it is more 
convenient to use spherical coordinates to define next trajectory point relative to current trajectory point. Starting 
from the current trajectory point, the next point is defined using a hand controller to input a radius P and two 
spherical angles, +,8. As shown in Fig. 2.2, t11e hand controller can be aligned wit11 the'manipulator tip video 
monitor so teleoperation is natural. Input motion is relative to the manipulator tip coordinate frame {i). 
Teleoperation is greatly enhanced by placing two or three cameras in tlie workspace to provide orthogonal views. 
In this report, the computer keyboard was used to simulate a virtual hand controller (typing numerical commands). 
Teleoperation would be much easier using an actual hand controller with proportional readings from each axis. 

0 
Figure 2.3 sl~ows the ith teleoperation step where t l~e  next trajectory point ('t,,) is determined based on 

the current trajectory point using the following vector-loop-closure equation: 
"(" I 



is the vector to the origin of frame (C} from the origin of frame (B}, expressed in the coordinates 

of frarne {A).) Coordinate frame ( i + l }  is obtained by two rotations relative to (i): I) 4 about II;; and 2) B 
about Yicl (the Y-axis resulting from the first rotation). This sequence is an X-Y ( @ , 6 )  Euler rotation (Note: the 
order of matrix multiplication is opposite from the fised rotation sequence presented in Section 2.1). 

Figtrre 2.2 Teleopercrtion Harm' Controller Figure 2.3 it' Teleopercrlion Step 

The relative vector ] for Eq. 3.6 is found from: 

The relative vector '('<+,) in frame ( i )  is produced by rotating vector ' P = (0 0 PIT through the S Y  ( 4 , 6 )  

Euler rotation sequence described above: 

I .  

( ' ~ + , )  = R ~ ( + ) R ~ ( ~ ) ' P  = 

The rotation matrix forms are given in Eq. 2.1. In Eq. 2.5, the rotation matrix P R  must be initialized to the 
starting orientation, at the second trajectory point (which is the first point the tip can reach). If the starting point is 
the nominal straight reset configuration, Y R  = I , .  If a general feed-line is used, the initial orientation matris is 

PR=,OR, given in Eq. 2.1. The rotation matrix Y R  must be updated after each successful teleoperation input as 
follows, to prepare for tlie next input step: 

P R + , + ~ R = ~ R ~ + ; R  (2.7) 

Where the rotation matrix ,+; R comes frotn the current ,Y-Y ( +, 0) Euler rotation sequence, 

i + : ~  = R,(~)R* (Q) 



2.3 Dnitia! Qi 

As discussed in Section 2.2, the first step in calculating a follow-the-leader step is to shape the 
manipulator to the trajectony from tip to base. This is accomplished by intersecting manipulator segment link 
spheres of radii Q, with the trajectory straight-line segments. Due to tile offset universal joint structure of the 
prototype hardware, the intersectfinverse position kinematics computation is iterative. In last summer's work, the 
initial Q, iveie t&en as average values for generality [5]. This summer it was realized that if the initial 
~nanipulator configuration is straight (straight out or with a general feed-line), the initial Q, values sllould be the 
lnaximurn possible, Q = A, +S,+, because this leads to the exact solution the first iteration. Therefore, this 
improvement was made in the algorithm; the data is summarized in Table A.2. 

In last summer's work, to achieve a spine point error tolerance of 0.1". two iterations were required at the 
initial step and only one thereafter since the Q, values are continuously updated in the inverse kinematics solution. 
With the improvement in initial Q, , only one iteration is required to achieve the error tolerance 0.1". 

2.4 Joint Limit Checks 

Last summer joint limit checks were based on plotting angular data resulting from the follow-the-leader 
data and inspecting to see if any limits are violated. This process was facilitated by bounding the graphs with the 
appropriate joint limit bounds, but it was not effective. This summer joint limit checks have been implemented in 
MATLAB and C++ code in terms of logic statements. This is used in both automated (input ,YYZ data) and 
teleoperated modes. The variables lolim and hilim contain hardware joint angular (and dl )  limits which were 
derived from the actual measured limits on LVDT voltage and ball-screw actuator length. If joint limits are 
violated during sirnulation, the array lims is filled: with 0 if the corresponding joint does not meet a limit, and 
with 1 if the corresponding joint exceeds its limit. Then the array jons is displayed which contains the nunlerical 
values of the bad step, which of course cannot be sent to the hardware. 

3. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Calibration 

The follow-the-leader algorithm results in STM joint angle histories, eighteen joint commands for each 
input XYZ trajectory point. The STM hardware accepts eighteen LVDT voltage commands to drive each stepper 
motor / gear box / ball screw actuator combination. The LVDT voltage is the feedback sensor to ensure each joint 
moves to the commanded location. Therefore, a sequence of two transformations is required: 1) Joint angle to 
joint length mapping; and 2) Joint length to LVDT voltage calibration. The mathematics for these 
transformations is presented in the next two sub-sections. Both require extensive physical and electronic 
measurements. which are presented in appendices. 

3.1. I Angle-to-Length Mapping 
Thus section presents the angle-to-length mapping required for each of the eighteen STM joints. 

3.1.1.1 Prismatic Joint 1. The first joint is already a sliding joint, hence no mapping is required. 

3.1.1.2 Crane Joint 2. Given a general 6, , the corresponding L, must be calculated (see Figure 3.1) : 

The parameters for Eq. 3.1 are given below: 



Figure 3.1 Crane Joint Adodel 

3.1.1.3 Odd serpentine ioints 3 throu~h 17. The odd serpentine joints 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17 have 
the same structure, called a type " A  box in [4]. In a type " A  Box, positive change in Li corresponds to a 

positive change in Bi (see Figure 3.2). At the nominal Bi = 0 position, the following relationships hold: 

Given a general Bi , the corresponding Li can be calculated using Lawv of Cosines: 

where: L,, = JF-ZF- H ,  = 6 3 -  

Figirre 3.2 '3" Box Joint Model Figure 3.3 "B" Box Joint Adodel 

3.1.1.4 Even serpentine ioints 4 tl~rounh 18. The even serpentine joints 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 
have the same structure, called a type " B  box in [4]. In a type "B" Box, positive change in L, corresponds to a 

negative change in Bi (see Figure 3.3). At the nominal Bi = 0 position, Eq. 3.2 still holds. Given a general Bi , 
the corresponding Li can be calculated using Law of Cosines: 

L, = fl+ H,? - 2 L,, IfV cos(B, - B, ) (3.4) 

3.1.2 Length-to-Voltage Calibration 
This section presents the length-to-voltage calibration required for each of the eighteen STM joints. 

There are tnro different joint categories: 1) Motion base joints I and 2; and 2) Serpentine joints 3 through 18. 



3.1.2.1 Motion base ioints 1 and 2. Since the LVDT devices are linear, a linear calibration was performed 
between the minimum and maxi~nu~n conditions. Given a general L, . the LVDT voltage I< is calculated using a 
linear equation for hardware feedback control. 

3.1.2.2 Seruentine ioints 3 through 18. The calibrations for these joints are similar to Eq. 3.5. However, 
in order to ensure that the nominal STM zero position gives the measured nominal voltage Fro/,, a half-side 
calibration is used. 

3.2 Operational Scenario 

There are several scenarios under which the hardware may be operated in follow-the-leader (FTL) mode. 
This section briefly discusses the options; please see [6] for more information. 

The low-level control C code was developed by NASA and modified in this project. This code enables 
feedback control on each joint to achieve commanded LVDT voltages singly or in combinations. 

Off-line MATLAB code was developed to program follow-the-leader motions, complete with graphics and 
aninlation. This code allows teleoperation. computation of riYZ trajectories, and input of externally-generated ATZ 
trajectories. The fidelity of the graphics is sufficient to avoid obstacles in the real hardware. The follow-the-leader 
algorithm generates histories of dl and joint angles, which are mapped to lengths and the lengths are calibrated to 
equivalent LVDT voltages for each stepper motor I gearbox I ball screw actuator combination. The MATLAB code 
writes ASCII files to disk; the VLT.DAT or TRAJ.DAT files can be downloaded to the operational hardware C 
code to execute MATLAB-generated trajectories. 

High-level follow-the-leader C++ code was developed by graduate assistant James Mayhew to run the 
MATLAB code on-line. This code interfaces to the modified NASA low-level C code. 

3.3 STS-82 Hardware Simulation 

This section discusses hardware demonstration of follow-the-leader trajectories developed for the STS-82 
payload. which is scheduled to fly in February. 1997. The hardware setup includes the eighteen-dof STM, Shuttle 
pallet. and mock-up STS-82 payload. The Shuttle pallet and STS-82 payload were modeled in MATLAB, along 
with the spine of the STM. 

Four follow-the-leader trajectories were developed off-line using the MATLAB code and implemented in 
hardware control to demonstrate representative inspection locations and tasks for the STS-82 payload. All 
trajectories were developed free of hardware joint limits and proved to be free of collisions in hardware. The four 
trajectories are named below, along with output trajectory and voltage command data files. 

1 )  Rentove lVFPC SIPE Box Plastic Sheeting Task TRAJI-96.DAT VLTI-96.DAT 
2) Inspect Load Isolation Systent Strut Task TRAJ2-96.DAT VLT2-96.DAT 
3 )  Inspect Keel Fitting Task TRAJ3-96.DAT VLT3-96.BAT 
4 )  Retrieve Il'itness Plates Task TRAJQ96.DAT VLTQ9G.BAT 

A three minute videotape was produced by the PI to highlight the summer's accomplishments and 
demonstrate proof-of-concept follow-the-leader hardware control of the prototype STM hardware. Trajectory 3 is 
the featured trajectory and the motion is time-lapsed. Three Gnat trajectories were developed and appear after the 



narrated porlion of the video. Figures 3.4 a11d 3.5 are plkoiographs of the initial and final STM configurations for 
TRAJ1_36.DAT, respectively. 

4. CONCLUSION 

'I'liis report higltligl~ts tlkc 1'1's summer 1996 pro-ject in FTL lvardware control of the prototype STM 
hardnarc. During last sum~ncr's pro.jcct tile PI developed the I;TL algorilltrn and demonstrated it in grapllical 
sirnrtlation. 'Tl~is year's projcct sncccssf~~lly acco~nplislied FTL conlrol in hardware, and several itnproveiilents 
wcre made to the algoritlnn in addition. Givcn an obstacle-free trajectory for the llypcr-redundant manipulator lip, 
tlte FTL algoritlln~ assures wl~ole-arru collision avoidance fbr the entire trajectory by forcing all ensuing links to 
follow the tip. 

Accomplislune~~ts for tllc sulnlner 1996 project are as follows. 

Follon~-the-leader (FTL) proof-of-concept denlonstration in llardware 
Mapping and ci~libmtion fro111 joint angles to LVDT voltages 
L)ctcrnlination and avoidance of hardware joint li~nits 
Upgradc FTL algorilhn~ to include general feed-line and better cortvergellce 
Implenlentation of telcoperation as primary path planning mode 
Adnptalio~l of OK-line MATLAB code to on-line C++ code 
Ilardware si~uul;ition of STS-82 payload follow-the-leader traiectorics 
Ilc~nonstration capability for future FTL tasks 
V~dcotapc to docuolent results alld demonstrate ltardware trajectories 

7'he surtmlcr 1996 projcct was succcssfnl in denionstrating FTL trajcctories in Itardware. One product 
Iro~u this [tiojcct o\?cr. t l ~ c  ~);ist two sun~n lc~s  is a list of design lessons learned fro111 t l ~ c  prototype STM llardtvare 
and control s ~ s l c ~ i r  'I'ltesc lcssoiis sl~orilcl for111 part of the specifica(ions for tllc final PCR PIPS i~ardnrarc. 

SI'M .join[ olTsc!s sl~ould be zero. 
'Tlic  nol lion base I~a~islational tra\~el should be equal to tlle STM length 

D '1-11e sitnplcsl F'i'l, algoritlirn results from equal STM liirk lengtlrs. 



e Ail joint litrxits should be increased. 
o The [notion base gnust hawe Inore range in tllree dimensions. 
e Servo controlled actuators sliould be used so all motors can reach their goals simullaneously. 
Q The liardware must be lighter yet also stin'er. 
e Actuatioxl redundancy sl~ould be pr~vided in lfle event of joint failures. 

LVDT voltage noise must be reduced. 
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